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From Hall onwards, many writers have spoken of adolescence as a ! 
period of storm and stress and, although more or less adequate justice hasi 
been done to the height ened respo. sivsness ,.to joyous stimuli shewn by j 
many in the 'teens, the tacit assumption is apparent in the writings of 
mny authorities that adolescence is a period of emotion?,! difficulty and 
unhappiness. Ilollingworth2 emphasises the other view when she -vTrites thatl 
for the most part adolescents may be seen going about their business like j 
ordinary foil:, 3o too Benedict and .Mead su ingest thr.t the emotional ten- i 
sions of the period are the product not so ^iuoh of causes arising from
within as of the environmental circumstances in which the developing ohild 
finds itself.3
3
Much of the data which we have of a qualitative sort consists in 
case studies of boys and girls v/ho are abnormal in some way - delinquent, 
neurotic, or specially gifted verbally. There are a number of Aroerioan 
studies based upon comparatively large samples of representativo groups^ 
but the social, economic end educational differences are such that these 
are no uore than suggestive for English youtli, Material derived from 
English student groups by means of questionnaires lias been published by
1. Adolescence. Vols, I. & II. - passim. (New York 1916)
2. The Psychology of the Adolescent. p» (London).
3* Doncdiot "Continuities and Jiaoontinuities in Cultural Conditioning." 
Psychiatry vol. i. i*ay *3#.
Mead "Coming- of Age in Samoa" (New York 1938) cap. p. 5,^40, 
"Gro.vingu.) in IiO./ Guinea" (Penf^uin) p. 111 Pp"
4. for example, those suuinarized by Hollingworth (op.oit.), A
(Adolescent Psychology, Alien Wnwin, 1937) or by Cole (Psycholo;ar 
or AdolescerioQ, Alien ^ Unvdn
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2.
Valentine, 1 and "by ^Theeler2 who also included in her survey the remin­ 
iscences of adolescence of adult -workers attending 7/.2.A. classes. The 
present writer has else, /here published a similar Suudy of young adol­ 
escent wprkers.3 opeoial topics have "been dealt vd.th by Phillips * and 
Vemon.5 ;3o far as the writer is aware, no study of the present kind has 
"been published in England.
The present investigation is an attempt to gain a broad view - as 
adolescents themselves see it - of the change in the impact of the psyoh- 
oloc,ioal environment which takes place between late ohildlrood and the 
early 'teens and to assess southing of the direction and degree of its 
effects. In such a study, idiosyncrasies of temperament and peculiar­ 
ities of experience arc likely to be of such importance that a questionn­ 
aire, even consisting of a large number of more or less controlled res­ 
ponse questions scarcely aeeraa" the best method of approach. The personal 
interview has the disadvantage of being cumbersome and prohibitive where 
a large sample is required and the resistances aroused even by the most 
discreet personal questioning may well invalidate much of the data."
Accordingly for the present purpose, a group was chosen as homo­ 
geneous as possible in sex, age. education and social background: and, 
In the hope" of retaining something of the spontaneity of the interview as 
well as the advantage of anonymity given by the questionnaire , a very 
loosely f ranied series of questions was used. The group consisted of 109 
women education students in the University tvro year training course and 
19 women students in the one year post graduate course for the Diploma 
in Education. In the case of the two year students, most of the sched­ 
ules (described below) were distributed by colleagues of the writer/ to 
two successive first year groups before they had proceeded very far in 
their course in psychology and certainly before the topic of adolescence
1 'Adolescence and Some Problems of Youth Training. * D.J.Ed.?. Vol. £111——————————————————————— — ————————— Pt.II.1943, p. 58
2 'The Adventure of Youth* Univ. of Lend. Press, 1945
3 'The Adolescent Child* Ch.IV. (pending publication.)
4 The Education oT the lumot ions, Alien ?<•. Unwin 1937.
nJhe DeyelQioent or .jobial ': Politipial oentiDienta in ,/omen* B.J.iSd.P.
—————— 7oT777Pt.IIl.1935.
5 "Characteristic Motivation in the Activities of JohoolGirls." 
u.d,ij . voj.. TTTT Pt>.. '
Frank C"Pro^i'eotive. Methods for the ^tudy of Personality1' Journ.of 
Psych. Vol. I. Cot. 1939] points out that ".men we asK "an individual to 
tell what he believes or feels or to indicate in which categories he 
belongs, this social pressure to conform to the group norm operates to 
bias what he has to say and presses him to fit himself into the cate­ 
gories of the inventory or questionnaire offered for self diagnosis." 
This remark is echoed by Bios (The Adolescent Personality, Appleton 
Century 1941.) who regards uneoercecl and undefined situations such as 
creative writing or interview as superior to questionnaires or tests. 
It was with such considerations in vie;/ that the method of the r>resent 
enquiry was devised.
I should here like to thank Mrs H.il.Barnett and Miss LI. Brearley for 
their co-operation in this research.
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had "been dealt wlthf The 19 Diploma students completed their schedules 
at home and returned theu to nie by post. All the* schedules distributed 
were returned completed and the sample, therefore, does not suffer fron 
uncontrolled selection. On the schedules themselves p.nd while they were beinjj; distributed, it was emphasised that all replies should be as frank and full as possible and that they would be treated as absolutely confi­ dential and anonymous.
The form of the schedule was as follows:-
COI^IDgJTIA:.
Age: Yrs....Mths....3ex....
No one who knows you will read tliis and it v/ill help if you will be asfrank as you possibly can,
flease do not write your name anywhere on this sheet,
1. ,/ere you on the whole happy during childhood ? 
Ye o. I To, (Under1ine one.)
If you wish to add anything to your p,nsv/er, please do so here:-
2. ,/hich things, persons, events and so on in your childhood caused you 
unhappiness or happiness ?
3. Have you on the whole been happy since the ace of tv/olve or thirteen ?
Yes. Ho. (Underline one.) 
If you vash to add anything to your answer, please do so here: -
4, jfiThioh things, persons, events and so on have caused you happiness or 
unhappiness since the age of twelve or thirteen ?
4.
After each question, ample spaoe ms left for replies and it was sugges­ ted that the reverse of the foolscap sheet on wliioh the questionnaires were printed roi^ht also "be used.
The average are of the p;roup was 19 and the range 17+ to 24 though very few fell outside the limits of 18-20. Ml may therefore be recorded as late adolescent or yount, adult, near enough to the experiences of the 'teens to recollect them clearly, but sufficiently removed from them to have some decree of objectivity. All the writers are above the general average in innate intelligence and in powers of self-expression and, from the fulness and detail of most of the replies, I am convinced that the material is free at least from conscious suppression or sophistication. There remain, of course, the element's' of unconscious sophistication, dis­ placement of affect jUnoonsoious meanings arising vdthin emotionally toned situations, the rounding out of events, rationalisations, conventional­ isations, and partial or complete amnesias of painful experiences, ouch uncontrollable factors are present in any situation involving recall, except possibly that of deep analysis: but, as i'hillips has su^ested,' one of the "main benefits conferred by psycho-analysis may ultimately prove to have been the discovery of new categories of thou^it, which can later be made use of on the conscious level" and aivareness of fesis- tances, distortions and araensias, so common now amonr; the eduoatedj alnost certainly reduces their effect. So too - apart from certain complexes which are assumed2 to be generally characteristic of most of us - idiosyncrasies of repression and displacement are likely to be sorittered in a nroup such as this in a more or less random fashion, and while they laay affect individuals, are likely to cancel out in a sample of the present size. Lloreover, while we way accept as a fact that even in intelligently self-aware adults, unconscious processes have profound influence on conscious conduot, the control of behaviour depends at least as much upon consciously reco; ,nised Ta'ctors in the environment and upon attitudes and feelings amenable to introspection.
P. 33
2 Often on the scantiest of evidence, as shewn by Valentine
'The Psychology of :>.rly Childhood* (i.Iethuen 1942 Chapter XVII,
II - QUANTITATIVE FINDINGS.
(a) The General araotional oet.
>*rith these cautions in mind, we may proceed to a description 
of the results. The most striking quantitative fact v/hioh emerges 
is that, at both periods of life, the overwhelming rmjority rate 
themselves as being on the whole Imppy. Table I sets out the 
results derived from Questions 1 and 3.
TAB',E I.
Peroentases of the Group (128 ,/omen) reportinr; themselves 
as Ilappy or Unhappy during Childhood and Adolescence.
Happy in Child­ 
hood Jo Adolesoenoe
Happy in Child­ 
hood, Unhappy in 
Adolesoenoe
Unhappy in Child­ 
hood, Happy in 
Adolescence
Unhappy during 
both -o
..6 10.9 6.6 0.8
It will be noticed that^r there is a slipht absolute increase (4.3 per cent) in the numbers of the unhappy after the age of 12 or 13, but 
this is not statistically significant* (£ - *199)"* *'fe op-n therefore 
assume that for most r;Lrls of this tyoe and background,the 'teens are 
not a period of prolonged unhr.jpiness or even a time a£ which unhappy 
experiences predominate. That tMs should be so, however, is not inconsistent with a profound difference in the balance of happy and 
unhappy experience* ' necessarily inexact but useful indication of 
this may be obtained by counting the mentions of stimuli to happy or 
unhappy emotion made by the croup vfhen writingj of their childhood rnd 
adolescence. Four hundred and sixteen incidents, situations, persons 
or things are mentioned by the (jroup \vfien writing of their childhood, 
and five hundred and eighty-one v/hen the 'teens are dealt wLth. Table II 
shews how differently these mentions are distributed at the tv/o periods 
of life.
TABLE II,
Distribution of mentions of Happy and Unhappy Jtimuli in 
Childhood and Adolescence - 128 ,/omen Students.
Childhood
Adolescence
Total No* 
of mentions
416
531
Percent-age
Happy
63.4
53-3
1'eroenta^e
Unhappy
31.6
46.7
3injiificance 
of difference.
P
^ <^.or
caloulal
cLlflCL ^7 ClGj. -L V tx*-t- -L A" Wi i ums A c - xy-J. w 4_:~*" v v/i * *^«/ * ^-*-« * «^  ^v^. ''* *; * " *^"^
for Research ./orlxrs (Oliver ; Boyd, 1941} pp.110-11.
'.ted for these and the following tables by the usual netho- 
lerivecl fron the Table p.ven by "Fisher Statistical Methods
.__ _-_<_ ^___T__^-._ //"<l <t^_.n «k _ ' ; n^A.^1 4 I "i A A ', -«-».T. 4 1 ^ < 1
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it ,/iii be aoen Ur- 1 liappy aeiuoriea ox eiuldhood out weigh the unhappy lay two to one, while* in adolescence the preponderance of happy memories is only just achieved - and this idlth a group in no way abnormal "but rather presenting a carefree, well-adjusted appearance to the casual eye. This variation of emphasis is too marked to "be ascribed solely to the known tendency to forget unhappy and remember happy experiences. ,/ithin the limitations of a different approach it agrees with the results obtained "by ,/atson' and ,Jaile#- both of when concur that the tendency is for most people to consider themselves more or less happy. 3yi.oonds3 in a research which concerned adolescents of both sexes and which is closer in content to the present one than either of the others, finds that of his group, two thirds of College and Graduate students consider then- selves to fall in the category "contented at times and at other times discontented, life has both favourable ond unfavourable f eatures" , though only \-£ per cent, rated themselves as "satisfied, co.ufortable" "cheerful, successful, optimistic" , or "full of deep joy."
It is fair to conclude from these figures that, for the women of this group at all events, the adolescent years were more vexed with at least transitory causes of unhappiness, than was the immediately pre­ ceding period of late childhood, and possibly, though this is more specu­ lative, than any other since early nursery days.
(b) A|;e Incidence of Changes.
there are, too, indications that for some at least of these young women there were phases durin • the 'teens, ./hen they were relatively more or less happy tlian at others. Attention was not specifically directed by the questions to this particular point end it is the more striking therefore that it is only in adolescence khat these broad vari­ ations are mentioned. Fourteen girls state that for a year or two after the age of fourteen they v/ere markedly less happy; tlireo regarded fif­ teen as a change for the v\orse; nine mention sixteen; two seventeen; four eighteen and one nineteen* On the other hand, five cay that they were happier from fourteen, two from fifteen, five from sixteen, one from seventeen, six from eighteen, and two from nineteen.
One cannot press too far the analysis of such fif^ures, but they reveal a sli[;ht but not altogether significant preponderance (f>. - .09) of those who find the years up to seventeen more subject to stress and of those who find the later 'teens a period of better adjustment. In the literature there are a number of collateral indications that the *mid 'teens may bo regarded as a climacteric for i^iny though the precise age relationsliip is - as one would expect from its dependence upon factors of environment end of maturity - obscure. 4
1. "Ilappiness anong Adult students of Jducation." Journ. 3d. Psych.
V. XXI No. 2 1930.
2» Happiness ^elf-esLu i^o-a u^1 looi..^ -+en. 'teachers College Contributions to .iduo.-Yt.iOtt '. .0. 407 Columbia Univ. 1 931 .
3» "Happiness as related to Problems and Interests" Journ. Ed. Jsyoh
No. 4, 1937.
4. Vide the summary of evidence on t his point presented by the v/riter in "The Adolescent Jhild" Chap. IV.
(o)Changes in the Relative Importance of the Major Fields of
It is possible to push quantitative analysis a step further and to 
classify the mentions of incidents, persons, situations or things in 
certain fairly well defined categories rou» }<ly corresponding to "fields 
of experience or aspects of the psychological environment in Childhood 
and adolescence. In no sense however can any of the catej^ories which 
follow be considered as shut a'.my froa any of the others; they are all 
interrelated and adjustments hiade in one vail affect adjustments in 
others: nevertheless it is legitimate to separate the:a for study.
The categories ultimately adopted were seven in number, defined as 
follows: -
(i) Faiaily Group. In this were recorded all references to parents, 
sibl'inVs, close relatives, faraily treats, family events and
so or*,
(ii) School and University. This oaterpry included all experiences 
directly related to Uhe educational situation-relationships 
with staff, educational success or failure, membership of 
school organisations, reactions against or in favour of school 
or university work, rules and so on, and social relationships 
(other tlvan those connected primarily vo.th evacuation) arising 
directly out of the school or university life.
(iii) Physical uinvlrQnaient. Oireot references to country or town life, 
experiences connected with holidays in the country or "by the 
sea, and v/ith evaour.tion in other than its personal relation­ 
ships vrere classified under this head.
(iv) Social relationships. All relationsliips to contemporaries, to 
adults 'other thr.'ri aeubers of the frailly or of school or univer­ 
sity staff, social activities such as meobership of clubs, 
guides, etc., dances or parties, allusions to personal physical 
appearance in its social reference, general mentions of diffi­ 
culties experienced in relation to others and adjustments to 
uierfoers of "the opposite se.c are included here.
(v) G-anies, shorts, hob' gjs and, interests, etc., Into this section 
fall' all iientidiis of activities 'undertaken apj>arently primarily 
for their own sake rather than for acadeniio reasons or for the 
opportunities for social intercourse v/liich they afford. As 
well as gaues and shorts, sach things as music, creative acti­ 
vities like eubroidery and making collections, reading and so 
on are included here.
(vi; Personal Future. A small proportion of thefroup made specific 
mentions of vocational interests and aiabitibns <vhen writing of 
their rdolescenoe r.rid sucli are included under this head.
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(vii) Miscellaneous. In some ways this is a highly significant
category as will "be seen -when we come to discuss the quali­ 
tative results. Main!/ it contains those references to 
enotional preoccupations not arising directly from, the environ­ 
ment - religious or political conversion, instability of mood, 
general sense of well "being, more or less groundless fears and 
so on.1
The results of this analysis are shewn in Table III. In columns 
i and ii of this table are shewn the percentages of the group who made 
at least one mention of a topic falling within the particular category. 
In ooluvuns iii, iv, v and vi are shewn the percentages of mentions in 
childhood and in adolescence which fall into the happy and; unhappy 
categories. The last tvro columns shew the degree of statistical 
significance wiiLoh can "be attached to the differences "between columns 
i and ii, and bctweon columns iii and iv as qompared with columns v. 
and vi.
It will be seen that most of these categories are fairly well- 
defined though in some respects quite arbitrary. In practice very 
few of the statements rnr.de overlapped two or more categories and 
such have usually been scored in both, unless it was quite clear 
where the preponderating emotional eraphr,s,is lay. In a few there 
was sorae considerable doubt as to the correct category. 3uch cases 
have either been assigned to the Miscellaneous section or inter­ 
preted in the light of surrounding material. All the schedules 
have been analysed independently twice, once by ray wife and once 
by myself. The ultinr/be differences in assignment were negligible.
Ill
The -Relative import anc e of Vari o us Fields of _£xoe rienoe in'' '
aoi>JLncss arid and Aole scene e
( 1 23 Younc ./onien. )
Field of 
gxperienoe.
Family Group.
ochool end. 
University.
Physical
Environment .
 jocinl 
Relationships.
Grjaeo, 3portti, 
Hobbies and. 
Interests*
xjej?sornl 
future .
miscellaneous.
,- of G-rouj)-
-ientioriin[> ,
Chldlicl.
i
76.6
46.9
11.7
39.1
17.2
c.o
7-0
Adscnoe
ii
44.5
65.6
26.6
54.7
23.4
13.3
27.4
Distribution of mentions.
Childl 
I tippy
iii
33-2
11.1
3.6
8.9
' r-0.5
0.0
5.1
LOOd.
Unhappy
iv
15.1
6.0
0.7
6.2
0.2
0.0
3.4
Adoles
Happy
V
10.5
12.4
3.4
11.5
)•?
1.7
4.5
cence.
Unhappy
vi
13.3
10.0
3.3
11.7
0.2
3.4
3.8
oifTiifioance.
Cols.
i :: ±1
^ 
P#?,01
P-^.01
^
P#^.01
p=.oi3
Tlo't
sif!Tiif- 
icnnt .
Pjif.01
P*£.01
Cols, 
iii, iv,
V. : Vi
P-^.01
riot
sirjiif- 
icr.nt.
P*^.011
Hot 
signif- 
ior.nt.
ITOt 
si^if- 
icrvnt.
I<ot 
sif^nif- 
icn.nt.
rot
cifyjif- 
ioant.
Calculated from 2x2 tables enterod with the raw nuiiibers (of subjects 
Cola. I and ii - or of mentions nir.de - ools. iii and vi."! There 
necessary Yates csorreotion Tor continuity lias been ar.de.
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bearing ;Ln mind the possibilities of sophistication — 0.^ data itself and in the method of analysis, ths figures of columns i and ii shew a profound and far reaching change in the relative imoortanoe at the two periods of certain major fields of experience. Clearly indicated is the decline in the importance of the home and f pjnily at adolescence and an increase in responsiveness to v/ider social rToupings at school, university and amon^ friends and contemporaries.-* ¥n sus­ ceptibility to the physical environment too there is a marked and significant rise in the 'teens, though its interpretation in this data is made difficult because so i iany of the [jroup were evacuated or other- vd.se directly affected by the abnorriial conditions of war time. The Miscellaneous category too shews p considerable increase in adolescence and presents difficulties of interpretation. From the frequency of references in the later 'teens to fears of depth, of violence, to reli£p.ous conversion and to inexplicable moodiness etc., ,ye may inter­ pret it as indirect evidence of intensified emotionality and of increased introapectiveness. In only one category is the difference between the two periods not sir-nifieantly laarked. There is a slifjht absolute increase in the numbers who mention hobbies, games and sports as of importance in their 'teeno, but, ao we shr.ll oee later, the criief difference between Uhe two periods of life in this respect is qualitative.
The i.'.; ,,ires of columns ill, iv, v, and vi. give a broad picture of how the change is i'olt. The general increase in the proportion of unhappy experiences mentioned, wrdoh, as has rl ready been pointed out, marks the adolescent years of this croup, is very unevenly distributed within the separate fields of experience, though in almost all there seems to be a relative increase in unhappiness. The r.iost marked change occurs in the references to experiences within the Family Group which, in childhood prepondere.nt.ly happy, are in adol esc enoe preponderantly unhappy. .30 too the references to the .Physical ^ Enylroninent shew a considerable relative increase in mentions of "u'iihappin'esij ''during the 'teens. Of considei'able interest too is the fact tliat ^ersoi:.al^oliiDS si,- jiif icantly raore inportant to these j^Lrls* in' tlieir 'teens "tlielr cliildliood, are not significantly more productive ofunhappiness or happiness, but are in fact almost eciulpolBed. A similar trend is noticeable in the references to Johool and University and in the Misc ell aii equa field. In contradistino'tidri to "the'sa,' itob^jLos, Grj and ^port's etc   g"~at both periods, are of importarioe and at "DO oh periods" ovjrwne'liiL'ii;jly productive" of happiness. Other than the Family Group, the question of r - ^ al Future is the only one to v/hioh there are noticeably aore i " ices ao a cause of unhapyinesc r,1 -^^ ~<:, ~ ".--_--• f happiness,
We may now turn to a closer and more qualitative examination of the broad categories of Table III. In considering <vhat follows, ho. raver, it must be born in mind that the answers were spontaneous and directed only in the most general "vmy: henco the frequencies cited are very different* from (and certainly much lower than) those wffiloh \vould have been obtained had specific Questions been put on the tooics raised. The implication of this is that only if a particular experience was of marked importance in the eiriotional life of the perioti ;wuld it achieve mention.
; This has, of course, been observed and cororiented on before - for example by Valentine in the article cited.
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Hftnc and Family TAfe.
In Table IVa are shewn the proportions of the group of 123 who 
mention various subdivisions of experience in Home and Fanil.y Mfe.
TAB lid IV a.
••MI i i •!•»...»«»•»«»-« ,m *
Peroentases of the Group roferring to particular 
aspects of Home and Family rjife.
Childhood
TSap'piness.
Unhappiness.
Adolescence.
Happiness.
Unhappiness.
Home in
genera,!
18.8
3-9
9-4
.1-9
Tovs i Sola*"* C Freedom Barents o blings ?r ts> tives^estrai'
Holidays L
25.4
14.8
12.5
18.0
17.2 33.6 7.8
10.2 0.0 3.9
3.9 5-5 3.92.3 o.o 2.3
0.8
0.0
3-913.3
/ Death
nt Lll~ 
ness.
0.0
I""* C *
5«5
0.8
12.5
<fo have already noted, in discussing Table III, that the 'teens are 
marked by a decline in the relative importance of the home and family. 
The figures of the preoent table throw light on a subtle redistribution 
of emotional emphasis v/ithin the family environment. The most striking 
Single change is the marked increase in the numbers who mention ooming 
into unhappy conflict \rith tholr ppj?ents in pxiolesoence. If we add to 
these the"number \vho tientiori their resentment of the restrictions put 
upon thea at hoae, v/e find tliat nearly one third of this group of girls 
is in soaie degree critiorJL of the home atmosphere.
Just how this operates is best illustrated by quotation. One girl 
describes her fpinily situation in childhood in the following \ords: 
"Unhappiness. Barents disagreeing, rois under standing each other. Clothes 
thF,t» irr.de me feel self oonscious. Being expected to r^ive thiri[;s up for 
a younger brother and sister v/ho left me'alone being so close in age, 
alraost ""like twins." ohe found compensation is day dreams, school success, 
understanding aunts, and in "finding grown-ups to be ford of."
Not unexoectedly, she found social adjustments a difficulty in the 
'teens and adds, "Home life does not improve. Ilowhere to v/ork - still 
quarrelling betv/een the other four members - too rauoh interference, too 
little freedom, clothes, money. Attempts that seem to be intended to 
keen me from many friendships that might have been. Home is a lonely 
place \*iere I \vould rather not spend time except that there I have \7hat 
belongs to me gathered together."
In such oases, friction in the 'teens seems inevitr.ble and parental 
disagreements, ranging from mild bickering to prolonged and angry scenes
12. f
,» • -are lairly frequently raentioned. But a happy, united homo may also 
become difficult in the 'teens. One girl, who says of her childhood 
that everything connected with her family and home gave her hapoiness, 
writes thus of her feelings later: "After the age of 14-15 I wanted 
to "be free. My parents seemed to be too strict, although looking back 
I suppose it was necessary. I rented to go out .vith "boys and have nice 
clothes. I suppose I v/as silly and irresponsible, but I felt I was 
being unfairly trended, compared to other rp.rls. I wanted to wear 
make-up - which of course was not allowed..... I hadn't much interest 
in home life. It is only during the last year that my real love and 
companionship with my parents lias come back," Another girl the circum­ 
stances of whose childhood were happy, mentions the difficulties that 
arise over studying at home. Others speak of parents who "laugh at 
ideals and aspirations", who refuse to take their daughter's religious 
conversion seriously, who are over-ambitious and treat their children 
to "constant na[jging lectures that I should take full advantage of the 
chances that I had hadri , or who "were not sufficiently interested to 
come to Speech Day when I had ny School Certificate. It didn't matter 
how many Speech Days they attended after that." Jometirnes t^e clash 
is less drastic as in the case of the girl who writes "Unhappiness was 
caused at certain periods by my mother who, I felt, never understood me. 
She was an extremely good mother in many ways but v/e never seemed to get 
on together and I never had confidence in her to tell her anything of my 
doings." 2
1. Among the very many studies, some bJqpTaphioal, others by questionnaire , 
methods leading to quantitative results, there is a fair measure of agree-' 
ment that homos which are antagonistic to the group - school, college or 
University - to which the youth belongs, which" are interfering or olin/ ;- 
ing, given to chronic dissension, over-religious or narrowly moral are 
liable to provoke conflicts and delay adequate adjustments in their adol­ 
escent children.
(see for example Pressey "j. C«- * Some C oT.lege Student s and thei r Problems * - 
Ohio Univ. Press 1929, Bios - "I'He "^dol accent1 Personality 1 Applet on 
Century 1941. -0.237 ??• Partridge - *L'he social Psyoholorar of Adolescence 
Prentice Hall 1939, pp.206-/ pp.197-9
2. Elsewhere (Adolescent Child, Chapter II) the present writer has given 
some evidence of" 'tlie ca'usc's of" friction between parents and their adol­ 
escent children derived from g-roups of young -workers. Partridge (op.oit. 
sup.) cites figures derived fro;n the I^ynds* "Study of Ilidaietov/n to shew 
that American adolescent [^.rls report disagreeiaent mtli their "parents on 
the number of times they are allowed to go outj the time they get in at 
night; School process; use of the fanily car,' pocket money; lx>ys or girls 
chosen as friends*, going to unohaperoned parties} and the way they dress, 
home duties and Sunday observance, (pp.205-/). Allowing for differences of 
culture pattern, the picture is very uuci. the same as in the present fToup 
and sug ests that the bid for independence in the 'teens will be rap.de, 
whateveV the surrounding social conditions. Bios - (The Adolescent 
Personality pp.237 ff. Appleton Century 1941} points out that the situa­ 
tion is complicated, sometimes very markedly, by parental attitudes and 
by unresolved conflicts in the parents' ovm emotional life - "Parents 
are inclined to solve the child s problems in terns of their own particu­ 
lar experience and in terras of the" highly individual meanings assumed by 
that experience in their own life course. In th£ reaction li^s much of 
the proverbial misunderstanding between the generations." p.239.
Contd. foot of page 13.
1;;.
Another feature of these records, is the decline in the 'teens of 
the numbers who mention their brothers or sisters. In childhood there 
are ireuuent mentions of happiness caused by devotion to an older broth­ 
er or sister or to beinj, one of a large family of children. Uhhaopiness 
seems to have been oaused^by suoh things aa "being forced to takeW 
brother (4$ years younger; with ay own friends" tfiioh n < ave me a dislike 
01 him which has since become permanent." Another rirl'refors to the 
pleasure of going to a relative for a holiday rt ^iere I could relax from 
beino the eldest of a family and be just \rfiatever I liked." Yet another 
writes uy eldest sister was very good at housov/ork and practical thirr s, 
Wiiloh she enjoyed, one also had certain privileges, being elder and I 
was jealous of all this. Uy brother (six years younger) had a great deal 
of attention being the'only son and heir' and also having been very dang­ 
erously ill at an early age - so I felt on the tfiole unwanted. 1* This 
same girl in her teens speaks of "catting to know my father better and 
also my brother after his return."
Another striking change is brought out by the Table IVa and perhaps 
affords the best evidence of the vvay in vrtiich home ceases to be all in 
all in the teens, itfhereas toys, treats, holidays, Christmas, birthdays 
and the like are mentioned by one third of the grouo as a source of child­ 
hood happiness, only 5.5 -oer cent, of the ;jroup mention such thirds as 
of importance after the age of thirteen. Partly the restrictions' .vhich 
•wartime placed upon holidays may account for some of this; but one can­ 
not escape the conclusion that adolescent girls of this social and intell­ 
ectual level find a less keen pleasure in family celebrations.
At both periods, with small proportions of the group, relatives play 
a part vjhioh is, on the whole, productive of happiness. Jome mention 
visits to grandparents and aunts in the country, others the attention 
paid to them in their 'teens by bachelor uncles. Causing unhappinoss is 
the presence of relatives in the home vith its effect upon relationsliios 
between the parents*
There is, as one wmild expect, an increase in the numbers of those 
who experience sorrow tlirou^i the death or serious illness of a pa.rent or 
relative in the 'toons. The effect of suoh experiences is difficult to 
estimate but it may liaye, some connection virith the mentions of fear of 
dyin;; wldoh, in this ; jr-o'uo, ooour only in the 'teens (see the later dis­ 
cussion of toe l-liapellaneous section.) In one case, the death of a 
father, while iT'cjaussd sbrro.y at the time, lifted a ••.Teicht from the mind 
of the /,irl and froi:i then forth her oc^-ool work rapidly inroved.
J.ohool arid University 'Afe.
in discussing Table III, it was pointed out that for many girls, 
the v&der v/orld ox school and, later, of the University tended to over­ 
shadow the home environment in importance in adolescence. Table IVb. 
sets out the proportions of those -,vho mention various aspects of school 
and university life.
Footnote 2. (Gontd, from page 12)
On ths psycho-analytic interpretation of this pIiB.se o.f. Plugel -
Psyolio-analybio otud./ of the Jrjail/,, p.1?4, pp.207-8.
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As one viould expect, most of theae girls, being higher than 
in general ability, enjoyed their childhood schooldays. Of the few who 
did not, most state that any unhappiness ,ms transitory and usually 
caused by "worrying over little tilings at school - e.g. knitting lesson 
because I couldn't do it." or by "Arithmetic and spelling" or occasion­ 
ally by an unsympathetic teacher. ,/ith the 'teens come "clashes with 
the restrictive discipline of school taking the foam either of an anxious 
fear of doing wrong or of an»p?y revolt. "Johool with its hundred and 
one rules" , writes one r;Lrl with feeling, "I lived in perpetual fear of 
breaking one. There was a summer rule that unless it was p,ctually 
raining when we set out from home, we were to come in panamas. One 
dinner time, urged by my raother, 1 put on my velour hat and when I 
arrived at school, I said that it was raining when I left home. However 
this was checked up from one of the prefects who came from ray district 
and I received a disorder mark, -lAiich was really no tiling at all but 
seemed the height of disgrace." Another girl reveals the angry protest 
of the developing personality when she writes of "the strict, petty rules 
of our school, never ceasing from the moment we got back, till we steamed 
out of the station on the train..... Until the age of fifteen, I wr,s very 
happy at school and in fairness to the place I must say that my unhappi­ 
ness was probably my owi doing. I'm essentially an individual and hate 
conforming to unnecessary restrictions and. being moulded on the same 
lines as 1^0 other girls." m One girl reports that "about the ace of 
fourteen I became very critical of school, but as the headmistress tried 
to make tilings better by suggestions, I soon got over it." Many speak 
of "having too much home /ork and not being able to get through it in 
reasonable time.' 1 "Homework was given which took us all hours to do 
and then often ",re were told it was badly done (the boys copied and had
food marks). Only thing drilled into us was passing ochool Cert, and had several illnesses. I was nearly top of the form, but did not en<joy 
school very much as tests were given us every day." A few mention the 
weight of responsibility in being a prefect or headgirl,
TABLS.IVb.
Percentages of the Group referring to particular Aspects 
of Jclio_ql and University Tiife.
Childhood.
Happiness.
Unhappiness.
Adolescence.
Happiness. 
Unhapjiness.
School and 
University 
in general
23.2 
7.8
35-9
10.9
otaff
3- 1 
5.5
4.7 
6.2
' .oademio 
.jtudy
4.7
1.6
10.2
10.9
Discipline
0.0 
0.0
0.0 
4.7
Examinations
0.0 
0.8
0.0
).4
References to life at the University are happy on the v/hole. "I 
have "been very happy here" writes one girl "where I have been much freer 
in many ways than at home where the ^/hole neighborhood censure! one's 
actions since ray family kept themselves very much apart and where few 
of the young people are educated or interested in education." "Being 
at University' sp.ys another " and being a way from home has f;iven me what 
I wanted - freedom of expression and emotions. I have enjoyed the 
feeling of responsibility and independence and the feeling of increased 
power of attraction and popularity, especially with the opposite sex. rt 
There are some who find leaving home and making friends at the University 
difficult - "As I do not make friends easily, loneliness is a present 
oause of unhappiness." "Coming to University has been a mixed experience 
- interesting work, but difficult socially." A number mention the love 
of their academic studies as a compensation and a refuge "Very great 
love of my main subject overcame any unhappiness vnhioh I might ever have 
experienced temporarily - I scorned as though I could just escape from 
the v/orld while I was working at it." Others find that even at Univer­ 
sity, pressure of work cramps their activities. "I am not satisfied 
with the present arrangement of work. Ifeny interests have been lost 
through lack of time to follow them up. I think there is c^eat dancer 
of losing interest in many subjects which might have caused'great 
pleasure*" A few mention, specifically, valuable friendships with 
school or University staff which compensate for difficulties at home or 
in adjusting to contemporaries.
Phy s ic al Jnviro IT lent.
References to the physical environment are few in childhood (10£ 
of the group) and all, save one, refer to the delight of moving to or 
being brought up in the country. "I lived in the country and had plenty 
of interesting places to play in such as an old summer house, fields and 
some uridergro /th in which we could hide*" Change of family residence is 
mentioned in the'teens. "From living' in town, we moved to the verge of 
the country to .vliloh we all belonged arid loved. For four years 1 lived 
in the depths of the country and tills gave me groat experience and 
pleasure and I learned to become country minded," The principal factor 
in the 'teens is the change of environment brought about by evacuation 
and the exigencies of war, For most who mention it^it seems to have 
been at the best a mixed experience and on the whole unhappy (^6•4 f• of 
the group mention bnhappy experiences connected'^th evacuation and only 
p*5,'^mention happy experiences.! "The first year of evacuation," writes 
one girl "I \ms not liappy till the end. I had seven different billets 
roainiy with old people" some of them over 80 years. Finally I was put in 
with my sister in a good billet and was liappy.'* For some few however 
it vvas a wholly delightful experience: "I lived in a hostel for eight, 
months and was very happy there. There were six of us who were usually 
together in the evenings, differing in race, religion and in many other 
ways. 7e had discussion on many topics, usually religion, and I
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enjoyed them very much.**
A sioall proportion (5.5 •) refer specifically to a new delight in 
Nature arising in the 'teens. "Happiness caused by being in the country 
- especially hilly country" v/rites one; and another speaks of holidays 
on her grandfather's farn wlach "brought threat haooiness - "the peace, 
quietness, lonely walks, and the countryside itself."
This figure is strikingly lower than that obtained in questionnaire 
surveys. Among his women students, Valentine finds that two thirds 
report an increased interest in nature in the 'teans, while V/heeler 
records that ~)']^ of her women students and 62^ of her women workers 
report similarly. In my own rather younger groups of working girls the 
f1; ure is 40,;. i:J.3 very striking difference cannot "be attributed sole­ 
ly to the fact of a specific question on the point being put in the 
questionnaire surveys and not in the present one. It suggests rather 
that -.tfiereas an increased interest in nature is a feature of the 'teens, 
the number of adolescent {iris of the type under discussion to whom 
nature is a ;:.iajor source of enotional stimulus is comparatively small. 
This is, I tlilrikY a very significant point, not Merely in speaking of 
this one aspect, but in any general consideration of the social, intell­ 
ectual and emotional chan; es of the 'teens* ,/e know a good deal about 
the changes in direction of interests and pre-ocoupations during the 
adolescent years "but v-/e kno.v little enough of the helrarchy of importance 
of the various emotional fields in the lives of individuals,
: 1. M.D.Vernoi. s .jtudy of 3ome Ijffeots of Uva-auatioK on Adolescent
Girls." B.J.^d.x*. Vol.1^.1 r't1 .^.' - '1 j4C: .l studying; a similar foroup 
und'er evaou8,tion conditions found that opinion on the advantages 
and disadvantages was frirly evenly balanced with however a general 
slight preponderance of those mentioning difficulties. Rather nore 
than a ^ quarter spontaneously uade remarks indicating hoi.ie-sioknoss, 
and 42,j Lientloned missing friends and familiar companions.
Straker i Thouless ("?relitriinp.rjy .lesults of the Cambridge, Survey 
of Evacuated CMldreri" iTVtT.'Jd.xJ .' Vor.-'C. :^t.;.£. - 1^40 report a 
sharp rise aftor age 13 in the percentages of children unsatis­ 
factorily adjusted in foster i'arent-vliild relationships.
Keir reporting on Central Johool oiiildren of both sexes ?ved 
10-14+ ^ ( :1 Jex differences in Attitude to^/p.rds Change of Environment 
among ^vp.cur-,ted Central Jchool CMldren1 ' B.J.^d. P. Vol. XV. ijt.3. 
1945; notes that the girls were more keenly aware of iimiediR,te 
relationships and shewed less thought for those at home than the 
boys, p.nd that the f iris 1 responses - especially those of the 
older girls - .-/ere more highly coloured emotionally than those 
of the'boys. The subjects of the present study would have been 
between 12 and 14 in 19)9-40, and evacuation for ;uost would there­ 
fore hp.ve coincided with the early, soniev/hat difficult phP.se of 
the'teens.
TADL.3 IVo.
Percentages of the Group of 120 Young /omen referring to 
particular Aspeots of oooial Relr.tionshi'os.
Jhildhood.
Happiness* 
Unhappiness.
^.dole sconce.
Happiness, 
Unhappiness.
Friends
,25.0 
0.0
25.5
>5
Loneliness
0.0 
6.3
0.0 
9.4
oocial 
Contp.cts
3*1 
6.3
10.2 
9.4
Tjove 
Affairs
0.0 
0.0
11.75.5
3ocip.l As- 
oects of the 
Jelf
0.0
7.3
3-9 
19.5
Jocial relationships.
That this is so is strikingly "borne out when we corae to consider 
social relationships outside the family group. Upwards of two thirds 
of Valentine's!, ./heeler's2 , and iny own proups3 studied "by questionnaire 
report increases in the 'teens in.interest in social activities, nroup 
guiies, the opposite sex, and the formation of important friendships. 
Such data while it indicates the spread within groups of all types of 
.interest in social relationships does not indicate the intensity or the 
feeling tone v&th which they are invested.
Table IVo* which presents the enuaerative data from the present 
survey surest a that the c]ianf;e is nore subtle than mi^ht p.t first be 
thou;^ht; but it does not "by itself brinf; out the uost strilcin;; of the 
differences which are qualitative rather than quantitative. For example, 
there are almost as jiiany f,lrls who uiention the companions of their child- 
hood as there are who mention the friendsliips of adolescence, but there 
is a ^reat difference in the tone of the mentions at the two periods. 
Most of the references in clilldhood arc in general teins - "the companior;- 
shiiJ of other oMldren," "rny best friend oa;:ie to live next door," 
"numerous school i'riends". Moving to a new district and havin;; ; to 
new friends occurs several tiries as a cause of temporary unhapoiness. 
Loneliness is complained of by a fet/, uostly only oliildren v/hose l 
for brotliers and sisters is unsatisfied* The mentions made in the 'toons 
are much more highly charged eaotionall./, particularly those to friends. 
Priendsliio takes a rriore nature and devoted turn* One «^irl v/rites of 
the daaslin^ <lisoovery..Qi1> j?,nother personality - that of a fp.rl to whom 
she had been indif f ere ov^ " I fed a iaost extraordinary A & »ve to know 
her well. This appeared^ to be mutual. ;/e had £jreat fun together and 
knew each other in a wp.y which was moro th?,n friendly, consequently I
1. 400. oit. . cit. 3. Op. cit. Gh. II.
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am more fond of her than I have ever been of anyone, even ray parents, 
nhom of course I do like. But as this friendship is very real, I do 
not think it right to write down any more about it. It is between her 
and myself," ' 1 Such friendships are often fierooly possessive and the 
burning rods of jealousy are keenly felt. "Friends are predominant in 
both categories" (happiness end unhappiness) -writes another firl, "because 
they p--.ayed such an important part in ray life. The main reason for their 
inclusion as a cause of unhap oiness was due to the fact that very often 
friends for whom I felt an intense affection failed to return it in the 
same decree. From 14-18, I was extremely possessive and -/ranted one 
friend who would centre all their affections on rae - I \vas very jealous 
of anyone else for whom they she wed any affection r.nd would nrke myself 
utterly miserable by imagining they did not return my fondness or that 
they liked other pccple more than myself.... This applies only to female 
friends, ,/ith regard to males any happiness or unhapoiness has been ouch 
less pronounced p.nd has been largely caused by the relative certainty or 
instability of iny own feelings,"
Compared with the importance of friendships in the 'teens, hetero­ 
sexual relations! dps achieve fewer mentions. Some of this may be 
ascribed to a natural reticence out more, probably, to the age and social 
background of these girls end their comparatively sheltered life orior to 
coming to the mixed society of the university. Joine mention transitory 
happiness or unhappiness in boy-girl affairs in the early 'teens: "from 
the age of 1>-14 boy-girl relationships have played a large part in ray 
life - caused Lie r. lot of happiness and rather a large amount of bitter­ 
sweet melancholy when I got into such a mood that I felt like reading 
poetry and writin; it too I This usually helped me considerably." Others 
lufntion unhappy affairs - "Relationships with t he opposite sex on the 
whole unhappy - either ended by the other person or in one OP.SG have been 
more or less ignore. 1," says one; and another "My first love affair 
ended in a crash after which I lost all faith in men and was unhappy for 
months j" and another speaks of a Imppy love affair marred by unhappiness 
over "problems of unworthiness." But" the impression is on the whole a 
happy one; a-s a source of present happiness one rirl names "ray present 
even emotional state.... having found a member of the opooslte sex for 
whom I ieve a deep .and satisfying affection which is reciprocated." and 
another speaks of "a deeper religious understanding" achieved through 
her relations with her fiance.
1. To such emotional friendships there are many parallels in
literature and in real life (of. - Rogg and Shelley for 'example. ] 
and Jane Austen has made gay fun of them in ^ove and Frttndshi. *
lovetz-Tereshchenko's study of adolescent letter r,nd diary material (friendship - Love in ..- > :dolesce_nce'* Loridon 193^ p.7^~^) records 
onVxirie" acoomit "by r.n rHol'c scent "of the first swift dawn of such 
an attachi.ient .
3ee also 0'ia.oter 111 of *The Adolescent Chily for further examples.
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with lay father who taught me to listen to it." l.lusio is mentioned 
increasingly in the 'teens and always as a much loved source of happi­ 
ness (4.7/j in childhood: 11.0,3 in adolescence,) and not infrequently 
as a compensation for unhappiness in other directions. Others speak 
with regret of the curtailment of time spent on music by home.vork - 
"I continued with the violin in spite of homevrork," writes one, "but I 
could not practice very often."
The expanding intellectual and emotional life spills over in other 
directions in the 'teens - "Books, pictures etc., have given me great 
happiness" says one "I like collecting such things." Another writes 
"Inrecent years I have gained an almost unacoountp,ble abstract pleasure 
from hitherto unnoticed things - cathedrals, nature, and so on. This 
all helped to combat the feeling of unoomfortabloness I felt in an alien 
crowd of people." dome are catholic in their activities and tastes - 
"Anything to do with animals, birds, flowers, music, gymnastics and 
dancing etc., and embroidery all gave me great pleasure.'
This evidence concurs with that presented by Valentine 1 and by 
Wheeler.2 It x>oints to the conclusion reached by Margaret Phillips3 
that the 'teens shew an all round increase in emotional energy which 
leaves a surplus available for genuine aesthetic experience and for the 
formation, partly on the basis of increased intellectual power and partly 
on the basis of greater emotional iaaturityf of genuine and complex 
sentiments for all forms of art. Physical and intellectual activity 
too, it should be noticed, are n, field in which self-expression or self- 
forgot fulness can be attained vrith little reference to the pressing 
problems of adjustment to others; they are therefore well adapted both 
to absorb surplus energy and to provide a temporary refuge in times of 
stress.
Personal future.
In as higlily selected a group as the present, the majority of whom 
are training for a career of their own choice, one \*Hild expect to find 
less vocational uncertainty than in a more miscellaneous one. A number 
however do ruentiovi their deli; Jit in being able to take up teaching or 
speak of a b^ief period during which the/ tried somctliing else and did 
not like it. Of the latter, a typical example is the girl who writes - 
"After leaving school at the age of 17 years 7 months, I began work and 
left home to do so. At the end of tliree months I left this occupation, 
and there" followed a period of great vorry, because I was of calling up 
age and ted no work. In January of the follovanj; year I bef^n teaching 
in a junior school, and after the first few months of settling in and 
finding my feet I became euitc happy and have "been so more or less since." 
Some, to whom teacliin; is obviously second best, mention frustrated 
ambitions - "I was happy until about sixteen when, due to unfortunate 
oircuuisounces, I had to fp.ve u> the «/ork I loved. The work I do now is 
really second best, although I'like it very much." Others experienced 
a Deriod of uncertainty before they settled on teaching - "not being 
able to discover a career that would really suit me, worried me, 
especially at the end of school years." Such uncertainties and disapp­ 
ointments are mentioned by ::).4/> of the group, nearly 4* mentioning their 
satisfaction in their present choice.
1. loo. oit.p.58 2. ioo.oit.pj).34-5 3. oo.oit. ;;;^.195,ff,206,232-3
2t.jalapai .1.0.1 i QO us.
In very many respects the types of experience which are classified 
in this miscellaneous category are the most interesting of all. numeric- 
ally the roost important topic mentioned here is Religion which is spoken 
of, either as a souroe^ of happiness or of unhappiness, by 13" of the 
group in adolescence.'1 Only just over 2 per cent, mention it in conn- 
ection with their childhood. Thoup;h religion is cited predominantly as 
a source of happiness, there seems to be a wide variety of experience. 
One girl writes: rf At the age of twelve, I \vas converted to the faith 
in the "jord Jesus Christ and since then I feel that ay life has "been 
really worth while.... It seems to me thrd, other things can and do rive 
happiness for a certain length of time "but that a Living faith orovides 
a wonderful security and joy which does not change with circumstances." 
tfith two of the group, religion is associated with a happy love affair - 
"The person who is now ray flane 6 and vjho has brought me" to know and love 
Christ" writes one, of her happiness; and the other expresses herself 
in similar terms. On the other Iwid religion may provolteproblems. 
One girl speaks of joining the Christian Joience Church  &£fe "added to 
the problem of marriage." Another .vrites "I began to think nore about 
religion - it causes headaches, especially after my brother was killed." 
In the home situation too religion may bring problems of vdiicli one 
student speaks with siirewd insight "At about the age of thirteen, I 
began a religious phase which caused a great deal of emotional upset. 
It caused me at tiroes to feel very happy in a s elf -right ecus ,vay but 
also made me at loggerheads with uy parents who either failed to under- 
stand the phase or deliberately laughed at me. t /hen I msn't feeling 
self-righteous, I felt as if I was the laughing stock of my friends. 
The phase lasted until I was about 14-j when I dropped religion like a 
hot brick and become almost antagonistic towards it."
1. There seeia to be wide differences of opinion and of evidence on the 
incidence of religious conversion and religious interest in the 'teens. 
Earlier v/riters from Jtarbuok onwr,rds insist that genuine religious 
experience is a widespread feature of the "teens. The fif;ures given by 
Valentine and ./heeler* shew that between half end three ouarters of their 
groups report religious exporienoe at adolescence, though conversion is 
mentioned only by rather more than a quarter of /heeler a groups. 'This 
evidence was gathered before 1930. Cole reporting more recent studies 
of American groups (The Psjjo_hgl.ory _.of_JL  " " "' qnoej po. 166-7) states that 
the majority^of adolescents hrwe no reli -j doubts (?nd little deep 
relif^ous experience) at any time, a conclusion v/idoh concurs v/ith the 
findiir s fron the ^resent ; TOUO and from the group of adolescent workers 
described in The Adolescent. Child, Chapter V. It is tfflfffmrVo thp.t \TQ 
have here evidence of a genuine change in the psychological atmosphere, 
though it is possible tliat the differences commented trpon are more a 
product of the methods of gathering the figures than genuinely corres- 
pondent to an underlyinc ohanr.e in "the last t-wo decades.
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The other references grouped in this category are more truly 
miscellaneous. In childhood ten per cent, of the ;;roup mention such 
things as fear of the dentist, attacks of car sickness, "bein^ excitable 
and nervy" and "bein,'; sick with excitement" . oimilar "but vaguer and 
more abstract things "occur twice as frequently in the 'teens - swings 
of mood, "sometimes sublimely liappy, sometimes cast into the depths of 
despair for no apparent reason," excitability and so on. One' such 
deserves a special mention since it does not occur in childhood, the 
mention of fear of death 1 wliich is put most vividly by the fp.rl who 
writes - "At the age of about 14 years, I experienced an uncontrollable 
fear of death which caused me some unhappiness. Livinr; away from home 
addod to this beca.use I couldn't talk to anyone oLder. ' I remember 
distinctly deliberately finding people out and asking then what they 
thought of death." Others mention that "fjrowinc up was a sore trirl" 
and two speak of "great difficulty in reconciling the ideals of liter­ 
ature and religion with ordinary life." s,nd "a "growing awareness that 
people I loved and resxieoted were fallible human beings after all." 
Only one girl, surprisingly enough, writes of "being jreatly depressed 
by events such as the revelations of the Bel sen horror camps and by the 
prospect of future war using the atom bomb." One expresses her conflict 
in more cenernl terras; "Happinesp or unhappiness ''oos not always depend 
upon specific events etc., for me, but by being put off by thoupjhts of 
the future, general lack of faith or on the other hand confidence in 
life in general . Unstable, no fixed outlook."
C onclusion »
The date, hero presented in their quantitative and qualitative 
aspects vividly illuminate two main periods of development, childhood 
and adolescence. They su^;ost that the second period cannot be regarded 
as distinct from the first but as emergent from it, a deepening and 
widening and, in some sense, a repatt errant; of the auotional field.
In childhood, the family ^roup is all important and the experiences 
which it provides are the major source of emotional stimuli. By its very 
universality in our civilisation, it imposes a certain uniformity on 
childhood experiences, at least among those from rourhly the same
*1 . The preoccupation with death shewn by some adolescents is probably - 
as Hollin^worth su{;rjests(0p.cit,p«183) - partly a product of experience. 
By the time the 'teens have been reached there is more likelihood that 
someone intimately connected with the youth will have died. Deutsoh - 
(The ijsyoholory of tomen, Grime /: Jtratton, 1)44, Vol.1, p. 175 ff.) 
su![ Vests' thnu in ; ,irls Tear oil death is connected with fantasies of 
pre^Tir/noy and with ambivalent attitudes towards the mother and elder 
sisters; this however does not explain the occurrence of similar 
preoccupations in adolescent boys. It seems likely that it is only 
with increased intellectual and emotional maturity that death can be 
apprehended imaginatively and the f^ovvinf, sonse of individuality and 
personality Liakes the tiireat of extinction fuller of meaning.
23. "I
socio-economic level. Its only rivals in iiiijortn.noe are the world of 
school and the society of other children in the immediate neighborhood 
of the home; and even here some limitations are imposed "by family 
circumstances and by the more or less uniform educational experience to 
'Which almost all children are subjected at least until the age of eleven.
Thereafter one car; detect, even in a group as closely homogeneous 
as this, two major tlffLmfc of developnent which, interacting; with each 
other, operate to deepen and enrich the personality. The first of 
these i.ii-.\y be called the j^ro'.vrth of self-awareness. Pew of the experi­ 
ences reported from oliiTonood "betray a conocious conception of the 
self in any complex sense; in contract, most of those related to the 
'teens are tinged v/ith an acute awareness ox' personal identity arid 
uniqueness, of the enjoying, experiencing social self. The second trend 
may be ascribed mainly to envlro^nraental and cultural conditions; it is a 
product of what parents, socioty,and 'contemporaries expect of the adol­ 
escent. For most, even for those whose lives are comparatively sheltered,ii 
there is a steadily enlar(jin(; scope of activity - at school, and in 
social and intellectual contexts: and, coupled vvith trds, a markedly 
increased idiosyncrasy of experience and reaction. The comparative 
uniformity of the childhood milieu givos /fay to a divergency so marked 
that generalizations and assumptions which can be risked in childhood, 
are almost valueless when applied to individuals, - even of the same 
sex and social group - in their 'teens.
How far these two trends are superficial evidence of more 1 complex 
underlying psychological changes, it is not possible to determine from 
the data at our disposal. Doubtless many factors - { reater physical 
strength and range of movement, the attainment of sexual maturity, and i 
the growth of intelligence - affect the matter both directly and by 
inoreasin , the range of individual difference. Gus data do however 
throw some light on how the personality emerges from c hildhood to adol­ 
escence, and on what are the emotional accompaniments of the change,
It seems clear from the comparative homogeneity of the group under 
discussion that presence or absence of conflict in the 'teens cannot be 
assigned in anything but the broadest sense to a specific culture pattern. 
Jonie'mention considerable emotional storr>i and stress; others seem to 
have passed the years from twelve to eighteen or twenty in comparative 
calm. There is evidence for emotional change, evidence that for some 
this is a Gainful orocess at times, evidence that on the whole the 
'teens are^more subject to difficulty and unhap.yy experience than 
childhood years. There is, nov/ever, no evidence that conflict is 
inevitable in any of the fields of development, or under any of the 
norual circumstances of growth. otill less is there evidence that 
girls of tliis intellectual and social level regard the 'teens as predom­ 
inantly unhappy*
24.
1. 128 youn;j women between the agas of 17+ and 24 in the teaoher- 
t raining department of a University were asked to complete a 
schedule on the causes of happiness and unhappiness in childhood 
and adolescence.
2. 81.6 per cent, of the [;roup rated themselves as happy both in
childhood and in adolescence, jess than 3 per cent, were unhappy 
in childhood, less than 12 per cent, in adolesoence.
). ,/hereas two-thirds of the recollections of childhood are happy 
ones, only just over half of those from the 'teens are happy. 
This difference is fully significant statistically and points to 
an increased, emotional stress in the 'teens.
4. There are indications that the early 'teens are more difficult 
tlir.n the later.
5. There is clear evidence that, for ;,irls of this type, the importance 
emotionally of the hoS6« and family situation declines in the 'teens 
and wider social environments like school and University become 
more significant. In the references to the family there is a 
qualitative change; there are more mentions, in the 'teens, of 
conflict 'and difficulty at home and in particular there are 
sifjiif ion.ntly more vlio mention clashes with t heir parents and 
with, the restraints of home discipline.
6. In the rej-'ereuoes to friendsid-p there is a, striking qualitative 
difference after the age of tvrelve or thirteen.
7. Iu [jenorul social relationships the; picture is of widened scope, 
heightened re-^onsiveness and increased self -awareness in the 
'teens rather than of change.
8. Games, Jports, Hobbies and intellectual interests of various kinds 
seem at both periods to offer a refuge when life is proving 
difficult, as ,/ell as an outlet for superfluous ener-y. The 
number of mentions is slightly lii^her in the 'teens than in 
childhood and the qualitative difference fairly marked, indicating 
the overflow of pliysioal, emotional and intellectual ener;jr into 
roany cliannela.
9. There is no evidence to surest that storm and stress is an 
inevitable accorfwaninent of development in tae 'teens, or that, 
when it occurs, it is necessarily a product of the culture pattern.
The IlevTSpe.per iler,dlnr of Mol ascents arid Adults
nc .the .fa
J.D. .'/all
1. Introductory, 2. 'Jlio Jraajloa - TeohnlorU. nnd Slaacnbpjy; Adult 
roupa; Ottv.i.ap Joliool .ip*iplo« Jooial Dciok; rourKi, 3. The "Tatar® of the
1 -   itfd.0'2 May ix> :rxio fi»a:i the Jatr, - oonpnrlsona by tfex, 
o>-< -_  >->y A-LOt oaaimriaoDa "by .xluoatioii* 4. Factors Inf Ln^iolrir 
tlio -leauLts - ti:io of uurvo;/; rco^'lotions on air.e of no/o^joro; rx)oeo3-
in i'o ' -;" sorvioe
- ou .partitive flixtrea fran otlior roaotvrohos* 6* Do theae^ f 1; ure"s
p. fr >ioo of "  _  ? 7» HOT/nan/ nowo£jn,joro are ueen 
ou.^.- . ,.^/o fi;  ;UTJ-   - . Jther Pooearohos, f)» ?V is »H7 
? Uowsjuijor o!-ioso!i ? 9. Irifluenco of A[;e, ..o-: rrvl .Jduoation on
ioo of .0 -,«?. - ^i A;,O j;Lffereaoeo; (ii) Jex ; jT«3es; 
..L .1, .^duor.. , , Jifroronooo. lu. ,<liioa fon-turos of «.^ >p.lly -Toaa 
aro uiO£3t v/idely read ; - ilLCfereiiooo in tho pe-ttontLnf of intoroots by
aor-C, iluoatio;i and / o. 11. I>xliv:l.l«\l Il,eua^- 'Current Hews of the war- 
gossip and Domestic Hews; Leading Article; Political Feature Article-' 
Feature Article of General Interest; Comic Strips; Cartoons- 
Advertisements; Pictures; Sports News; Reader's Letters; Military 
Correspondent; Humorous Paragraph; Items not listed. 12. Discussion, 
lo. oummary of Conclusions. Appendix.1. The Questionnaires. 
Appendix 2. The Effects of Military Service on,the Reading of Adults.
1« Introduotory.
FaWL couiprehensive suirvoys of the nev/spaper readinj-: of adolescent/ 
and adult groups have 'been made* None is listed by Hrs Blaokwell ' as 
having been presentsd as a thesis for hi^iei* dej^rec in a British Univer- 
sity. Jerikiiison ives soue fi^.ures for young adolescents (12+ - 154-' 
in liia "./hat do goy5tlG"*is .iead ?" 2 and a number of enquiries for commer- 
cial i)urposes iinve been toade into the readership of various daily and 
weekly papers a;uon;^ adults. 3
1. "uist of Researches in Bdiior.tiorial P3ycholo;'y presented as
'ivheses in British Universltijs since ijl.'j" 3.J. ^cl. P. Yols. XII J,
and XV «
2. I,iethuen 1.941 - Chapters VI and Til, :OC and XXI.^^^Table II G. of
this paper.
3. Notably by Kinible (Newspaper .leading in the Tl-jii'd Year of the ./ar. 
Alien ,« Unmn 1942) am by: " 
Hobson, Henry and Abraliams (The Hulton leadership purvey 1947 
privately printed.)
—————————————— 2.
A larger amount of American work exists ' but the nature of American 
daily journalism, tho number and type of r.ewspapers, end the pattern of 
American life are all so different from our own that few conclusions 
"based upon Azuerioon ;;roups can be applied untested to English populations.
Our ignorance of the vtoy's and vfieref ore's of newspaper readinn is a 
facet only of our general lack of data on the whole topic of tastes in 
reading Inoludin^ periodical s and books. In particular v/e know very 
little of vifiat changes take place during the critical years of the late 
'teens among t?iose boys and girls who do not attend a Secondary Craamr 
jchool. The problems are endless. ;fe do not know for example what 
are the interrelationships between nex paper, periodical and book reading, 
the sources of supply of reading matter , the changes in interest shewn by 
similar groups at different ages and under different educational co?-*li- 
tions. It may indeed faii>ly be said that we do not yet know sufficient 
about reading in early and late adolescence and in young adulthood to be 
able to ask the right ruestions; and obviously the gathering of adequate 
information luust be a lengthy combined operr.tion carried out "by many 
Investigators,
The present survey is in the nature of a reconnaissance with limited 
and practical objectives. It was undertaken primarily to obtain the data 
upon which more detailed researches could be founded. Ideally the method 
of longitudinal study coupled with controlled inter v±j via and possibly 
tests would be used to examine changes in reading tastes and interests 
but such a method inevitably limits the siae of the sample and is most 
apjrooi'ir'te where extern?,! co nditions are relatively stable over a number 
of years. It was felt that useful preliird.r.ary descriptive Material could 
better be obtained by a questionnaire, in spite of the obvious drawbacks 
of a cross-sectional sample and the limitations or the technique.
The groups about whom information was principally sought are those 
nho did not attend grru.nnar schools. Previous study had suggested that 
standards of literacy among soiie at least of these might not be very 
high* • Accordingly the questions were framed in simple language and 
many were of the liuited response type. Others hov/ever had space for 
free verbal responses many of which throv; a valuable qualitative light 
upon the quantitative results of the survey, not least in providing - as 
so iiany do - evidence of the low educational standards of many subjects.
A trial form of the questionnaire was given to groups of adolescents 
and adults of rwerag-e and below average attainment. This gained some 
valuable inforimtion and led to a number of modifications in the 
questions. 3 In all, three forms of the questionnaire were finally used, ' ————————
1. Vide Gray and Munroe. Reading Interests and Habits of Adults, New York
Pried; :ian, Nemzek " j|urve^ ~u£ !lteadlrg Tnt eras \> Jtudies ." Jduor.tion 
and the suivciaries Toy Gray pub'l'i'shea annually in "the 
J, 3d. Research for the last fourteen years.
2. See "Decay of i^ucaja^^^ttainmeirus ataonr; Adols so ents after T,eavi.ng 
ooi jool .'""" oy "i^'e preseirtT vn31»er,~TTr373a. iv ." Vol . -:iv. ?t . l . Feb . ' 44
3. Vide article previously cited pp. 25-9, The final versions of the 
questionnaire benefited greatly from criticises and suggestions made 
by Professor C.,7. Valentine and teacher colleagues of the writer,
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How the symmetry of this scheme was modified by circumstances is 
shewn in Table 1 (page £ } which sets out the ape, sex and educational 
distribution of the sample. In all, 1438 Juestiorn.r.ires were issued for 
use. Of these 1324 were returned oomuleted, of which 39 were discarded 
(23 were completed by oliildren just below the age range studied, and 16 
by adults who had attended grairinar schools.) Twelve of the 114 blanks 
were randomly distributed among those in the non-grammar school sarnoles 
under the age of fifteen, and probably represent children whose reading 
ability was so poor that they opuld make no showing at all. The remaininr 
102 represent the balance of ibO questionnaires issued to four army cadet 
groups. Of these only 58 were returned, most of them from one company. 
It seems that the shoots were given out at one parade to be completed at 
home and returned at the next, and many were forgotten. In all other 
oases, the circumstances were such that tho forms" were completed under 
supervision at the time of giving out and were collected by a responsible 
adult who ms fully informed of the nature and purpose of the investiga­ 
tion. It is fair to say that, with the exception" of the array cadet groups 
mentioned above, the sample obtained is representative of the groups chosei 
for the survey*
The sources f roia which samples were obtained are:- 
£,Q) Teohnicr\l and ^lementar^ (Iloii-gramisiai' school • )
(a' A group of 121 Boys and Girls age 13-14+ from the iast Council 
Intermediate ,>ohool, Blaydon-orHPyne. rids constituted all the 
children in the age range, present on the day of administration. 
In intelligence and educational stp.tus they range from those who 
just failed to qualify at 11+ for entry to a grammar school, to 
those who, to quote the headmaster, "are slo'-* at school work and 
inaccurate at craft work," '
(b) A Group of ^30 boys and girls bet.veen the ages of 14 and 17+
employed by Llessrs Levds s of 'jiverpool. Owing to the shortage 
of juvenile labour during the vvar, this firm had to lower its 
usually high peacetime entrance standards and in the words of 
the Assistant G-eneral Llanager, "anything which does not indicate 
the positive absence of a glimmer of intelligence gets through.'* 
wost" of the boys are employed as "floor boys" who fetch and carry 
stock and the girls are employed as junior cashiers. All attend 
classes, (of a general educational kind) held during their 
workirig time. ^
1. For obtaining this sample ;j,.io. —aoa informs, ;jj_ui> c,bout their social and 
economic backgrouiiii the »vriter is indebted to i.Ir J.G.G. Huntley, the 
headiaaster, aiid other members of the staff of the school.
2. For this sample - as well as for valuable help in other directions - 
I am indebted to Llr J.J.G-. G-raliaia, Assistant General Llanager (Adrainio 
tration) and Messrs Jjcwis's Ltd.,
(o; A group of ^j3 boys bet, re en the a.^os of 14 and 17+ in a battalion
of Army Cadets in fdverpool. Twenty- -one of thesj were reoruited 
fro.ii a Juj-dor Evening Institute, five from a Jewish Boys' Club, 
and thirty-tv/o from a club whose members come from R really 
tough district of this particularly tough city." 1
t<i} A group of 45 ARuy Boys between the ages of 14 and 17+. All 
these boys had. an elementary school background but, as well as 
receiving technical anny training, they were beinr; flven a 
general education oy the aruy.
(e) A group of 74 boys and girls between the ages of 14 and 16 
employed as clerks, jues seniors, junior storekeepers, lamson 
tube operators and the like at a large Ordnance Depot. In 
intelli; oncu and educational attain tent they were somewhat 
below the general average of the population and f orm a further 
sample of the group on which the questionnaire v/as first tried. ^
(f) A group of 60 boys and girls between the ages of 13 pud
attending the full-time, day, oonmercir.l, and teohiiical courses 
at the ./alkor Techr.loal College, Oaken^atos, ohropahire. 3
(ff) A | Toup of 82 boys and girls aged betv/eeri 13 and 17+ attending 
the full time day courses at the Technical College, -Shrewsbury. 4
& (i'Hdult Groups.
Other than the groups of 17+ men and 7?oraen accounted for above, 
all the adults, numbering'" 256 rnd ranging in age frori 13.0 to 3^"> were 
members of successive squads co? army men" and A.T.S. entering an array 
training wing for courses of instruction ir. clerical and storehouse 
duties.^ The educo^tional background of these rnen and women wr,s inainly 
tint of' the ;>ubl:Lc elementary school, though a proportion of them had 
attended junior commercial and technical schools and some had been to 
evening classes. Their ^,veracr :o Lient?»l level c orrssixnxlefl to ths,t of 
elementary school leavers^ as a whole, though >>he very dull a,nd mentally 
defective Ijr.d been elii.iinated by the selection procedures of the Array 
Directorate for the selection of personnel. These men and women came 
all parts of the country and had had varying periods of service.
1. The obtaining of this sanple v/r.s arran'^ed for by Mr G.J.G. Graham.
2. Vide article cited p. 20
3. The writer is grateful to tn$ Principal, Dr. Clapraan, for permission 
to adciinistor tho questionnaire to students in this college.
4. Mr S.S. :iedimn formerly a raaaber of staff of the Shrewsbury 
Technical College and a colloagao of the v/riter ld.n<;Ily obtsJLned 
tMs sample.
5. For an account of closely similar groups se« tho present writer's 
".Jteadin;-; Jr.clc.irtrdi-.osg c^aour. Aruv lion" Part I. p. 2), U.J.^d. j?.
Vol. _;v. ^t. i. 194^.
6 
;n)The G-rcuauar oohool Ja
Part of the aim of the research was tobrir.^ out broad differences in reading habits 7/iioh might be attributed to superior intelligence and to the ;_;reater stimulus tov/ards reading provided "by a tqood crar,i.iar school. For this purpose, the Bede Collet/to ochools at ounderland, County Durha were chosen, because the area in which, they are situated is closely similar geographically a.nd economically to those frora which the other adolescent samples were drav/n and because the Boys' department had been personally known to the writer, These schools serve a poxjulation of 182, pOO and at the tine of the survey were the only provided graramar schools in the borourhj Jntry was detemined on the result of an exam­ ination consisting of carefully designed tests of L]nr:lish and Arithmetic and an intelligence test, and rather less than seven per cent, of those eligible by age obtained places. Both the boys' and the rirls* depart­ ments possessed well stocked school and form libraries which received maintenance grants from the local authority. In addition the oublio library system of the borou; -h is £ood aid branch libraries are established in all the suburbs.
From these schools, 359 boys and £irls are included in the srjaple. were taken from the top streams of each form - potential open scholar­ ship winners and children of nearly equal calibre. In addition the questionnaire was answered by roufjlily equal numbers of those who - not necessarily because of lo\ver innate ability - had been allowed to discon­ tinue a second lan^ua^e after the first year in favour of a special v/ood and metal v/orl; course in the orse of the boys rnd house-craft in the case of the r-±rls. :^'he forr:is chosen only rou; ;hly corresponded with the chron­ ological' arc ^roupb of the svu'vey and soiue of the material obtained had to be discarded because those ans-vTorin^- fell outside the age ran^;e studied. ills in addition to the fact that numbers in the classes are kept as low as possible accounts for the snalir.es j of some of the s?mples, particu­ larly at the extremes of the rarv;e«
The social and aoonomio 'backfjrounu of all the adolescents included in the survey, in spite of soae reo^apMcal differences, is closely similar, .Ml ca ie from industrialised urban areas which, before the war Imd hr.d experience oi1 ^vide spread uneniployiaent and v^ich were at the tl;ie of the experi-ient relatively prosperous* Their parents as far as could be judged represented a fair cross section of the employed adult population though "a rather smaller proportion thp.n was renerel vrouild probably liave been on military service. iiven those from the midland area (Shropshire) came fron districts vjtiere a lar^e part of the working population" wr,s enep.red in coal mining and heavy industry*
The adult sample was more mixed in origin, and it would be difficult accurately to aur:>e what had been the social and economic oircuiistances surroundinf their schooldays: there is ho.vever no roa^or, to suppose that it -was in any way substantially different fromtha.t of the adolescent , groups. Most of the nien and //onion who Hiade up the sample came froiu i^—--
'1. "here is a small *i,G. non<h-t«rovided Graunar ->chool and a GirlsJo] tool run by the 3-.i3 . i. -." T . as well ask number of private schools .
Their civilian jobs covered much the same range as those of the parents 
of the adolescents, though there v/ere imny fewer of the skilled artisan 
class and rather inore of those who had held tiinor clerical posts and 
jobs in the wholesale and retail distributive trades.
The non-£rai..:iaar school rjroupo of adults and adolescents are, of 
course, much less hOLiO£J'eneous than the Grain^r 3ohool prouos, Taut the 
conditions of sampling were such tfet slight local peculiarities of 
opportunity or social "pressure would tend to cancel out. 1'hey may 
fairly be considered a representative sample of that large proportion 
of our urban industrial population v/hioh ranges in innate ability from 
just abovs the borderline of mental defect to one standard deviation 
above the avsra^e, a sample of tho products of our elementary and 
junior technical schools outside the metropolitan area. The granmiar 
school rroup was deliberately chosen to present contrasting coixlitions 
of innate ability and cultural stimulus -within an econonic and social 
setting in other respects similar. They are a n.ore than usually 
favourable sample of "boys and jjirls of their circumstances.
As has been said the aim was to have a sample of fifty in each 
af;e, sex, and educational sub-fToup, a number y/hioh kept the labour 
of preliminary analysis of so extensive a questionnaire within bounds 
and at the sametime allowed statistical comparisons to be :.oade without 
an undue tnarf^Ln of error. All but tliree of the f^rawmar school groups 
foil short of this ar> did two of the elementary arid technical school 
groups. The two , roups of younr nen, 17+ and 18-, rura'.>er 36 eaoh 
only" and the corresponding fjrouos of younc v.Duien also fell sliort, but 
in vieiv of the fact that the younper groups (17+ wen and r/+ vraaen) 
were predominantly civilip,n and the older (18- men and v/oraeri) entirely 
service, it was considered advisable not to combine thei-i. There were 
also sufficient i.i&u over 30 educated at el eaientair/ and technical schools 
to constitute an additional subgroup though women over thirty, by reason 
largely of the differential call-up, were too scantily represented to 
?. comparative
Thus the final distribution of the numbers on v/liioh this study is 
'based departed c aisideraiyiy :Cro- < -^^.y o-rl^inal pla:i arrT. is as shewn in
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It was not considered advisable to attempt to fill the raps or to 
increase the numbers in the smaller j;roups sinoe to do so would have 
meant seeking samples over a wider reop^aphioal area or at a differsnt 
time of the year and sta.-e of the var.
?hc Kr?;Uirs__o_f Jj.'^c Ju'rpariGqris v/hiol"! r.r^'bQ riado fro_rr the Da.tr .
As ".Mas stated earlier, the main purpose of tliis survey is explora­ 
tory and descriptive: hut the nature of the data and the .&,y in which 
it was collects:', londs itself to certain surest! ve ooi.iparl.sons. The 
numbers in each ap;e, sex and education rroup are in most cases too small 
for slight differences to bo statistically significant; "but broad trends 
of difference can bo explored - "between the acsco;3; between boys and 
girls in the ^pppjiiroar school and those frora teohnioalflfti elementary 
schools; and, less securely, differences betv/een age groups.
No amount of statistical elaboration will comoensate for defective
sampling and the teclrd. raes used in what follo./s are or the simplest. 
The figures presented lust, be rerjarded as first approximations only, for, 
although the techni uies principally employed are sufficiently sensitive 
to draw attention to differences which are stalvlstioally significant, 
there is ox1 ten no certainty tiuvb the differences are significant of 
underlying psycholo leal variations rather than of peculiarities in the 
sampling. This caution is particularly necessary in those cases in 
which changes with a^e are under? consideration. The only sure way of 
studying maturation of tastes in reading aa t3ie resultant of eiaotional , 
intellectual, ani other less innate factors of oi-ianr'e -.rould be by a 
series of lonfjitudirial studies pursued over .^ considerable period or* 
gyowtl:. Cross-sectional studies like the present are open to the 
obvious objection tlif.t no tvw a^e groups are related to each othe^? in 
the .'vay in wldch a boy'j fourteenth year, for e;«u;iple is related to his 
thirteenth or fifteenth. .There a ^enerr.tion h?,s passed U-.^u^h ?, period 
of upheaval JLn the ivyslcal, social and educational environ/tents such as 
that of tho|[aao;',de, one v/ould expect comparisons oetv/een age groups, in 
the *teans particular! r t to be even more than usually tentative and un­ 
certain. Cross boaringtt on the data of the prosent survey can bs to 
sowie e:ctent provided by ^ comparisons with the resets of oth.er surveys 
made at different times and by i*ele,t»int i the v'*iole to wlmt is generally 
established in the field of adolescent psyoholo;<y: and it' is in the 
lirht of theae tihat the analyses »vldch follov; riust be vie//ed! not as 
facts established which v/ill hold true of other, oven closely similar, 
groups, but as hypotheses out. for\;r,rd for further eiroirical stud/ by 
other methods .
.'/itLiiii V'.-QSG limitations it is possible -.Tit?. 'io^ of the -nuantitative 
data to iiiake the foliovriln^ sets of comparisons: -
Groups 0- like age and ectucational backf^rouricl but of different 
sex cai be conpared together. A rlanoe at Table I will shew that 
four such ooniiarisoiis are possible "for the elementary and technical 
saijple, four for t}ie ^.ub.^a' school simple, and three for the adult
sample. i
10.
It is also possible to compare all granmiar school £;irls 
with all £Fainciar school boys, all technical and elementary 
school rirls with all technical and elementary school boys, 
and all'Wtult iuen under 30 with all adult women. 1
rM ', '.:j :'ourteer> oonprrisons "-•>" validly be raade'
,/ithin each of the three major subdivisions of the sample 
(Elementary and Technical, Adult, and C-ra:irnar Jchool) co'Tnrri- 
sons between the age .groups tire'' possible to exhibit trends of 
difference* Twelve such comparisons are possible within each 
of the Eler.entary and Teohnior.l, and the G-ra.iucu? jo.hool sub- 
tjroups riiid ixino ; ioru in the Adult f^i-oiu, i.Takinr-; a total of 
thirty-three in all* It would] have been possible to have 
carried the £-,^e caiparisons of |ho ^lenentp.ry and Teclinicnl 
scliool sejflples into the adult £*oupings, giving thus a further 
twenty— ei[_;ht ooinpariscns; but. fhe speoir:,]. oiroumstp-noes of most 
of the adult j^roupo seemed to rlnder the ooiip^rison in the 
hi, host de, ree artificial; henle the -.vritor has contented him­ 
self with comparisons dravm between all tiiose under seventeen 
and rll t^ose over thr.t ar-e. thus, irolLuHr£, a comparison 
bet?/een the adolescents of the Orar.u iar school sample and the 
Adult rroups, a further four comparisons can usefully be made 
y the total to tliirty-aeven.
oince the Grammar ocho.ol srmole stops short at 1o-i- the only 
comparisons which can be usefully drawn here are betv/een the two 
major &.doleocei"t sections of the sample. Coraparisoris can be 
betv/een boys of the same age but of different educational back- 
^round and intellectual calibre and between r^irls of the same af 
but of different eduoptional and Intellee tun! level. In this 
ei;;;at comparisons p,re possible and a further two by throwing all 
the boys of one educational ^roup together and comparing them with 
ail the boys of tha other; and similarly v/ith the. r irls. Thus 
ten comparisons by education are possill e in all.^
In all those cases where such comparisons are appropriate, 
they have been Dr.de and are discussed in the text. The data 
derived fro.:; certain ouestions does not lend ltdolf to such 
treatment and vihere tills is so, otlier means have been used 
.vlrioh vrlll be spoken of more full./ later on._____________
1 • ./here comparisons of this kind have been nade the contribution of
each subgroup hr^s been eq.unJ.izQd so tliat tlie fir^l composite is 
rendered irsdependant of accidental differences in the sine of the 
smaller constituents.
2. A number of other con^'M'i^Oi-is could be riacla. "or o'c^uole it .vould beGrammar ochool boys" withpossible to couipax'e ijiirou/^iout the age rar^.e
Technical and Elementary school girls and similarly Granmar school 
girls with Technical and Elementary school boys, ouch comparisons and 
others like them would be possible statistically but the interpretation 
of differences or similarities would have very little psychological or
descriptive value.
11.
4. Factors Influencing; the riesults.
Before considering in detail the answers to the questions on news­ 
paper reading, a number of facts in the light of v/hic~ ; the Jesuits must 
"be interpreted, call for consideration.
The survey was carried put during the final stages of .the war. 
(Autumn and ./inter 1 ?44 and the early months of 1945} at a time vihen the 
general trend on most fronts was favourable to the allies, though there 
were anxious and uncertain moments - notably llunstedt'3 counter-offensive 
at the end of 1944. The invasion of Europe had been launched and war 
under v/ai^ , to the point at \<liich the Gernian frontier iiad been breached 
from east rnd west. In the Pacific, though no spectacular advances had 
"been made, the tide Iiad turned. Parts of this country were still .subject to air attack in a variety of forms but ou? own and the American air 
offensives on German cities were very heavy. Domestic politics were 
comparatively quisv. Everybody was forsoastin; . a speedy end to the Jar in Europe at least.
The daily newspapers themselves weri3 restricted in si^e. TMs latter factor especially meant (and still means) the abandonment of some features 
of pre-v/ar popular journalism and the curtailment of -ATV/
Less easy to assess is the factor ^ .;^vicjoi !Jj..tiy ;y of the various 
papers and kinds of pe.per. The mincer of copies each ne./spaper prir:ted 
mas liroited and supplies to ne^vsa^ents were deteruiined very largely by 
the pre-v»r-,r distribution of deniand* In addition few newsagents carried 
surplus copies since none were sent out on sale or return. Hence certain 
pfoers may liave lip.d a readership artificirlly high and others artificially depressed,
Both the wartime survey i^.de by Nimble' and tiie post-war survey of 
Hobson, I'enry ar.cl Abrar.is2 lay stress on another limiting influence diroctl 
relevant to the present samples. There appears to be oonslderable 
regional differences in the /rinds of news;.;>rper read, .Vhereas in the south 
generally only ^.2,-i of adults rec:,d a local .aornin-. daily f in the Ilorth, the fijure is ;::ore thp.n three times as hlgh.3 The influence spreads to 
individual ne\rspn-pors , especially the i.'iost v/Ldely re&d illustrated daily, 
the Mirror vr-J.chj^rs^d by 15«7/^ i« t>h.e llorth of the country VP.S ree.d at 
the time of Kiable's survey by 33*5 ' i^ ^^ 3outh, The marked agreement slie^vn by tJie two surveys separr.ted by five years in tine and by the con­ 
clusion of t/he^f/fcr (though not of v^r-t,iia<5 oc-uditions of course) su- ^ ests 
tliat theyp5^5ej>roserrt. more, jmmnent features of adult habits 
or at least tliat the ooiiditjLOijj prouucinj'-, i>heii regain operc.tivo now,
1 . Newspaper .Leading in the 'rlilrd Year or the ./M'. Alien : : Unvdn 1
2. Tlie Ilulton .ier.aors'dp Juf/e;/: 1>-/ "ulton IJ ress 1947
3» Kinibis op. cit. p. 7
4. iu-;iuie op. oit. p, 6
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difficult and reduced the accessibility of occasional copies of other 
papers to everyone; "but the re; ular delivery of the usual faroily paper 
continued in most ct-ses. Adolescents earning their own living and 
wishing to buy a paper for themselves were in a less favourable position 
and they sliared the common difficulty of getting just what they wanted, 
or even of trying several different dailies until they struck one to meet 
their taste. In all the camps in which the Jervioe [iroups were stationed, 
several copies of the five national dailies' with large circulations were 
placed . In addition copies of the less popular journals and of local 
evening papers vrere often available. In Y.M.C.A. and other canteens, 
further copies could be seen. The conditions of communal life moreover 
made many more different newspapers accessible by borrowing than would 
ordinarily be the case in a seyLf -contained household. Not far from most 
of the cainps, newsaf;ents stalls v/ere established, fairly vvell SUP >lied for 
the casual buyer and in so.ae oaurps boys penetrated with papers for sale. 
The fn-xst that, on the whole and in iiost groups, the choice of newspaper 
was fairly well met is shewn by Tables III A : B. wliich de;rionstrates that 
t,vo-thirds or :aore of most groups expressed the intention of continuing 
with tlieir war-time paper even when change aj^ainHtt became easier.
Regional differences are less easy to allow for, in the case of the 
Service groups which are so mixed in their j ;eorraphical origin. Few had 
come frora the Midland area in vrhich they vrere stationed and .aost had very 
little purely local Interest in the evening paper published and circu­ 
lating in tiiis area. ,iany however bought it since it vra,s the only even­ 
ing paper readily accessible. Others, a minority, had the -paper of their 
own hoiae area sent to thei-: throujji the post. ,/ith very fe^^cje.ptio'ns,2 
the adolescent ;;roups cane from the H,a. and H»V/« of the coun^ry^ySnere 
readership of local publications is higher than in tlie Jouth. Hence 
differences in the readership of local "papers "between the adolescent and 
adult groups oust be interpreted with cs.ution*
The ouestion of socio-aconotaio status and its effect upon the kind 
and nutiber of papers read by the ;:;roups of tliis survey is less complex
ifficult t tls.in-.yi>;ht at first aopear. The known correlations between
' (Xvoii DAA4i<<*wk n^**AJH^A*C-v "•*»-! i i ii^ii*i; ,enoe ^.noeoonouu-c success nnjjht lead one to expect tmt the 
r school ^roup would contain a Id; her proportion of children of 
parents from the hirfter inocaae levels than the other ; roups, which would 
contain proportionately .uore frou homes of average and below average 
inoaaes." This niay ./ell be so but it is doubtful v/iether the dispropor­ 
tion between the tv/o [roups is sufficient to render comparisons difficult - 
as it illicit Imve done' 'had a ^roup from, say, a private or public school 
been chosen. The data about the individual samples already ,'jiven indic-
The" aarne i:iay be said of the jervioeper cent, of the iiicone 
groups.
•7e may perhaps sum up in this way. Restrictions on newsprint and 
the accessibility of different newspapers, though probably fettering the 
free choice oi1 newspaper, had comparatively little effect - much less than
1. Daily ^press, Daily Herald, Daily Mall, Daily Mirror, ITe\re 
Chronicle.
2. iiee p.s
14.
the fauiily choice of newspaper in the case of adolescents and the 
availability of a larger number of papers in the case of the service 
groups* More narked in its effect is likely to be the faot that whereas 
the adolescent groups come in the main from the N.S« 'and ft, ',7, of the 
country, the service groups are uprooted (and therefore have no ties to 
the place in -.rldoh they find themselves) and are very mixed in geOf;raph~ 
ical origin. Differences in socio-econoaiio level can reasonably "be 
ignored*' All these possible sources of difference are igrea'-ily over­ 
shadowed by the differences in a^e, education and sex on ^ ach the 
comparisons of the study are based.
In the li;Jit of this v/e can proceed to examine the replies to those 
sections of the questionnaire wliloh have bearing uoon newspaper reading. 
They were desired to Jslicit broad indications of the number" and kinds of 
newspaper read (Q« 1), I those parts of the Daily Press which have the 
greatest appeal to thef different roups and the reasons for this (Q.'s 2 
and 3) attitudes towarfls Hews of the ,/ar (Q. 4), and the likely direction 
of postwar newspap er readin™ r,s seen by the subriects themselves, ( Q '3.5 .^6)
5« .(bat ld.nds of ^wsffap ers are read V
In spite of the faot that Question 1 asked clearly "tfhich Dally 
Newspaper or Ilewspapers0do you read ?" a proportion in all f roups 
included _>unday Papers. ^  In compiling the fibres for Table II mentions 
of Sunday papers were ignored throughout , and the table based entirely 
upon the dailies mentioned* The numbers in each rroup are too snail to 
present figures for individual .newspapers and the "mentions accordingly 
have been roughly classified under four, more or less self-explanatory 
headings. Under the Iieadinj; "Illustrated" liave been Included all 
mentions of papers like the c^ra^-JJCc ('f'ogi;'Ierly the Daily oketch^and Daily 
Grapido) and the Daily uirr or. In point of fact very few mentions are 
made of illustrated Dailies" other t":i\n the Mirror* Under the headinf; 
''uOcal" are iixiLuded all those dai.lies, mormnj 1; or evenivi,^, v^iich are 
riot nation vd.de in their circulation, even though they may be owned by 
one or other of the bin newspaper coi.ibines publisliirif ; national dailies. 
Papers like The ITorth Ifll» The ounderlo/nd ^oho» the " .'/olverharipton Repress 
and o tar, the Livoi^ JOQ! Vo s;o > ^oTio~and '^iprejis", and so on arc r'eb'o'r'de'd 
under tiiis headin^. Under thellerxLlnr, Hatipr^l are included all mentions 
of the Jaily ^xpres^s,' p^ily^Ilail, Daily lleralct "and Nev/s Chrouiole. The 
scanty ref ercn ses to the -^--i-ly ^^e spa ten an'cl the ::-r,il./ /orkor are also 
grouped here. Tho fourth division is difficult to naiae vcTt;iout 
In>?x)curo.cy or offence* In it are . rouped all references to those news­ 
papers which seei. to deriand from their readers a superior level of 
comprehension ability and a more leisurely approach. In this category 
are" placed references to the Uano'noster Guardian > (\viiich wo,s not local to
1. Svidenoe from the opinions given by the service subjects themselves 
xn response to the specially inserted Question (I'o,14 Form C) is 
given in Appendix 2.
.
2. Of total mentions mdeA mentions of Juudey papers are 21 per cent. 
in the Gram-jar Boys Group, 26 per cent, in the GroiuLar Girls, 
1^ per cent. iSleraentary and Technical Boys, 1} per cent in £Le-nentpr/ 
and^ Technical Girls, 12 per cent, in Adult I-Iale, 17.3 per cent, in* 
Adult jj'e.jale 51*0 up.
15.
any of the studied) the T Junes, and the Daily
1. There ivas some doubt as to vihether the News Chronicle should be 
included in this superior ^jroup. Though it maices iar less de-oand upon 
the attention of the reader than any of the others mentioned in tills 
^roup and in^onnat and presentation resembles the Express, Mall and 
Herald, it seems to be market! by [-greater restraintf by nore space devoted 
to well iijjforraed articles or general topics,! interest^ and by the assunp- 
tion, on the part of the editorial staff, of a somewhat hip;her level of 
comprehension in its readers.
It is not \«Lthout interest tliat throughout olio >var the News Chronicle 
has preseirved the weekly send topical essay (contributed by ttoljert Lynd) 
and shares saue of its contributors with the I lano hes t er Guardian and !!ew 
Statesrnari.
The following comparison between a randomly chosen pane of Beacon 
^tudy leaders Book IV." (pp. 21 2-3) (intended for children ?-12), and the 
Tirst six 'inches of the leader columns of the Daily lixpress and News 
Chronicle for August 3Qth \>)4"J is instruct! ve:-
Subjeot No* of No* jot_
Words Paifej^re.ph's
Average No 
Sentences 
per para.
Average No. 
,7ords per 
Sentence.
Beacon
jcpress
Sponge Fishing
"Path of Fortune" 
(immigration)
315 5 
173 8
5
1.4
13
16
4-39 
5-35
Chronicle
245 2.1 5-41
The figures presented are cursory and casual evidence of different 
levels of complexity. The sentence units in Beacon are shorter than in 
either of the other sources whioli su{j; ,ests tiiat the demand upon grasp at 
this level is lower; \viien however ;/e look beyond that to paragraph 
structure we find that a much ( ,re?,ter demand is ia"',de on the child (by the 
Beaoon lieader) to hold a number of thoughts in rnir.d, in suspense o.s it 
./ereT^^n "by the newspapers on the adults, though the Y'Q\VB Cliconicle 
J^tared both by sentence length, and by paraj^raph structure, asks 
of its rerxlcrs tla?;ii the Daily ^
^uc.i an anaiyais as tliis i.iisses ele.aents like vocabulary and, more
important still, the level of logical or emotional appeal, \vhich, difficult
to'assess quantitatively, are ii^iediately apparent even to casaal readers.
The inclusion of the Hews Chronicle in the superior classification 
would diuinish the national cat e; pries In aost ? jrouys by between 3 and 6 
per cent, and correspondiiUjLy increase the Superior.
16.
The results of this anal/sis are presented in Tables IIA c 3. In Tables IIG and D. are presented comparable data derived from the work of other investigators "by recouping their data under similar categories. Lines 1 oe 2 of Table IID. ;_>Lve tne best indirect evidence available of the types of nevrapr.per iflhich one . would expect to find in the homes of adolescents like the present and dines 3 & 4 provide useful comparative figures representative of the whole adult population wliich serve as an indication of how our groups may vary~fro.;i the general norm.
Table I1C. is based on the data given by Jenkinson for his younc adolescent .groups fathered just before tae present vv&r from samples which - though he does not say so - seem on internal_ evidence to be similar in regional provenraee to those of this survey.
In the Ilulton ourvey, Economic Groups A. "s B. cover that15 oer oent. of the population whom the investigatorsfound to have far-ill./ incotaes of ,i650 per yer.r or more.Group C. containing 20 per cent, includes those mthincomes froia ^0 - 6^0 P. yoc.r, Group D. fror.i 122$ - y?0a year.and Group J. tiiose earninc :L ess than .^225 a year. C'°r 7
17-
TABL2 IIA.
Types and Nuribers of Newspapers mentioned by the Various
fc- Ar-Gt 3ex and 2duco,tion Subj^roups. '"1F 
Age
Iroup
1 O-L.X T*
14+
15*"
16+-
171-
Mo. in Types
3ex
II.
P.
ai.
P.
:<i.p.u.
F.
M.
P.
U.
2d.
G.*2
2>2S«'' 2
G.
G.
E.
2.
Group
44
35
75
of Newspaper Read \
/> of Mentions.
Illus.
8
10
12
41 17
30 4
89 7
128 14
G. ^1 13
G. 00 8
E. 81 20
F. 2. 64 25
M. G. 51 7
F. G. 34 10
T ' C1 To T2 KJ« • Ci. /_) I)
P. ; E. 42 16
M. 2. ; 36 ' 33
F. j 2. 41
iai- u. 2. ' 36
20f
30>
F. 2. ( 34
1.1. E. 52 
P. 2. 67
i ;
M. 2. 66
22
3340
25 
44
11
,ocrl
5360
50
62
?4
06
35y>
50
56
24
48
53
4o
12
52
10
39
11
6
10 
9
7
Nat'1
23
28?
38?
22|
32^i
30^
53
30:
34
36
25
38
43
5131
53
37
51
51
62
41
73
Jup'r
10
0
0
4
0
0
0
3
2
1
2
2
0
4
0
4
2
0?4
2
2
3
Number of 1Newspapers
Head
Avge
No.
% Propositions of GroupDail/
0
o
01
8
0
0
2
5
0
01
5
0
0
1
2
o-; 3
2
0
9
11
2
10
1
21
51
42
3528
56
49
27
18
63
41
24
41
25
54
^3
49
47
44
46 
37
41
2
59
3242
52
53
2235
5551
28
44
55
44
35
28
33
39
36
41
29
51
29
3+
14
12
15
8
13
19
9
10
18'jl
"7
11
21
15
15
33
10
17°
i?
20
2.0
1.7 
1.6
1.5
1.8
2.0
1.5
1.5
1.9
1-9
1.4
1.6
2.0
1.7
2.0
1.6
2.1
1.6
1.7
1.4
1.5 
1.7
1.6
1. In spite of the anallness of the sub samples, all figures are riven 
in percentages so that quiok comparisons rnay l>e uiade. It should 
however "be kept in uind that the standard error of percentage on a 
group of 40 would "be about 3 per cent, and a significant difference 
(2-£ (fdiff.) would have to "be in the region Q£ 28 per cent. Moreover 
the error of sruaplin^ in j roups of less thr.n 100 is probably not well 
estimated b/ the usual formula for tiie V of a percenta^e^oaT .)
Contd/..
13. 
S IIA. Gontinuedt
1 (Contd. ) All the comparisons w^.ioh follow in later aeotioris, baaed 
on this and on other tables, have "been inade by the V*2 test* using 
the rr.vy nurubers or i.ieritions or tiubjects a& the o^se'' iii?,y be, grouping 
observations in contiguous classes in order to avoid any cell 
frequency of leas tltvu fj,ve and, in tiioae oaoss -which could be 
treated oiily by a 2 x 2 Table, applying Yates 1 correction for 
oontirKiity '/fliere necessary, (Fisl'ter: ^tatiGtlccI ..'.ethods for 
.torkera p.p. 92-3 and Ta"ble of .?. po.llO-lll Oliver
and 3o/d,
2. In tlii.3 aid subso_uen!> tables M. or P. represents Hale or Peniale, 
G. stands for Granmar School and 3. for Technical and Elementary.
3. Mo answer to tMs question was {jlven by 3 men, 2 in the 1/+ and 
1 in the 13 > ;jroup w!io however c,r.3\rered the other fiuestioris and 
have been counted as reading one Newspaper each.
4.3 men (;}£} said they read any which oarae to hs.nd.
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TAB' IIC.
20.
Types and Numbers of Ilevrapaners ilead by 1386 Adolescents -
'a' Data (tj'39) ''1 ___________
Age
Group .
13+
14V
1*
13-15+
134—141-
Jex.
Li.
P.
Li.
F.
U.
P.
1.1.
P.
11. 
P.
; T
?.
i'*i •
F.
Ed.
G.
V.T.
a.
£..
G.
G.
£•
IS.
G.
G.
G.
G.
E,
No.
211
207
237
298
250
188
63
53
171153
632543
355351
Types of Paper 3ead Av. No.
;' of Mentions. Read Daily
111.
4.4
10.9
1.9
2.3
4.0~7.6
i.2
3-7
5-3
3.7
4.6
i.6
3.0
Tjoc.
32.6
21.3
30.8
32.3
38.0
25.1
31.4
31.7
37.2 
27-5
••
35.?
24. 6
3K1
32.0
ITp.t.
53.3
63.6
66.3
64.7
57.1
62.4
6y.4
64.6
ll:i
56.4
62.4
67.1
o4.o
Sup.
4.2
4.1
0.5
0.7
0.8
4.9
0.0
0.0
4.3
2.8
3.1
3-9
0.3
0.4
1.6
1.4
1.5
1.4
1.6
1.4
1-3
1.5
1.7
1.4
1.6
1.4
1.4
1.4
• : 1 Recalculated from data g&ven in .That do Boy^ and Girls 
(iiethuen 1^41) yp.87-88, 232-3. "Jenl-iLn'son Ti'sts "trie i 
mentioned "by or,oh r^oup and ^;ives the frequencies. These liave 
beon classified into the four groups used in the present survey,
i and presented as percentages of total mentions of dailies.
^ II J.
21.
Types and Numbers of Nev/spaper [load by Certain Adult Groups 
in 1;47. (llultor. Jurvey.; /I
Type of 
Group
Lien* Heads of 
"TTouseholds -»vi1 
children undei 
16 — C.D.iii. 
Income Groups
/omen . Hous ev/1 v<
v/ith children 
under 16 -
C.D.i.IncoHQ C
All Men.
All ,/onen.
M;;mber in 
JauDle
,h 
? 1,232
r s 
1,293
Jrouos
4,652
5,547
Types of Paper ^ead - 
Percentage of ..lent ions.
Ill us.
13.9
23.6
16.7
25.4
..oaaitS
1-3.1
15.1
1).6
15.4
IIr.fl.
56.6
53-6
53*4
48.9
3upr'r
5-4
2.7
10.2
iO.4
Average 
llo.liead
Daily
10
1.1
1.4
1.1
/These figures are derived from Ta"blos 5» &» S "* 9 (brents of families 
and Table's 2 •> 3 of the I-Iulton -ieadershiD oucve.v "by weighting the 
peroentases "by the nun~bers in tho s;.uiiyjles ^to obtain the totals of 
mentions} and then classifying the individ^oal papers into the c-^0^3 
of Table IIA, suvii-iir^y the mentions of each within the classes and 
expressing as a percentage of the total nentions. Differences in 
rov/s 1 .."•: 2 of 5/3 and nore, and in ro-vs 3 -?: ^ Q£ 2.7/^, are in excess 
of 2% CT difference.
-2 The figures in tliis ooiumii oertaiiily under-sstiiaate the proportion of 
local daily papers read in the country as a whole ar.d ir. the North 
Jlast and I forth test in particular since these dailies are expressly 
exclude^, i'rorn !^ 'ie TTi.iito:-i tables. /s a rou-Tli. pd.de ^o-re^or evening 
papers published daily in ijondon and semi-national papers like the 
Yorkshire :.'o.vt v/er-e included here. .'n id^a of the oxtent) of reader­ 
ship of local ciailies aLiong the adult population in the north is 
riven by Kimblcj (op.ci'b. p.6} who states that in the U.S. and II...7. 
the various looa.L inorninp; papers liave a oomMned readership greater 
than uhat of -/ny r. ? voioi:;.d' d^il/ except ol:e "^.il.y ^'x.^^c-s and that 
v/hereas 5.2 per cent, of adults in the J.^. and J.7. read a local 
dn.il/, 1b.> por oert-. c^o 30 ir: the ".."'.. -r.d 1:. ". The adjustments 
to Tal)le III) -flliich these facts sut-^.cjati, would bring the figures vary 
iiuoh moro into line mth tliose of the adolescent groups of this 
survey though the fact that the Hulton figures cited are based on 
the ..tiol.2 cour.t/r?' favjurs thu voacierc : .i;p cf I-Trtional as r./^inst
Table IIA presents the detailed results obtained in each sub-group 
of the present sample and Table IIB the consolidated figures for the 
six main age, education and sex ryoups. From these t>vo tables certain 
interesting features of Newspaper reading ei'.ier;,e. It appears that news­ 
papers of the type of the Telerraph, the Times 'and the Manchester Guardian 
make very little appeal, even to the groups of Gra> «:p,r .Vohool children,——
A glance at the first two rows of Table I ID 3U;,L^oa that in the 
homes of children such as these, there is less likelihood of meetirip with 
papers of this type and the consolidated figures of Table IIB shew that 
at least in the case of the boys, the proportion who do so is uo to 
expectation. On the othor hand it Must be remembered that copies of 
these papers >ra.ee available in the libraries of the schools and in the 
reading rooms of the town and that certainly the older pupils were actively 
encouraged to read them.
In contrast to these fip;ure3 are those for illustrated papers. In 
most groups this ueans almost entirely the Daily Mirror since references 
to what v/as then the "Daily Sketch are very soa"nty7 Illustrated papers, 
it appears, are r6ad acre by the elementary and technical school rrcuns 
(who read fewer 'superior? newspapers) and after 14' , the age at which 
most of these children la£t school, there is a tendency to an increase in 
the numbers until, au£n^ the service groups of Lien e,nd women betv/een 13 
and 30* the fit\ures*exoe'3d twenty-five per cent. A further comparison 
\vith the flrjures of Table IID shews that tliis trend is not unexpected 
from the picture of adult newspaper reading there presented* Had our 
adolescent staples been drawn fron the 3.3. and o.,7. of the country v/here 
the reader slil p of the Daily Ilirror amon,r ; men and women is ;nore than double 
that in the !•-. /« and iTTTiTlri v/e~HT;jht l»,ve ejected the fiporss to be very 
much lii^her,
Table II C shews some intercstinp: contrasts«^2 ^eaderoliio of 
illustrated papers in all Jenkinson's r^roups is louver tlian in those of 
the present survey, and especially rsnarl^ble is the fact that, in contrast 
to my own (groups, it is iiijjiest aiaonjj boys and c^Lrls frorii Graniaar Schools. 
So too, thoufjh tliis is probably less important, proport.1.onp.tely fev/er in 
his groups read locrl dailies and aore read one or oOher of the national 
papers* The overall trends are similar and the differences are probably 
to be ascribed to factors in the sampling. Jenkinson |,ives neither ohe 
dtite v/hen Ms survey T,IT.S irip.de (thr>-.ij-;h it r.iust have been prior to the recent 
war) nor the ^eo^rapkLcal source of Ms samples though it can bo inferred 
that they came from'the north of the country and are "Vats far similar to 
the present = roup. Jifficultles of trs-nsport, inlsrference by air cttack 
and restrictions 05 ciroulatior. probably made local dailies rnore accessible 
tlian London papers 3 in places like .Liverpool and oundcrland durinc the 
war, and may thus account for the high readersMp of Local dallies in the 
present group as compared .vitli Jenisinson's. The diiiCi'epanoy In the
1. 3.S. a S.',7. Men, 2~f$ t 'Vomen 33^, N.J. & N..7. men 11^, Vfomen 1 
approx. Hulton ^eadersliiD purvey 19^7. pp. 10-11, oonfiriried by 
Kirable op.cit, p.
2. See footnote to Table 110.
3. ev,rj those which Md rcrlonnl ofJicec in Liancliester.
-JJ."U ', JUi" lf.LtJii£> JL"^>c^J*L Hi -"r J. J. Hu> Ui~* 1- M w^L ^-->*-** ^-* Cc**i ^ i/*-*'-^' * " v ,i, *"* • j*3w * X > w -i O V/ Ui^Wpartial exclusion y1 from Jenlcluson's ;;roups of those children in Jenior 
johools below avera(Jc in attaimaents.
This in itself ia Insufficient entirely to explain the discrepancy on this point and it is probable that since 1?39 there 1ms been an absolute increase in the number of adolescents - er,pecip'tly in the groups with a lo.ver tlmn average level of intelligence - reading the 
Daily Mirror.
choice of
As a means of testing whether the war and the limitations on the suo )ly of newspapers \/ere potent in deteruiininr; whether a newspaper waV read or not and wlrLoh one, Questions 5 and 6 were franed, 3aoh subjoci, vffl,3 aokcd vriiothcr ho or siic \7ovild'continue to read a nov/spr.pcr after the -wnr. in most rroups there was a small i)roportion who under lined 'Ko. 1 The ] driest "figures are 7/- in the 14t- -nd 15-1- Girls fileuentary and TeciuiiopA, and in no other [T-oup did it exceed 5 per 
cent.
Question 6a sou; lit information on the newspaper which would be voluntaiilly chosen after the wp,r and Question 6b, which will be dealt vath later, asked for L.hc reasons oroniptin;- the choice.
Tables IIIA and 3. present the information derived, from Questions 
and 6a.
•C 1 v/hat do Boys and Girls lead ? p. 3
24.
jJi; IIIA.
Prpportions of Adolescent £<nd Adult Groups who propose to 
continue to .lead the oarae or to have a Different Nevra-
paper cdTter the ,.rar. Detailed '.m.l./sis,
//ill you continue to Proportions of
Age
rroup.
13,4—
14.+
-
15>
16.*-
17.+
1?.+
18.+
18.+ - .
20.-+-
••
y»
Jor..
1.' .
X1 .
LI.
.x.1 •
P.
:-i.
P.
M.
P.
P.
P.
M. 
P.
' j ^
P«
* >?
P.
x-i«
/.
?*' 
*•- *
Education.
G.
G.
B.
t 
Jj »
u.
G.
jl.
E.
G.
r*U*.
^.
u.
G.
7*
i J *
ij»
--*
i-,.
Jj.
^.
J.
N.
42
?5
41
43
36
39
123
51
60
31
o4
31
34
II
36
4-1
36
34
52
67
66
rer,d a Newspaper
after the Tea /'-$-
95
1]
1 00
100
979838*
100
93
90
97
100
100
97 
93
07
95
97
97
98
97
100
No. %
5
^
6
0
3ii
7
0
2
2
3
0
0
3
o
p
3
2
3
0
the total £>roup
choosing:
The oanie/o
77
77 35
73
7733
72
75
86
67
79
77
73
79
75 
59
67
70
31
70
53
7:
70
^^
Diff . /H
18
20 
12
27
23
14
26
13
14
32
1916-f
27
21
22
23 0
193 x
12 m
40
4g
30
-f- Jee footnote to Table IIA.
: "/ subjects frdled to ar.cwer in this
•f 5 spoiled answers.
^ 6 spoiled pax^ers
El 2 spoiled papers.
x 4 spoiled papers.
S3 5 spoiled papers. 
^ 10 spoiled papers.
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TABLE BI3.
Proportions of Adolescent and Adult Groups 
T»ho propose to continue to .lead tue Jar.ie or 
Differar.it I'awsjxvers after the .7r,r,
Consolidated fi rarest t
Age Group.
134- - 16+ 
13- - 16+
13 - 16+ 
13^ - 16+
17+ - 20+ 
17+ - 20+
3»
30*.
LI.
?.
i'-i •
?.
i : ,
F.
M.
*"*
G. 
G,
E.
ii.
iil.
13.
IT.
165
318 
2/5
124
66
tfill /ou con­ 
tinue to read 
Nev/spf!,per after 
the /r.r 7
Yec.
98.0 .
97-5
96.3
100
No.
2.0
2.5 
4.3
2.7 
3-7
0
Proportio
the total
chooaiV
the Sane
73.3 
/6.5
77- 8 
71.0
68.7 
71.3
70.
ns of 
'•;roup
b- -
Different
20.5
21.8
19.3
18.8
25.3
11.7
30.
t See notes 1 and 2 TpJble 113.
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The number or those who state that the/ will not read a newspaper 
after the war is suall enough to be ignored. ITot so, at first sif^ht, 
are the substr nt:ial proportions of taost t;roupa who v/ould rend r. different 
newspaper if they oculd'get it. v/hen however the started preferences of 
the adolescent groups ore scrutinized there are only two instances of a 
change of type of newspaper - tv/o Graujar1 iiohool boys (14*0 who wish to 
change to the :iai.phester Guardian from their local daily. In all the 
other oases the bliavv je "is" YGP another newspaper of the saiae type as the 
one read i>ow. Araonr the servioe j:roups of adults the picture is very 
much the s&i'.e, except that a few uore express the intention of char^'p-rig 
after the war to the local daily current in their home district. ,7e mey 
therefore safely coiiolude that, with the partirJL exception of the adult 
groups, Tables IIA. and B. pive a fair picture of the distribution of 
preferences for the various kirda of newspaper in groups of the types 
here studied.
7. Hovif I.'j.?',ny ?'.'e\Y3pap_ers_ _are .
Prom t'ne rplles niven to Question 1 , it is possible to estimate - from 
the nunbers of dailies mentioned - how ciany papers are seen by each indiv­ 
idual. Of necessity this is a rough f.mdo since *'readir>f," a nevvspn, ^ er 
means different things to differ^r-t people; and there v/6uld, moreover, be 
a tendency to jot down papers oooe.sioijally read, especially evening papers. 
It is difficult too to be sure of the figures for those who read none. In 
S0i.ie of the groups one or nore subjocts .left ",uestion 1 blp.nk. Juch oases 
were only scored as non-readers when there WP.S no a^s-./er also to Questions 
2, 3, 4, and 5 an^ clear oases were fev/ except in uhe seir/ice /Toups. This 
rather stringent crit/erion prol^bly *ttcluded a nuriKv^r of ocoasioral ne^vB- 
paper readers in the numbers of those reading one a day.
The results of this analysis are to be found in Tables IIA. and B. 
columns 9 — 13. Prom these, it appears t»hat in the adolescent groups 
only very s::all >ro~)ortio-os indeed do not read a r:c -ra^apsr and that such 
non-readers are bovaUned to the .Ha.ieritary and IFt'(dk4waUJchool ^;roups. In 
the Grarnuar School groups more than half in uost of the sub-sarupiss see 
at least tv/o papers^daily. It is only in the adult groups, and. especially 
p,Liori[j the older :;ien - that considerable proportions of non-readers are 
found thoujji Iii'jh Dercentages also claim to read tv/o or 'i.iore dt-J-liea, 
Further li; ;ht on tT.ose fii,/jroD la throvrn by Coluran ; of Table IIC. and 
Colui.in / of Table I ID.
In i'ablc IV. are pre-^-uou data derived frou Kinibles -./arti.js research 
and the postwar figures of the Ilulton survey.
27.
IV.
Perc en tares of the AdvJ.t Population re 
Pi 1,2 and 3 or uore Te.v/SQ.'vpers J?.il :y. t i
(llulton 194"/; Kitible 1941.)
Source of Information 
and type ox oenyle.
Hulton ouu'vey 1/4/.
All Men.
All v/omen.
Men C.D.3. Income G-roups
./omen 0. /. „. Inco, .u u^oups
Kibble uurvay 1941.
All Lien,
Service Men. 
Civilians.
Ill v/oiaen.
Service Voraen.
CiviliiJi'jo.
Kuciber 
£n
oaniple.
4,652
5,547
3»987
4,36S
9,347
:>,75i 
3»596
io,353
347
A?n
Numbers of Papers .-lead D^Aly 
i:> ei'contaf es of Grou^j 
0 1 " 2 *' 3^-
10.0
15-7
11.1
17.0
22.5
25-5 
17.6
34.7
34.4
34.7
63.6
63.6
55.1
65.1
55.0
50.7 
62.0
54.3
49.8
.13:».2
20.7
17.2
19.1
15»-
16.4
16.4
16.3
9.2
13.2
3.9
5.7
3-5
4.8
2.7
6.1
7.4
4.1
1-3
2.6
1.2
t' Figures obtained froii Hultott Heafisrship Jurvey 1)47, 'i'able II. 
(by ivoi^litia^ aoooi'dirifj to aarapie ai^e '^vHere fiooessary) and
'•^'/yi-.1' Q^ ^^' --^^ 1942.KJuiible:
Tables G. and . .
adiii in the T 1
23.
The first oirouuistance wliioh strikes the eyes is the higher proportion 
OJL non-readers in both the Hulton and nimble fibres than in those derived 
from the present samples, iiome of the discrepancy - certainly in the 
case of the Hulton figures and probably in the case of Kimble's - arises 
from the fact that evening dallies are included in the figures of Table 
IIA and B. whereas other investigators if-nore them or rTouo them separ­ 
ately."* 1 This wuld bring the figures of the Hulton survey much closer 
to taose of Tables IIA and B. Kinible'o \mr-timo flares are even more 
discrepant. Thia difference can, in the v/riter's opinion, in part be 
ascribed to the time r,t v»hioh the various surveys were rnade. Kirable's 
figures were gathered in wartime but at a period (Jepteaber - October 1941) 
when the distribution of national newspapers was considerably interfered 
with by eiRcm^// air attack. Furthermore conditions in the services 
generally '.re:.'e not n,s rood, frou the point of V!QV/ of amenities in the 
oejrips, as they were two or three years later; and the service (groups of 
the present survey were in the particularly favourable situation of beinc 
relatively static in a lon^ established base camp in this country. It is 
possible too, since both the rjb.ible and the Tlulton survey '//ero carried 
out by the method of the oral interview tlrat they tapped a more represen­ 
tative staple of tliose w:iose levvil 4pf literacy was too lo\r to f orm part 
of the stua.iles used by the v/riter«'2
1. The Hulton survey i_;ivea figures for readership of evening dailies but 
tabuLn.tes theu separately. Prom the flares as presented it is not 
possible to work out a directly comparable consolidated firure of the 
kind ;_iven in Table II A* &.
2. Cray & Munroe op.oit. p '>• 31-35 citing unpublished Anerican studies
carried out in the 1920*ies by Famsworth % Parsons, give the following
fi^UT'33 whioh mr,ke P.:I interes.tir.r corjparison \vith Tables IIA, B, C, 
and D. and vdth Table 17:-
of 1'i'ev/spapers .lead Daily
Men under 25 1.8 Joraen under 25 1.7 
Men 36-40 2.0 Jomen 36 - 40 2,0
j./e.L- -;,'-. To\vn Dv/eilor^. Country Dwellers. 
^ 2>()5 ^
Tlie proportious in various [groups wlio do not read newspapers at all
shew that" '.flier^s the overall figure for the adult population appears to 
be "between 3 or 4 per cent., the rdjjhest fir^ures for non-readers are found 
anion£3t Vnose «3:.iployod In Public 'and .'^oraor^l ^ervicy (1^.^), Trades and 'Labour (3. 3 '3) and among those with the briefest schooling (below 8th Grade 
9. >', 3th Grade only 6.7;-}. In viev; of the fact thr.t nearly one-qur.rter of 
the recruits to the /jnerioan Aniy in .'/orld .fer I liad not "the ability to 
read and understand newspapers" (Grr^e '; Munroe op.cit. p.). 21 -2) and thp.t 
the proportions of illiterate and sei.ii-literate men in our peo,oe-time 
population are osbi;a-,ted "by 3'.i^t ("Tlic iJdup;'J ulon of the I?. literate Adiilt" 
B.J.iid. P. Vol. -/. i't. 1 1945> P« 27) "as" beinj_; a t' Te'ast 16'j per cent. 
one v'/ould e-^peot> the nunaors of taOGe v/iio do not read the ne./spapers or 
at best scan the pictures to be nearer the jSnflish than the American 
figure t>.
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(f) Jport: The references here are specific - to the sports column, 
to news of local ^aaes p.nd in at least one case to "get tips 
for horse races".
30.
(g) Critical Appreciation: The assignment of reasons to this category 
is .acre subjective. tootliing was in fact included unless it £Twre 
clear evidence of sone critical thiiiki/.g about the content and 
style of the paper chosen. iSxamples are;- "They usually contain 
some good literary articles -.vrittsn by the bast of the modern 
journalists and vn-iters (B*G>1&t- Times "c Llanc hes t er Guardian . " ) 
"To ia ieya blatantly partisan tliai:, an/ o't'her pap ar and records 
without prejudice. I read the literary column and book review 
because of iiiy literary interest and aaibiiion." (j.G. 16+ Manchester
Glasses of Reason Assigned by the Various Groups for their 
Choice of Li'evAipapor. t
ADULT .
*-* i-J ~ •
GilOUP. ED.
Age /<an-j.
'jraber.
Per cent. 
giving no 
reason.
-> *
If- t
1 U' .
131— 1ui-
194
5.7
ff.
u.
1 3-1-1 6-!-
165
1.8
E.
13l—l6^
318
10.6
F,
-i
&9
13'— 16-r
275
>.1
1.1 •
dl.
1 71-30 -
"^tf*155'
15-5
F.
i-..
17 -20>
142
13.4
Reasons assigned to various olasses as peroenta^ec; of total reasons riven.
Vague Approval
jocal Interest
Custom
Special Feature
Political Vie,to
Jport
Critical
Appreciation
3'J.O
23.6
>3
S2/.4
2.6
7 ••)
3.2
36.0
22.6
11.6
26.2
2.4
0.0
1.2
49.5
8.4
10.6
20.5
5.1
5«y*
0.0
55.3
6.0
12.4
25. J
c . ..
0.0
0.0
16.0
7.1
5-6
15.3
.25.-*
0.0
0.0
63.0
9.0
10.3
15-3
1.8
0.0
0.0
•f ii'o atte^ipt IiL',a been -iado to ecjurliae the {groups as 1ms been done in 
otr;er consolidated tables. The classifications above are of necessity 
more or less subjective; uoreover there is no difference between the 
are rrouos sufficient.!/ marked to have'any distorting effects exoeot 
tlkt' i.iany uo-e iuefi ^ ^ W' && i-?oup tnan ID younr .er ones 
politiorJ. reasons for their choice of paper.
31.
The resiLlts of the ad.iittedly rou?;h analysis are set out in Table V. 
The most interesting feature is that only in the ^roup of uen from 17^ to 
30*- are political reasons ^iven as a main determinant of choice of news­ 
paper. In no other ;.ruup do reasons of this liind exceed five per cent. 
Special features, articles, cartoons, coraio strips, letters to the Editor, 
pictures, "scandal", and the like are ^ore frequently mentioned by the 
adolescent groups than by the adults and constitute a principal reason 
for the choice of paper. rjooai interest is strong apparently only 
amongst the Grammar School [groups, though almost as many in the Elementary 
and '.Technical groups, especially oa? the Y.iU'ls* olaiiu to read local journals, 
(jee Toble IIA. and B.) Sports Hews is an attraction only it appears to 
"boys, though here vve must remember the ^reat curtailment of professional 
sport brourht about by the war and the consequent reduction of the space 
devoted to it in dailies of all kin:.i.c. If ,ve add the fir .ores for Custom 
to those of Va^ue ".poroval, it seems that in all rroups except
jchool adolescents, reasons of a ^eiierr.,1 and rather liazy c.iaracter deter­ 
mine the choice of paper rather than any clearly thought out preference 
based upon an appreciation of viiat the chosen journal has to offer.
9« The Influence of Ap:e, Sex and Education upon Choice of Newspaper.
It is possible that factors other than those recognised and stated 
by the subjects themselves in response to ouestion ob operated to determine 
both the number and the Icind of nev/spaper read in some or all the groups. 
AQ3, oex and Education all present themselves as likely influences^ and 
on the basis of the comparisons referred to in ooction 3 (p-a^e ^^) v/e I:iay 
discuss each in turn in reference to the kinds and numbers of newspapers 
read. (j.'ablos IIA, and D.)
(i) /;:e
«/lien >re cor:E.>are the a^e subgroups in the g-ramtiiar school samples of 
boys and ^irls, the significant differences both in the distribution of 
mentions and in the numbers of papers read from arc to a<;e are very fev/. 
The 13 $rami:ie,r school ^irls ;;roup differ significantly (P .022) from 
the corresporxiir.;; 1>i- ^i-oup, ar;d the 15'- froa the 16 U £,rouy (P -'• .036) in 
the rjuuibers reading none, one, two and three or more dailies. This seems 
to be due to a peculiarity ..iaiiily of the 15 twirls :iuny more of v.tiom read 
tiiree or hiore papers. In the Idnds of newspaper read, there are no 
differences from r^";e to a£,e v/iiich reach evevi the lo./eot level of sigrilfi- 
o.anoe (P = .Op) nor in any other groups does the distribution by numbers 
v;?.ry sigi'iifieantly. iiach of the §-raii:mr School sc^iples trJccn as a whole 
differs from the similar sex adult ^Toup in kinds of newspapers mentioned 
and in the number s seen daily, (P^.Ol in all eases except (j irls gr?j:inar 
- women ( ttitauers) P = .Olo) . The differences seem to lie largely 
in the • reater proportions of illustrated papers uientloriea in the adult 
pro up s 'and the >. reater proportions of locsl papers .nentioned by the 
graiiuiiar school adolesoer.ts'. Llany more gi-EU-ji^r school boys and tr;irls seem 
to see t-.vo paners daily tha.n do the adults, and \vhereas substantial prop­ 
ortions of the adults apparently do not read a daily newspaper, all the 
B.r school adolescents claim to see o,t least one.
•'1 Jee page 10.
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The picture is somewhat different vdien we come to consider the 
Elementary and Technical groups. Between the various age groups of ^irls under I/ there are no significant differences either in the kinds of paper mentioned or in the numbers reading none, one, two and three or more daily except that 14'- rjirls differ fror.i 1 >- {? .036" in the kinds of paper 
mentioned, the 15 girls mentioning proportionately fewer local and nation­ al dailies and more illustrated papers than ttia 14r.
In the contemporary boys' ;jroups the differences with age are more marked. In the case of the Icinds of newspaper mentioned, all six possible differences between the a;;e ^roaps are significant (?<£.01 in all cases). 
These differences seeci to be due to a progressive change with age in the balance or kinds of newspaper favoured. .Vith the exception of 'a recession at 14+ there is a steady increase from 134- to 1&- in the numbers of those mentioning illustrated papers whiofi, in the rorJ.ii, indicates an increased readership of the Daily Mirror. There is too a corresponding decline throurjhout ths arje "ran^e in tl:-e ret'.dershio of local dailies. After 13+, 
readership of the various nationa]| dailies remains static.
In the numbers reading none, tone, two and three or more papers three differences only are significant, and they all centre upon the 16-h ^roup 
in which many more claim to read two and tliree or more papers daily. This group differs Ji^fficantly (P i- ail eases <.01} from 134-, 14- and 1^f groups vftiioh do not significantly differ amon;, themselves.
When we compare the Technical and Elementary groups as a whole with the adult samples between 17 and 2CM- vre find that boys do not differ significantly from men nor £irls from women in the numbers of newspapers read; but, in tho distribution of Grinds of daily mentioned the differences are significant (P^C.Ol). TMs seems to be due mainly to an increase in the number of illustrated newspapers and a corresponding decline in tlie nuriber of local dailies mentioned by the adult groups. The fact that most of the men and Y/onen composing the ; roups over 17 were in the services and consequently uprooted from their native towns and cities probably accounts for the decline; in readers'dp of Local dailies; but in itself it does not explain why the redistribution of readership which tiiis inirtit be held to ccoise should favour illustrated papers rather tlian the ox-dinary national dailies. It is interesting to observe that the tproup of men of tMrty arid over differs significantly fron the younger men and from both the add as­ 
cent £vpoups of boys in all sections. 'M
In the adult groups from 17-;- onwards the picture is not quite so clear. In the numbers reaoiivv none, one, t.ro rru tliree or uo-'e p-apers daily amon^ the men, only one difference approaches full significance. The 17+ r,Toup - which is a composite containing youths in civilian employment as well as Amy boys, - has more who claim to read tliree or more papers daily than the other adult .valo --roans but tils is only significant by coinpr-.rison
1. Pae Kuitoii ..loaders! :i.) ^!..tr"/8./ slioja a pro'.restive decline in the reader- 
siiip of the Daily Mirror in all economic and sex : roups from 16-24 
onv/ards until it falls to cc yp.ratively small proportions among the 
over 4^'s, especially men.
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with the 20- group (P == .04; This group o£ 17+ youths resembles raost 
nearly in this respect the r.^oup of 16+ boys of siiuilar educational back­ 
ground, which, as noted above, differed from the younger age groups quite 
markedly. The two groups cohere together but stand apart from the age 
groups preceding and succeeding thou. Among the women, it is in the '20+ 
age group th-vt the difference n/n the riurfoers reading; none, one, two and 
three or more dailies i;ialces x itself felt and this group differs signific­ 
antly U^ »01 in both oases/ from the 17 and I3i- groups wlilch do not 
differ from erxjh other.
V/hen V.-Q turn to the kinds of newspaper mentioned by the men, it is the 
oldert group (30+) which stands oat as different from the others. It 
differs significantly froin the 1 /-r and 13i- groups v^<.01 in both cases) 
. £,lnly because the older men mention very many fewer illustrated and rtore 
national dailies tlian the younger o«es. Ir tMs respect the 20+ group of 
men occupies a inidv/ay position. It does not differ significantly froia the 
two younger ^ro-uos but on the other iB,nd when it is compared -ivith the older 
one the vslue of ohi-sviuare approaches si;nifice,noe (P - ,067). Unfortun­ 
ately there is not a senior group of service woi.ien t^o bee v/hether a oorres- 
pondlr.p; trend is observable there. The evidence 've liave hosvever suggests 
that entry into the services aiay be critical. The 17-1- i_;roup (predoniin- 
F.ntl.v civiliE.i:) differs from tlie 13 fro up (P - .043.' and still i:iore from 
bho 20- b^oup U< .01} but the 18-r and 20+ £-?:'oups do not differ signifio-
On the basis of these results the influence of age can perhaps best
be sunned up taus. Increasing maturity seeius to liave little influence 
or the nuubers of dailies read by adolescents or by adults* There are 
exceptions ao./ever. Boys of an elementary c^nci teciuiical scLool bac 
seem in the years from 1o to 18 to read rather i.iore thian previously, 
possibly because they are increasingly Independent economically; but the 
iucrer.se is not fully ratiintf'ined after entry into the Forces, Among 
Grai.ii;jar ochooi gii'Is 1 y\- seems to bo a peak though, sinco tiiis for ITP ny 
is tbe Jchool Certificate yaar, it is difficult to see v/?iy.'*1 The older 
group of service ;/Oiuon \£^- seams oo re^id .ioro th-m the 17** t-nd 1^- gToups 
of sir.iilar backpyound possibly because they have been longer in the 
sei'vice ar.d k-.vc beoouie adnpteci to its conditjions.
Io IL. iu ti.i-j ^-•-•.^.L... ^ .-lewspaper :.?or,d ti'ir.t inorsasir^ ;mturity seems 
..oat to iTipJce itself felt. Crrai.t-iar .joliool boys r.nd girls naintain .iuch the 
same patterns of ncsvspapCi1 reading tlrcoughout L»he age 'ravage studied but
________ lollies 
included in tlieir clioioes. Tiiis process of ci^.nge is pr?.'.ctioally complete 
by seventeen and remains unaltered until, sonetirae after the age of twenty, 
there is P, decline in readei'siiip of illustrated, papers c,nd BVJ increase in 
re^.dersi.d.-o of other -oo-viln.r dailies. ATiio^g 'drls and 'j/omen froin an 
eleiaentary and technical scncol background tiiera seems to be no narked
! 1 The time p.t wh.i.cn the survey ^.ms iTip.de \rith this group may be 
significant here. The questionnaires vTere adulnisoerod at the 
beginning of the school "year before the 3.0. Sxnjr.. became 
iiiiiinent in the suramer tera.
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process of charge during the early 'teens and the r.xirked incx'ease in
readership of illustrated papers (as -.rail as an expected decline in the 
numbers or local dailies mentioned) comes -,vith entry into the Forces.
(ii) Sex Diff ere noes;
As in the case of differences -with a,p,a, the Grairanar ochool groups 
are renar?cably cohorar.it -when we compare the sexes within the same age 
ranf.e. In iQ.nds. of nev/spaper nonticned p.nd in the numbers reading none> 
onei tv*> and three or :noro dail^ there are no si^iificn.nt differences nor 
are there between the (jramiaar school boys as a whole r^d the Graomar school 
girls.
Tho [Tcups of boys and £irls and men and wouen with elementary and 
teoi-jicai school backgrounds are f-.r less oor.sititcnt* In tho numbers of 
papers read daily, the differences between the sexes are not striking or 
ai^'iifioant except at 16+- v/here r^ny acre bo./s than (sirls read two, and 
three or more lepers daily (P<.G1 V and at 20+ \vhere fevrer .voirjen tlian men 
read no daily paper and mr.iy i'ev/er aen rer.d t;/u or :.iore. U"* <.oi). Hien 
^ve courpr.re the adolescent boys as a -v^ole vrith the f^up of pirls no 
si^nii'iu'M.t dii'ference -.ppeTi's. ./aon all the men betv/een 17 and 20- are 
ooiapared .dtl> \vomen of the same a^e ranp,e tho difference between the:u, due 
airily to bhe Lariber oi' .iien rea^lin,, three or more p;vpers cLaily, tiiou(^ h not 
great is fully sifir.iaor-.nt* (P *042) .
Difference betv/een the sexes in these f^rcups shews itself more
Mic.iV;odlt/ iii oho "yj.i;d o.c' uov/sp; i-) era ^joutionecl by ado'le^ceriuo* At 1 ^H- the 
differences ore incufficiently viarked to be sif^nificr.nt, but at 144-, 15 
16- f.iid 'i /-i- tl-j- value of cixi-srjuic.re in each cai>e is such that P is frreafeer 
thp.n .01.' This appears to be "chiefly due to the predominance in the 
girls' j^roupa of mentions oi' local 'Jailiec and in t.ie lx)js' Ljroups, of 
nrticnal dailies. A contributory but inconsistent change is the fluctu­ 
ation ir; tlio D'j* "ijui.' «jj? jJ..La-"ort.uGd _,•',, jers i.ifciiuio.ieu by the ,,ir¥ls. Between 
men of 1 3v e.nd contemporary ^/ronen, and betv/een men of 204- and vjouien of 
tho Gaiue a^e, tho.i^,h tlit; .voi-ieij rer.C. uioro iiiui»tir..i/od and fe^ver national 
dailies, the differences do not reach the level of significance. If 
however -ftz co..ip-:,i'e all tho iuon of i/ to 20'- vdth rll the woraen of the 
saiae age the slight predominance of illustrated papers, and locel dailies 
ciiiionij Iho oh'.: iocs ci 1 tho //oi:^:: a:.;'!, of r,at>io:n;'.i cliiilieti a::.Cu^ those of the 
men reach tho level of significance. (P =
Difference in sex then seens cl'defly to ftfc felt
adola^CGTit/s ir. the niid and late 'teens, arid principally in the kinds 
of ne-vspaper chosen rather than in the nuribers read. The process of 
eit ii^.-Q iti" obticui'o uat L>e2iis to be oo^ipiote by ac.ultlioocl er.cl to settle into 
a small but significant difference betv/een the sexea, riore or less indep- 
outlei.t of a^e up to tiii^'o,/ r/L» iuast} shG'-7n LiOi'o especially in readership 
of illustrated and local drilics which is higher anons v/oraen and, corres- 
poiidinfj.y in readership oi' the 'populcJ? rational dailies //hioh is higher 
amonjj; men.
(iii) 3d uo rational Differences*
It rfculd be difficult to say whether any differences between 
adolescents of like ar,e and sex "but of different educational backgrounds 
are due to the ef roots of education itself or to differences in innate 
Intel lipjenos. The Grrarornar Jchool ^.roupa as was stated earlier, are 
representative in innate ability of the top 10 per cent. of the intelli-
cxfiOf distribution whilst the coritoaporary elementary and technical school 
groups probably range from the dull to those of. one s tandard deviation or 
less above the average. Nevertheless tlte influence cf the Grarinar school 
type cf education cannot "bo entirely discounted as a factor irif LuenciTir; 
the !d.nd ?.nd number of newspapers read thoujji general considerations would 
lead us to attach more ,/ei^ht to inborn ability. ,/ith this in mind we 
can oxmine the differences bet\/een the various educational subgroups of 
the adolescent sample,
Among the boys, differences between the grammar and technical and 
elementary ;-roup3 in the mmibera reading none, one, tv/o ana three or more 
newspapers dre sij-j-irioant at t>i- (? .0^8), 14 (P - .039) arid 15+ 
'"X»Q3.' lart-ely because rmny riore of the Gir:raap.r school boys read more 
ji'i'.'.n one daily. At 16-1- when the nuubers of technical aud eleuentary boys 
.'eadin.'r; tvTO r.nd tiii'eo or iflore papers increase, the difference is no longer 
di^Tiif leant , thoa^i vfiien .ve ooiapare the grfcui:i8J? sciiuol boys as a whole 
with the oontenporr ry non-^ra.iirTr.r school s&jnple the preponderance of 
those readin; ; tv/o Caill;;s in. the j^rri-iriar sclwol j ;roup is clear (P-^.Ol),
at t.ao f,^o of I3'r > uifi-'orence^ butv/eeii tiis tv/o ^Toups^in the 
:-jndp of nev/spaper mentior.ea are significant (P <.01 i?:i all oases) through­ 
out .the age X'ai^cj- studied and whe;'«. we coiiip€»ro all ^raiaaar with all non- 
groii.!?.'.!1 boys',' it seeius tliE.t b6ys from technical and elementary schools 
read fev/er local and on the vmole iiiore it/oioual and, illustrated dailies 
tlkT.ri do the ;i jraiTii-nar school boys, p. difference brought out clearly by the 
composite i'ijuros of I'ciijle ilA. It is possible tliei.t the difference in 
readership of local clp/ilies is due to the j^orjTp/^iical proveiT.nce of the 
jaiaples thouKh this seems less likely when we reuaaber tlif-t "oho number of 
local journals published in the areas from which ; tost of the non-grai'.Eiar 
school svxjlt*^ oarae ia at le^t a^ual to that in tha ar^a in v/hlch the
situf\teu. The overrJ.1 difference in readership of illustrated 
only be acocuntod for by differoi:063 :.;. -.bilit^' and education.
the girls the trends are more obscure, ,/hen v/o ouLipare all 
the .-.••mrirreii1 ochool f^irls r/ith all those fron eleiaontary and t technical 
schools it i& clear ~(P<£, 01} tliat iiore Grat i*>,r School girls olain to read 
t^vo nnd tliree or more papers dail: 'ithir.1 the 3.^ groups there is no 
3i,-;uficant difference" at 1>^ and ,<j u.iou^i tlio aaue" trends of prodora- 
inanoo seen apparer-t. At 144- and 1>!- the differences are yaore certain 
and <.C1 respectively.)
Much the Si-u.ie picture presents iwsolf v/her» we tun; to co.islder1
kj-nds of newspaper Lientioned, :ien the two educational groups of 
are compared together as vriioles they differ si/^nifioantly (?,/ .61) mainly 
ir: t'-.e ;-jrer,ter nur.V-er of me- tions of ill uat rated ;..'..pei»c by the p;irls from 
eleiaentary and teclinico.l soiioola and to a lesser decree in the fe/;er 
popular national dc.il i^s cited. '.Vithin the s.ge sub^.Toups this tendency 
is certain only at 15+, though if Chi-square is calculated on the
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Footnote (Continued from pace 36.) 
2
ihero is Little broad dlf£Gi>e:.oo bet\/oon hio rxlult croups In the kinds 
Of t. xar ronU, thoro nro i.»p,ny 1.101*0 in tho ouparior division who rerxl 
HOY/TV __'j or !iii;h <iupJ.lt/ (p«'/53' "" a cerjoml trond ootxfin.iod by the 
of the Hulton Jiirvoy (^..bles 4-9 inoluaivo. )
Toman .": Arfa, (ClTUclgon'c ioadinf-, A.> vloton ": Go,, 1-}31 pp.46-7; 
Paonrlv tint c^^toa 1oTTu£rdVo:) "; :;o\i j^il/ i?or^l r.ioi?o than otho3/bhil>lren t 
a fcvot ooijTir'iod by the o; i ' or otticUoo (river by Oirvy n,nd •'uni'oo, 
(oo.oiti, io.114 - 1^; -,/io j.in.t v/ ;JLlo tlio .-iOi'o p;ulo oliildrori UTKI 
to ror,d ttaa. oii^llra* ItLrxlo o£ rsevflsynyor, r:B(jaslnoe rind boolta ^ w^£f7oTi? 
oontoi.i_x)iT.irij8, thoy inoludo ii: thoir ror>dlii(_; 1:10^0 of a oUiX)rior quality.
Jnploo :: Tylcr in their atudy of 10/ oox and ooolal (;j?ouj3 of Ai 
Bdiilbo C jr.t - l oo_jlQ • ' ' " rt, "Idvoroity or Oliion^p -Voaa 
found tir/o 'o!*!' vo"J. io'*0'J '.;, . yoit> roixLini; intoroato i;onozr.:\lly, 
difroroiiooa in XKEQCX:::
/sjx had tho ..^uuv ,,onoi^l ei'foot, but thr.t difforonoos in 
aduoc.tion oa:iQ no -1* in i\>oryn,iKJo ) r,rkl iiioiror.oo as tho (jn-po in oduor.uiorr-1 
oivoi't unity v/iden« (ix>« 124 -9)
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10. t/liioh features or the Jaily Press .are ,..iost widely read ?
The remaining three questions in the section of the questionnaire 
under discussion are closely interrelated. Question 2 souf.ht to obtain 
information as to which features of the daily newspaper read had the most 
appeal at various a^es. Question 3 aimed to gather pointers to the 
reasons why certain features were read, and Question 4 tried explicitly 
to fiiid »Aiat ohe prevailing attitude v/as tov/ards the news of the war
filled much of the news space at the time of the survey.'* 1
In Question 2, the subjects v/ere asked to place the various parts 
of the daily paper iii an order representing the decree or interest they 
took in these. The list was carefully compiled from an examination of 
all the popular national dailies end most of the local dr,~lies (morning 
and evening) published in the areas from which the samples came. The 
uuild up of iios-t of the eta ilius local and national was found to "be closely 
similar, but of course the quality and attractiveness of similar features 
as well as the space allotted to tiiea by different editorw, differed 
considerably. The prinoipr.1 difficulty was found to be in making a list 
which v*u> brief enuu^i to be iield in iiind by the lecst intelligent subjects; 
full enough to Oiait nothing of importance! clear enough in definition not 
t>o be misunderstood, and yet sui'floiently general to apply to all the 
newspapers most likely to be read by the groups. The result is inevitably 
a oo.uproi-o.se and not an entirely £ic.tisfaotory cue. i'imt it .vas suffic­ 
iently coraprehensive is indicated by the comparative scantiness of the 
replies to the last ite.u v/hioh rskcd the subjects i.o put in aiiy fer.ture 
not previously covered; but cluos provided by the answers to Question 3 
she.ved that one or tjo of the items - ospsoif.lly 'pictures M2 - had been 
misunderstood in a number of cases.
1 * It is in fields such &s this that the results of a questionnaire
approach are ;-iOst> e-.iui vocal since the iiiCoi'uv-tion tasked Tor is in some 
de,',ree subjective and since we have as yet no adequate uieans of knowing 
aow the interest shsvm by one individual differs in euiotional intensity 
from that displayed by another. I.ioreover there are variables in the field 
of study itself ~ difforevioes bet .wen ne, vspapsrs for.e:.a-iaple or bet/reen the 
interpretations placed by individuals upon descriptive terms - wriich are to 
varying decrees incn,lculable« Juo]. conoiderc.tions, ^laoh leive aost v/eight 
in interpreting blie anovrers to Question 2, suQjest tlir.t an approach like 
ths present one can only be tentative :MK! su^estive; but it is doubtful 
blether at the present stage much more exact methods of deal in;-, vdth 
. roups are available.
2. ttcvny of the appear ently duller members oJ? the Elementary and
Technical adolescent and adult ; .roups, and a few G-raL2iip,r Johool 
boys p.i'id ^li'ls, evidently took t:iis to aaan Jineim pro^raivwes 
or even filo criticism - a shreivd coin .ent on the pervasiveness
of the Jineua in thwir
39-
iiore difficult! to assess accurately is the reliability of the 
answers CJiven and to express these as an index for the groups concerned. 
Thouga sounder statistically it ,/ould have been difficult, to restrict 
the list to those parts of the newspaper which were certainly of universal 
interest f-nd to hr.ve asked for an order in v/Mch all items f.jlven were 
ranked. 3uoh a course would have penoltted the calculation of a relia­ 
bility coeffielent for each jroup "but ;/ould have severely United in other 
ways the information obtained. Instead, all subjects //ere asked to delete 
those ite,us which they never read and to member the remainder in rank order 
of interest. This produced a result difficult to handle with refinement, 
"but ; ;ore suitable, (in that it nllo<vecl the subject the create at possible 
freedom), to an exploratory survey like the present.
In analysing and tabulating the results, the proportions of each
group deleting each it err, were recorded. Tills ferns a kind of inverse 
index of interest for the group since the instruction to cross out those 
sections -jl'iich were nayer read vra,s crcplie.it, The renalnlrr- it. or as -vere 
then allotted a mark, i^l for first place, 13 for second, 12 for third 
and so on. The ccore for each item v,r,c than suruned and ercnressed as a 
percentage of the possible score had every subject ranked it first. This 
figure provides a. rourh index of the degree of interest in the particular 
ite;~u shewn by the ; roup,"*2
1. 14 and not 13 was pj.lotted for first place since small proportion of
.aost jjToups added a further ite:r. in the space provided arid song placed 
it in order of interest,
2, Tills method of obtaining a rr°uP l^dex is open to objections both 
logical and statistical, especially if v;e seek to apply the indices so 
obtained to individuals; none-the-less it does indicate central tendencies 
within each ;.rou_:> r.nd seen is to be as F/courrte r.s the nature of the dfeta 
itself warrants. An indication of its reliability uiay be gp,thered by 
correlating the rank order oi' the items for a^ch ; rcup on tills percentage 
index vdth tliat t^-vea ^'J ^ie proportions deleting; each item. The average 
of the 23 coefficients so ootrlned is «39; thirteen of the coefficients 
are of the value of •) or better, seven of ^ .3 or better, and only tliree 
fall belo,/ that (.56 G-lrls Grfu.sar 13--; .68 C-irls '.-ra-.iar l6n-; and 
.73 ,/omen J8^)
In the correlation of iiiciices, there is of course a certain (and in 
this case incalculable) element of the spurious since averages tend to 
ignore the variation within the populations from which they are drawn. 
Moreover the deletion of an iteni by a subject raeans that it does not 
score and therefore does not contribute to the composite interest index. 
A certain and probably fairly high degree of correlation between the two 
order;} would be expected to follow automatic"* U.y fro-i those t>,*> circum­ 
stances alone and the coefficient cited above cannot be considered directly 
comparable with coefficients derived by the split-half method or by corre­ 
lating two successive adninistrations of the same test. Hone the less 
the hi£h values obtained surest that the use of the composite interest • 
index is a legitimate refineuient upon the raere ticking or deletion of items 
wMch is a niot-iod fre-uently employed In data of this sort. There seems to 
be no reason to suppose that it is less reliable or uiore open to objection 
than the ooue.vhat aoro coiuplicatsd (toy the subject to understand and 
apply) method of asking the subject to rate each item on a three or five 
point scale.
40.
The order in vrhioh n»ry of the itei^s were ranked varied markedly and 
members of the same t-jroup placed, them sometimes at the extremes of their 
lists. In other onses the question ms imporfeotlv p-isv/ered and -while 
soiae items were deleted and others ranked, sonie ;?ero left "blank. In 
such oases, the iterns left blank have been allotted a position as if the/ 
were equal to each other in interest but below those which had been put 
in order. Ov> the vrtiole the question wnr> rnsvrered conscientiously and 
the number of such imperfect answers is not £reat»
Tables VIA. and B. present the result s of this ann lysis, for each 
of the several sub— <-roups into which the sample is divided. Under oach 
educational, a&e i.nd sex croup are four ooiurans. In Goi. (a) is shown 
the percentage of the j;roup deleting the item; in Col. (b) the order of 
readershiy 01 eaoh iten tesed on this; in Col. (o) the peroentap-e sooro 
for eaoh iteu'i derived as described r'bove; and in Col. (d) the order of 
interest based on tldii. At the foot or the table are printed the 
coefficients of rank order correlation obtained by oorrelatinr columns 
b and d.
Table Vl/...
'The ajonbols J.o. , C.G., B.jC. t G.ii., I.I.2. and £.&• raean respectively 
Boys Crai;i;jar, Girls Graaiiiiar, Boys Teohnioe.1 and iSleaentary, Girls 
Teclniloal and ^leiaent^ry, Llalus Teohriioiil arxi Aiainentary, and Females 
Teclinical and
under eaoh ; roup r>re she\vii:— in colit.n(a) tho peroentF-ge of the 
roup i.vno cltiini tiiaw tliey uo/er read the % it»ei.i in questj.on; in oolunn (b) 
the order of interest bp.secT on column (a); in oolicvin (o'i the composite 
interest boore expresaed as a percentage and derived as described in tJie 
toxt; and in column (cl) the rr.nk order of ^\Q itenu based on tnis. The 
fintil rov/ of the table ^.ivsii the rank differences coefficient of corre- 
ori calo i.datod -from oolurino (b) and (d).
It \vill be no b iced that in certain of the col i. inns ap.-'^rently e'-ual
ai ;es are cLL.V^renol/ ranked in colunm (a; . 'i'hit> is because all 
tne percentage fi{-;ores are rounded to vmole ncuubsrii v/hereas the rank 
orders of column (-JL) are derived from ohe rav/ scores.
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In spite of the limitations of the material and the method, a number 
of broad (generalizations are suggested by these Tables. If we glance at 
the columns she win j , the percentages of the subgroups who never read 
various sections of the paper, (cols, (a)) and more especially at the 
figures for the consolidated groups of Table VIB, it eeeras clear that more 
adolescents of a Grai.i^r school background, especially girls, take soiae 
degree of interest in ;.iost of the itema listed Uian do their contemporaries 
from Teoimioal and iileaentary schools. In this they resemjM.6 the adult 
groups. If \f& look at it another way, and consider the percentage interest 
scores (shewn in cola. (c/ for each group), we find that Uiere are few 
items indeed for which the interest score of the Technical and iileruontpry 
groups between 1'3 and 16 - is on the average higher tlian for their Grammar 
school contemporaries. The exceptions to tiiis are significant. The Comic 
Strip is more popular auiong Technical a.nd :£Lementp,ry school adoleaoent 
groups than ruaong Grai.niar oohool boys and fjirls; so too, slightly, r.re 
Advertisements ,
In most [groups on the average Current News of the >/ar , stands hif~hest 
both in the numbers of those reading it and in interest score. In the two 
groups of adolescent girls noweyer it occupies a lower position, coming 
second in interest to leaders ' fetters in the o?se of gra. riar girls, and 
fifth after Comic stripy j/ioturJJ,' CVIrtoon and Advert i senient s in the case 
of girls from technical and elementary 'schools. In the case of grarnmr 
boys and r.ien, news of bpoi't comes next after the war nevra and in the case 
of boys frori el esaent ary arid technical schools, the cartoon and oomio atrip 
occupy second and third place in tlieir interest. headers ' betters, 
Pictures arid the Cartoon are the second, tiiird and fourth "i'n favour with 
t'he \Yoi.ien. Hanorw us para^ jpf .ph is lialf-\vay up all lists except that of 
men over thirty, tfni'y" aaonj"; t.he senior froup of men do 'jeadin^and Polit- 
ical Feature articles appear to hold any "narked interest"! On the general 
e'videiioe of Table VIB. it seems fr.ir to state that much of the interest 
shewn in the daily press, especially by adolescents, is not of a serious 
c ast. <C 1 __________ ^ ______________________________________
1, Very little comparative irii'onnation from other sources is available. 
In their pre^riously oited book, (pp. /Iff. and p. 43} Gray :« Munroe 3u;rB!)arize 
researches by Kotchkiss and Franken, and by Ross which indicate that in 
various adult groups, r_e;.vs , Editorials, Politios , J jort s , Jpeoial Articles 
and Cartoons are read in tlir.t order of int'erest by "business and profesaioh- 
al loen," inal'o college students and clerical \vorkers. Their o\m study of 
groups in Cliioa£;o sutf£ests that the Gor:iip J option ranks I'dghest for raen and 
women, follo\/ed by the HeT,re. Third in 'the 'favour of the raen copies 3port 
followed by LJditorials. "Tliird for women COLICS the Home jferff followed by" 
Advertis_ei.iQnts "and opoi't. The ardor found for ; roups of adults in iivanston 
Is differeilt. Both men and women placed Ilev/s first; oport, Editorials ar^d 
COiUio oection follo;ved next in ordex' for UnTlaen, HoiiieVa^e, Gorao jection 
and jjdjutorfrjTs for the women. (op.oit.pp.l^Off .)
iiasche (cited by Gray and Llunroe cip.oit.p.114) foui^d C Qiuio s , otoriea, 
News, oports s.nd Piotures ;.iost popular in liis young adolescent CMoap^o 
ohildreri and Nelson (ux-ay aid. Llunroe op.cit.p.114) found among High Jcliool 
pu jils, a similar order - Jport, funny strips, Hews, Joandr.l , Advertise­ 
ments, ColuiaiS, and Cartoous; no '^otitoi'ial gwere olieoKJd.
Tn Jenkinson ' s ; ^o up's , ("op . ci t . pp . ?2"3 » ^3~4~5) ^nQ 'I^-fs is read by three 
qur.rters or i.'iore of bo/s and girls of all age and education groups. The
is read- by niore than, t^ee-^iuo^ara of- U\e boys And except at 15- by .1 @ Si than half of the gramriiar ^^^^ L-^Cs; arfd by i GSy than 30 per
cent, of girls from senior schools".
It 10 not possible to (;Lve in detail the distribution of the 
)laoin>; of each itea by the individual members of all the .^roups; but 
the facts that the order in widoh iteus vrere ranged in eaoh croup 
differed very considerably from one subject to another and that a sin 
item often occupied in any Lro;iP as inarV as six or seven different 
positions, indicates that average figures uiask a jjreat ran^e of 
Individual differences.
In the patterning of interests shewn by the average interest scores 
of the groups, oex, jduoation and A^e seen to have effects similar to 
those already observed in the kinds and numbers of newspapers read. A 
useful indication of tills may be obtained by correlating the rank orders 
of the items (cols, (d)) for the groups bearing in mind always that since 
these are based on indices, there will be a tendency towards comparatively 
hi;jh values of £.
(a) Jex; .
fable VII; a) presents the coefficients! of rank order correlation 
obtained by correlating the order of preference of like age arid education 
groups but of opposite sex.
VII (a) 1
Oank Order Correlations between Orders of Interest for various 
_ Itcas of the IIe.;apaper shown Jby^ Opposite 3ex Groups.
TAB-oii
VIA.
VIB.
Af^e Group
1>i-
14i-
1p-
1o+17-'-
1 <>*-
20 H
Average Correlation
Adoie so onts
Adults
( All Girls - All Boys
( All Men - All Women
Gp&:iaaP
.58
• 73
.41
• 53
—
—
• 56
.65
i
Technical and
^le-ientary
• 74
• 58
• 57
• 59
• 37
.47
•39
.62
.41
• 59
.46
i-'or these coefficients and those vfrdch follow in other sections of 
Table VII no p.e's are printed since it -vas felt that such v/ould 
be iaioleadinr . Nob only are the sai'.iples theiaselves in most or.ses 
siaall (thus rendorin;; the distribution even of a product-iuonient r 
far from nonard - vide FisLar op. cit. pp«185 ff/j but the metnod 
of rank diffcronceo S'lur.red iiaposjs a reoHlinearr distrib.ition on 
the data v/liioh are themselves indices. Hence these coefficients 
aho'old be regarded in their general tren,ls only and cannot 
aocur;,tcly be compared together.
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.07
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A consideration of both these approaches suggests that the effects 
of education upon the patterning °£ interests in the various parts of 
the nev/spapor are e;.ctreuely complex. ,7ith boys, Education seems first 
and most, laarkedly to affect the kind of newspaper chosen and only 
seoondarjfy the sections of it .vhioh are read with most interest. Jith 
girls it seeus that education is less important in affecting the choice 
of paper "but in all age groups other than 15*1, more so, in'the distri­ 
bution of interest.
Age.
Tn
(o) __
Table VI16) are shown the correlations bet>reen the orders of 
interest of the various items shewn by the different age groups of the 
survey. In the upper half of the table are the figures for the adoles­ 
cent groups and in the lower half those for the adults. In Table VII^l) 
are shewn the correlations between the orders of interest of the various 
items age by age shewn by adolescents of the two sex and two educations.! 
groupings \vith ti ose of the corresponding sex roups of adults age by f.g
TABI.S VII (o>
Rank Order Correlations between Crders of Interest for Various 
Iteios of the Ifev/apaper shewn by different Age Groups of
Boys and Girls
Age Group.
'* -: £
14 - 11 
- 1D
. /
17> - 13- 
- 20i-
18+ - 20;-
1 Q_<_ ^ o f*V t GT' )"^i
20-h - 3C)+
Boys Graa'iiiar
.98
• 79 .60
.73
—
-
—
Boys jilem.S: T.
.91
.90
.84
.95 .39
•"•» r\
.33 
.60 
.40
:S
.31
Girl s GraiiL sar
1 81
•73
—
—
Girls a. •« T.
• 95
.89 
.85
• 95 
• 95
• 98
.86.91
.90
The age of 1> has been noted in other investigations as possibly 
a yer.r cf emotional crisis especially for girls. ^ee the s'ucii ary 
of evidence on this point given in the present writer's 'Adolescent 
Child ' ('.Isthuon:to be published.)
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As in the preceding tables, the most striking tiling is the degree 
of similarity between groups. Of the 98 coefficients here printed', 76 
equal or exceed .60, only 8 fall below .4, and all r.ra positive. Yithin 
this picture, however, there is evidence of the effects of maturation upon testea. In three out of the four nololescont groups of Table Vila. 
- Gra^.iar Boys, Technical and aiepentary Boys, and Technical and ^leiaenn tary "C-irTp' -This is clear, the coefficiort3""c1 ioiinlwhir^ regularly,' 
thourjh not greatly, as the age differer.oe "between the groups increases. The srr;e trend ir: an even :::ore nr,r!ced decree (probably because the rvge 
gaps are wider) is shewn in tha adult male groups. This trend of chance is by no means narked in the Grammar Schoolgirls i'oup, in which the 
lowest correlation is between the 13-1- and 14+ groups and almost the 
hi; hest between the 13" rmd 16+ groins. Tlie differences s:?o too is, >all'. 
and inconsistent to warrant any degree of certitude but they point to an anonrJ.:/ in the 1^- ncouo of Gra..uar Jahool rlrls v/.ose order of preference agrees better with 13+ and 14> group interests than the 131- and 14- agree 
together. .-\raong the adult v/oraen there seens to be little variation with 
age, except tint there is a slightly greater difference beWeen the 17+ and 18 groups th?,n eloev^.ere in the age range, probably because ths 17" 
were not in the Jervices \*iilst all the 18* women were*
The influence of ace on the patterning of interests is made more obvious .tfien the figures of Table Vlld. ars taken into consideration. 
If we first read the coefficients dovm the table for the Technical and Elementary adolescent groups it will be seen that in the c'.ao, both of 
boys and of jlrls, there is e, decline in the degree of similarity which appears to aooolemte r;,.:i the ul;;e of the aue gap irjoro/.sofi. To this 
trend in these groups there are no exceptions. If we next consider the coefficients ro./ by row for the scvae groups - that is with the stress no;/ 
on the smaller age gap3 °f ^^-Q adolescent samples - the general trend is the sr.:ae but less narked and •.•,1th a few nncxrllja. Those lr,tter are too 
small to be significant in the face of the general coherence of the 
coefficients.
Then JVQ conpr.re the coefficients derive';, x'ron comparisons of the 
adolescent grevrinar school groups with adult men and women of c. different eduoatiorml 'bf-ok rour.d, tlie effects of laaturation are obscured and 
complicated by the variables of education and intelligence. If we read the coefficients for Grarjnar Boys dov/mvr-.rdc first, th.e ster-xly divergenee 
with inoreased age is apparent in the \yr group, vath the greatest 
siroilnrity shewn between 13+ Grr.;i.a,r Boys and 17 Men rnd th.e least between 13+ Grai.ir^r Boys and 3CH- Men. Gracmiar Boys of 14'- agree best 
vath 18i- Men, next bent -»«Lth.17+ and diverge increasingly
also agree fairly closely.
The trend of these figures Is cor^firmed by an eicai^ination of the 
figures rov/ by row. Here it will again be seen that the age relationship 
is not simple and direct. In this first row (17+ Hen'1 the closest agree­ 
ment is vath the youngest Grai.nar Boys group and thereafter there is a 
decline. In the second row (13-t- .Men) the decline begins after 14+; and 
in the third row (2Of Lien) the liighest coefficient is opposite 15* with 
lower coefficients or either uicle. Only in the fourth ro,/ (30-i.ien, do 
the coefficients increase unifon^ily froii left to right mth the
43,
opposite 16-f. v7e may jut this in another v/e,y and pan say that, with one 
exception, the highest coefficients are in the leading- diagonal of the 
latrix of coefficients.
From these fi;iores it seems that up to p point ajce operates in the 
;.TaLimar oohool Boys' Groups in the same way as it does in the case of 
adolescents and adults in the Technical r.nd •me-ent^ry 3chool groups. 
A different education with it corrolary of difference in innate ability 
. seena hovrcver to accelerate the rc.te of maturation up to a point but it 
also is a factor working for divergence in the patterning of interests - 
as it is of course in the kinds of nev/spe.per olio sen. *1 ^The Graumar 
achool boy appears to reach and pass beyond, in his 'teens, patterns of 
interests che-.vn by men or? r riiffercrt oduo^tio^r I '•• -••'• •. -round in the late 
'teens and twenties.
A similar but less clearly diocernable relationship can be seen in 
the figures for the groups of G-rrrj.iar Johool r,irls. It will be r.otioed 
that the row shewing the highest coefficients is that containing compari­ 
sons betv/een gra^r/iar school :;Lrls c.nd *,vo;neri of 20'-. JLiilarly the columns 
containing comparisons between wonen of various ages and 14s- and 15+ 
Grauinar girls display coefficients /uglier than els^-.vhero. This again 
suggests that tiiere is a steady maturation in tastes with a^e accelerated 
by a different educatiorj arid a M^ier Isvsl of innate . bility in the case 
of the graiai.ar school girls though - as \vris said in considering Table Vila
- this is overlaid by soue inconsistencies in the 'te^na. It seeiiia f?,ir 
to state thp.t, as the Gra:;ii.iar school boy, the Graa .e,r school pirl appears 
to reach and pass bsyond in hor 'teens pr^tLerns of interest in ths ne,/s- 
paper she^vn by women of a different eduoationaL bB,ok;, round in their late 
teens and twenties.
One ;>-iore feature of Table 71 1 d reraains to bs oomniented on. If the 
coefficients in the four main vertical sections of the table are examined, 
it -ffill be 3-3G-) th-.it on tho '7hole (1 -saving ou^ th3 ro./ for aen of 30- 
the -roups of Graiaimr Boys and Girls a^ree better with the adult cproups 
tlmn do uhe Teclinioal and .ileiaentai'y boys and [d-fls, p, difference -9*1 ich 
tliou^i oouiparatiYQi.y sli^it in the case of the boys of different back 
grounds, is rerlied ir. tlie oaso of the ;/irl3 fro. a teohniorJ. ::d elementary 
schools. This seems to be one no re indioo,tion the.t tile different
•ducp.tiuVi"!. back romul of ll\<3 ;:T.UV.^,J? ac'tool groups r..vl their correspond­ 
ingly hljjncr level of mental ability accelerates the rro.vth of interests 
in the field under discussion. I.Iore strong jly still does it surest that 
in tills field e.t any rate changes v/ith age in the case of technical and 
eleaentrry school ".irls r.re i..ore strongly imrJosd t-iR,n in boys oi' the scuae 
eduoatiovial background, or cirls of a different educational and intellect­ 
ual level .
11. Individual Itaus.
We may now turn to a co.isidoration of the individial ita is of 
Question 2 and try to arrive at a picture of tha vvay in which interest in 
them fluct'Jin.toa fro. \ r;;-;e to a;;e, r.c cording to sex and educrvtlo-'!. For tlds 
purpose the oouposlte group iritereot scores 300111 to be the more useful 
since these reflect not merely the proportion of the ,.roup rtj&Aiii^ the 
itea in question, but the order of preference in which it was ranked 
vy.'.t' other iteris ir. Vno list. A i'efereiice to the
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in the Appendix will shew that in .uestioa 3 ell subjects //ere invited to 
state why they had oho3en their first two items. These ooini.ients have not 
been quantitatively analysed "but in each of the subsections which follow 
a selection of theji is jjplven sufficient to throw a valuable qualitative 
lif^Iit upon the group indices.
(a) Current IIov/s of the ./ar»
Of all tho itei-is noted in Question 2, tnis is the one most 
frequently "put first. YThen the questionnaire was framed, this tojic -vas 
considered to oe or sufficient iaipoi'tance in the overt'furiotions oi' the 
daily press to warrant an additional nuostion entix'eljr devoted to it, and 
"befortt dealing ./it»u "current ne'.va ox tae vfar" aa aii ioei-i in iUestion 2 we 
may well consider the responses to Question 4. In this, subjects were 
asked ./nether they read tiic \var news other timn the headlines and to under­ 
line one of four alternative responses: -(i)"I read the headlines only, 
(ii) I alvr-ys read the headlines and all the war news; (iii) I read the 
headlines and sometimes soae of the news; (iv) I rarely read the head­ 
lines or uiw news."
In all r;roupii the majority claim to read at least the headlines and 
3om3 of tho news and the proportions rarely reading: the headlines or the 
nev/s and reading the headlines orJLy are siiiall in all but the 14.- and 1o-- 
'i'eohnic&l and Elamentary Girls groups. Accordingly in Tables Villa p.nd 
b. the dc.tr. fro.'... tills section of the questionnaire' are shevvn uiKier three 
headings only, items (i) and (iv) of Question 4 beinp: combined.
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TABLE VIIIA.
of the Various A^c, Je:c and iMuoation 
Sub nroups paying varying deLT*6s of attention
to Me\7s of the War. "
Age,
13^
14+
15"""
16
17+
1 £l/* -L W*
20f
30^
Sex.
k.
F.
i - •
A
M.
* .
ivi.
.•*'.
ii«p.
»••*••
F*
!,!•
A.*1 •
. *
1 
*.' •
F!
i
A.' •
;..
Ed.
Cr.
G.
'.
4.
C-.
Li «
^*
w.
u.
1J»
. •«
a.
a.
- -* •
-.
2;
IS.
— J .
J.
ii.
jj.
N.
44
35
/5
41
48
36
^ , 123' 1
si
oO31 --'2
64-; 3
513*^73#^
42^5
36" 6 41*7
3634;; -3
32
^7
66
^eadin^ ,/ar Wow*
ferely .ieo.cT
Headlines or
ie*vs or Itacid
Lines only.
2I/
22
12
12
3
33
2
10
10
17
4
12
5
37
616
0
2
4
1
5
Headlines
and Some
of Tev/s.
-.,
66
5752
71
44
88
57
43
76
33
65
56
69
7o
54
15
ob
30
65
43
43
31
»
Headlines
and all
i'Jyv/s.
£
27
2o
27
17
44
9
8
22
731
26
29
12
41
4}
?7s
17
2o
43
51
63
Joe note to 'JaiD-U Ila, ifoejo, aa indicated in foot note a, papers fe 
been spoiled the peroentrv;os have been orlculated on the "basis of the 
diminished • ,roo,j3.
'2-9
•' - 2
Si>oiied. •*4 — 2 papers spoiled.
It 
II - » / 1' O ~ i
)$l "7 <j
•'1 : \
it 
it
n
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iIS 7IIIB.
Proportions of the Consolidated Groups paying Varying 
Decrees of Attention to the '.-Tar ITov/a.
13«— i6t-
134-161-
30,
1 C
i-i »
M. 
F.
M.
. A *
U.
G. 194 0.3
G-. 165 10.5
E. 318
a. 275
ii. 124
2. , i4a
ii. 66
11.5 
24.8
4.4
3.7
5-0
63.8
76.0
55-3 
47.5
65.0
5). 7
31.0
3^.5 
13-5
32.7
27.8
34.0
31-7
63.0
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comparisons by a^e, sex $nd education, since the frequencies in 
the 'rarely read headlines or newS* and 'headlines only 1 sections are 
small have to be made on the dichotomy those who claim to read all the 
news and headlines and those v/ho do not. On this basis noi:e of the age 
differences in the adolescent .roups except that bet./een, 14 and 15 • 
Grammar ;ioys (P = .0231 and \y- and 15 :* Grammpr r^-?l.^[f'ol?;>ror,ch si;Tilfi- 
cance. But differences with a^e in the adult {groups are apparent"," The 
18- men, who do not vpry sirjnifion,ntl.y fron the 17 men, differ from the 
20^ (P^.Ol) and 301- men (P <.01) larrely because fewer of them clai^i to 
read all the news. This tj;roup it -.viil be recr Lied ./ere co^iorratlvely 
new to tne service and it is interesting to note that although the 17-t- 
group differs fpon the 30- frroup si^-nificaT-itly (P - .012? it" does not 
significantly differ from the 20»-, nor the 2&- rrom the 30+. ;men too 
we compare all the ^rejij.-ar boys \rith rll the adults under 30 no si^nifi- 
cant difference appears nor is there any marked difference between the 
Technical and ulement?ry boys considered ns frole rr.cl the men iindir
A similar trend is observable in the femple gr >ups. Amon^ the adolescent 
girls the only significant difference v/ldLoh me. r be ascribed to ape lies 
between 13+ [iris Uraj:»nar and \*j\- (p.rls Gra:...;^^. (P - .Olp), At 13-f more
>hr,t they read the headlines 
•«yith its smeller proportion
rooortlon of those who olaim
girls state that they rarely read the rews or
only. Among tlie wuuen, it is the 2CH
of tliosa v/ho rarely rec.d the news o.nd larger p
to read tlie headlines and all the news, which p.s different both from the 
17;- rforaen (P<.01) and the 19f (? Xi«044}. This appears ho, /ever to be a 
oonfirrna,tion of a general trend in^woiuen to.'^i*ds increased reading of \vs,r 
news In Ir.te ?.dolesce;'ice and ac.iLlt Viood , for, -:/hQ*n .••?..! 1 tlie G?^:o:;.ar Girls, 
considered, as a whole are coiap?,red with the ./omen under 30, the difference 
is significant (?<.01), as is thrt between all the iris or the technical 
and ela.vientary rrou;u and all the ,/oiaen (ij <
Diff erencea .wu-u^ i:iay be connected witn sex are apparent at 14 1- and 
l^- in the gran^r school ••:roups fp<«01 arid P - .OTJ eeapecj-oively • . At 
14'r it seeuis JHIvU a 'lit! "lier " pr o^orti o n .of r?fVinr.r, boys claim to read all. , . . ,, . "-1 , t>i** »«u-*r i£^vt.<\ yM am. tWlijUAAJF. /V+-4SV rfro>u.aYf Twmt g*VTT , ,_ .the news and he? dl .tries tiian ao^c^urisThcr m.raly real neVa or headlines
and no re boys v/lio olaiivi to read all about the viar. At 16 t^iis difference 
is still apparent thou^i not so marlted (P = ,074^ . fnen however
Johool boys and jlrls are compared together as total groups, the difference
uiarked (P<.01.». In t^e t-sohnicn.l and elc.-.icrt-ry oclioolin interest is
groups tliere is a difference r,t 14-H (P - .024) due to a preponderance of 
girls of this ?v^e who do r.ot read the v;ar news and of boys Aiio claii to 
read it all. At 1) a similar difference a^j jears v/liioh is not ho-vever 
stntistioelly si[;iifioc.nt, \vhils at 16+ there Is ". trend to ext^oraeo ir. 
tho girls, over une tliird of whom state that they rarely or never look at 
more Jthru'i the headlines vvhilst nea:?ly Jrlf olain to r-er.d all the war nov/s. 
This riiakea the j,roup differ amrkedly f rou the corresponding age croup of 
boys (P<,01'i. .'/lie.;: the i roups of boys r-,nd r^.rls of t:iis educatiorvjl 
back; rouiid are coiap;;,red however the differences aspecinlly in the propor- 
tions^Ano do not pay much attention to news of the W.T "become striking
Ilone of the sex differences v/itliin the ajje t^oups oi' the adult srj 
reaches the level of siridfier/noe, but when rll the nen are compared, v/ith 
ail the women the slight pretjonderanoe of women wlio rarely read more thr^n 
the headlines r,r:d of men -who read all the riov/s become apparent (P^.Ol).
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Of tu-j differences which ^ii^il be> connected vatii education on I/ one - 
tliat 'between l>i- ^Irls Grai.imr and 15-1- jjirls elementary and technical 
(P<C.01) -- .; sIgiUflcant.
Proia these fi.jures it saoms that differences in education do not 
have uuoh to do vrith the mount of attention paid to news of the war;
nor apparently, except p.raong; ^Lrlc and wa..ei:, do differences in a^e and 
even here the differences are more to be ascribed to experience than 
directly to a^;e. There is .•<„ srag.ll but cooperatively consistent sex 
difference; more boys and men claimed to read all the war news: more
girls r,nd .voiaer; ra?:-ely revd hc-cAl:i.-x.j or nev/s, or read the headlines only.
, or: the b
of the percentage interest scores of Table Vlai shews tho trends of 
interest in Current I'ev/s o^ the ./ar in the various eciucatiorjs.1 sub­ 
divisions of the srmyle. It will be seen that the male ; roups (>vit/h 
the exception of iy jCechnical and ^la-ieiitary boys/ ret. urn a consistently 
hifjh interest score for tids item. In the t^o^P °f oraujr-ar school r;irla, 
interest ;.wpe:,rs to riue fro^.i 13> to a very high level r.t lp;- and tl.ore 
after to rail considerably. In the case of girls and women of a tech­ 
nical and elenentary soliool bexj^^round vdth the exception of a slight 
reodcsion at lo there is a steady increase in interest throughout the 
age range frou I}- to JO . i'lius ti.ie i:.;iju^c.:t scores cordir . : the jiereral 
conclusions drawn from Question 4.
The nature of tlis interest ir. nil f roups is niade abundP.ntly clear 
by the comments y.ven in ans,/er to question 3. liost typical are reins.rks 
like "I Y/r,nt to know how the vmr is ^tting on" or "It is interesting 
to everybody ard. erf ects'** everybody." I!n.ny too ospecirlly r.,.ionr the 
adolescent ^oups express a sense of personal involve; acnt: they mention 
a desire to kno.v lie;; "our boys" ai'o ^'joij.^, or, or sporl; of relatives rt 
the front or in prisoner of -v?>r camps. For example a ^-raLiuar school 
girl of lyr whites !'I li!:o to r^ad a1x>ut the wo.r arid the places v/here 
rif"htinc is taking place as I have several relations either in the Army 
or Air vorcu." TL-3 '.var i.iaps ;/hich ;/ere a feature or the papers at the 
tirae are frequently mentioned especially in the Granaj&r 3ohool and Adult 
;, roups - ''I lii;e to know Iiov/- t<I;j v/ar is L'O-iR.-; ;^-^ ^ like G-joj^phry and. 
like folloinr--; ths maps" •'.writes one woj:^,n of 1&- and a {ji^l (technical 
and iileiaeiitary •j-'-'oup 1*. , vJoo.",use i^f favourite liobby ia ^e/o^raphy and 
I vrould like to travel"* others in all groups aentlon that the news 
IiQlps in disouosioi, or in follo-.Ti::;j cui-'reijt p-T^airs. /ujon^ the service 
oups aonie mentions of a desire for the end of the v;ar and the conse uent
'Jliis is so*ae'.-«'K',t bit t<cJly put by .-•.. •;/Oi-ip,u of 20' irliu cciys 
".....to try and judr;e how soon the mr will corae to an end, as I am just 
waiting to jet a.rj.y i'roia tliis ^nccntration ooi.tp," ;,-.iid a iinn of 30'" 
(whose first interest is iport^/ writes "To see how niy release [pro up is 
affects:! by Lite ./a-'.' 1 /, very fev/, ;.iainly in tho ad alt groups speak of 
the suffering involved in the .var "anxiously vmitini,1 for the cessation 
of hostilities" v/rites a ;jrvn of 30 ? ''&i not ii: fr.vour of ,.rars, owinc 
to sul'ferin^ and loss of life it brings to humanity, and of the destruc­ 
tion of notable i^eauty Jpots."
•; 1 In Lliiu ana succeeding sections, the replies are cited verbatii i with 
all their imperfections of spelling, punotufition, yrajornar and syntax.
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(b) Gossip and Domestic Hews [Home Pa-e, Household Hints etc.)
A glance at Diagram 2 confirms what we might expect on other 
grounds, that the interest soores of boys and men on this item are very 
much lo.ver than those of ^irls and women. It is of interest to note 
also that the trends of the soores in all four ^.-roups ao.^ear to be simi­ 
lar - a rise from 13- to 14* and a slight fp.ll aj ain to' 15-. Thereafter 
three of the ; roups shew a slipjit rise while among the g;rauin»r school 
boys the score falls a,>in to l6+. Among the adult groups the rise 
continues to 18+ and is followed by a fall.
The motives for reading this section of the newspaper are made clear 
by those who out it first or second and as a consequence make a comment 
in answer to Question 3. Arnonfj the girls the stress is upon trying out 
recipes, cookery hints, tips to help with house 7/ork and the like. " I 
read the house hold hints" writes a girl of 14> (Teclinioal and Elementary 
group),"to see if there is an/tiling yood to make" - e, remark wliich is 
echoed in various ways "b r many others. Not a few are looking forward 
to the time whet: they /ere a home of their ov/n; one younc; woii.n of 17+
ire woman I tliink this item often ^ives helpful 
j in • ood stea.d in the future" and a f^ammar 
it more eler^antly thus - "I am irterested in 
) full Liaturity and a house of ray o i,/n, they will
writes "Because as a fut 
hints which will stand 
school girl of 16+ burns 
this because as I conie t
e useful." Of the fevj(men and boys who put this item as first or second 
choice, one (roan 20+) speaks of having his own home, another (20- man) 
of "keeping in touch with domestic and household affairs." and another 
(man 30H) of "excellent ideas for postwar years." One non-crasriiiiar school 
boy of 14 talks of "progress of future Buildinr, of Homes etc., also the 
advancements of domestic labour savinr; devices.
(o) -jep-din^: Article.
Diagram 3 which shev/s the trends of the interest scores made by 
the various croups for the Tjeadin; Article is of interest in shewing the 
steady rise with iijcrer,sin^ a^e or iiiterctt in the mattex's of ^er^eral 
social and political interest in the groups ;dth an elementary and tech­ 
nical school bc.ck .round. 'There are, it is noticed, fluctuations in the 
soores made by the o-dolesoer^t graiaaar scliool groups but tliey seem to vary 
only bet.'/een 3^ and >3 per cent. In the groups of non-grammar school 
adolesoents at 13-'- interest appears to be at a very low level and to sink 
even lower \rith 14- technical and KleiVientary sc'rool (;irls. During the 
second half of tlie 'teens, however, and in adulthood, the rise in interest 
is fairly steady thou^li noticeably <greater amonf the boys wliose interest 
at fifteen and sixteen equals that of their gre^iar scnool contemporaries. 
Between 17 and 134- there is a further rise esi^cirlly with the women 
which is coincident with entry into the services.
The trend towards a sweater interest, on the part of men, in General, 
uore or less political opinion on current affairs tlian on the part of 
women (and the markedly closer approximation of fjirls of superior intelli­ 
gence and education to boys ?,nd men than to the less able groups of like 
sex) is strlkir; ly confirmed by a glance at Diagram "o. 4 which deals v/ith 
interest in Political Feature Articles. ./e can r;ote here too once more 
the apparent effect upon the interests of worner^ of entry into the services
shewn by the steep rise between 17 and 18* whloh cor.tinues with the twenties.
Nd4.:PouTicAL FEATURE APTTI CLE.
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The function of the ^eadin;. Article in puttinc forth the opinion 
of the newspaper is recognized in all .roups. "Much interesting 
inforuation fror.i it, views from above, generally interesting" writes a 
Gr&rxvir School boy of 144- whose first ohoice is Current "ews. "To see 
what thoughts people have" says another boy (^.iTTa! lj"lt is~usually 
souething to talk about" writes a woroan of 20+ and a man of 30*- "it is 
generally the leading < ueation of the day", and another of the saae a a-e - 
^Usually the taost outspoken article in the prper," One boy of 14 (a/, 
who proposes to road /Socialist Appeal" after the xar and now includes the 
Daily .'/orker and Dally Herald in his daily reading says - "I read the 
1 eadin, , artic 1 es in the newspapers to ooupare t:.teul"
(d) Jolitioal feature Article.
The similarity of the trends displayed by Diagram 3 and 4 has 
been commented on. Dia^rojn 4 is of special Interest in shewing how low 
in all groups in the early 'teens the interest in purely political writing 
seems to be. From 13+ onwards however in the case of boys of both
education^.-, back, roundo, interest rises steeply and on the //hole steadily, 
The parallel courses of the two boys' fjroups" suggest thr,t the hip^i level 
of interest reached by the lb-i- yrr^Luar' r roup nii^jht be the prelude to an 
even ^jreator score for a.^Toup of adults of"this background.
As in the case of rjeadinf : Artio 1 Q s . the reasons f^iven for rep.ding 
this it era are usually olev-.r r-,nd ui'iequi vocal . "As I au no,/ at the age 
when I can vote, I like to know vriio and \iiat I am voting for" writes a 
•»voi'Qt?,n of Ji; and anouher"nia;^es one interested in the government of the 
country and how one likes to be ruled." "To nake sure I use ray vote kto 
the best advantage ' states a ue,n of 20-r; another of 30 '- Likes to know
,A\^-t they are doing in .Parliament 1 ' and another of the sauie age " <'/ha.t 
jhe CTOveriiient*, particul'.'.rly the iaVour part/, is doinp;, "llany of these 
older men express an awareness of the -way in ,'tfiich politics affects their 
intiiaate Oraly lives, "iieoause it is the lives of ;ay v/ife, children and 
myself that are effected by politic s." says one; and another "Been use to 
ray inind poitiea 1ms a great baring on the causes =nd outcome of v^.r."
n^ adoieoceiits the 'reasons giver: arc uore vaj^ue snd geners.l "I 
want to kno.7 the political position in Germany and iSnglmd now so as to 
understand \vhat liappons after the war" says a 14-i- Grai:rJiir,r School girl 
and another of l6r" writes simply "I an interested in politic s." A Grammar 
johool boy of 16-1- states ''Purely interest in politics, especially party 
politics arid foreign p,fffdrs" \^nile a boy of 14 from an fclerientary 
aohooi st^rs "I a^t intrested in the political aiTa;u-3 or thio oountrr r-id 
have been intrested since tlie start of hiy father in tlds sphere."
(e) Feature Articles of General Interest.
In the kinds of daily journalisia included under this head, there is 
jerl¥U)s more variety than in other i^euis included in '. ;ujstion 2. uost 
of those however »?iio put tlda itea fir-,t or second on their list of 
preferences and who in oonseciuenoe eoii.:eiited upon their interest in 
response to Question 3, seem to Irve ^rasped ,\^.at \v&.s intended - those 
topical but non po:utieal articles w.iioh provide t> back0rour.d to the 
events of the day. The quality and intellectual appeal of such articles 
varies from paper to paper r,nd more espcoiall/ fra,i the populr.r n^.
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to journals like thj i..ai.iC lifter GunrcLirMj or the .Jimes. Never­ 
theless a predisposition to aTtend to articles of this kind, no matter 
how lightly or how seriously .vritten is indicative of a broad curiosity 
about human affairs. This ia well put by a G-raivirar oehool bo/ of l>f 
olaiiiia to read the llano neater Guardian and who ./rites "•- usually
topical, sup^lyina; me v/ith knowledge I may not have and thus helping me 
to'^ive a better judgement.' 1 Uore characteristic in all groups, however, 
is the va£ge, "Because they are interesting to read." A Grammar oohool 
girl of 15?- writes rt l like to read any article no letter what it is about 
for many items of knowledge may be picked up in this way" , another ^irl 
of l6 from a Jrtuimar school speaks of variety of information, a young 
woman of 17 who reads three dailies says "I like to knov what is going 
on in Great Britain co;xj<jrning Housing, ochoolln^, jtc." and a woman of 
21 remarks that "You never know what you may come acoross the articles 
have different "flavours" and help to educate you generally". A boy of 
14n- from an ftlementary school ferries of discussing such features with 
his friends; and a G-ranjnr^r sofiool "boy of tlu same a^e' likes "to read 
anything interesting about whiih I know little;" another speaks of 
kee .dng abreast .vitii "the latclbt developments in Joience, iledical Jcienoe 
etc." A few seem partially tlo tnvs misunderstood what v/as meant, for 
ex?m>le the man of 22. who froi| the rest of his answers appears to confine
s
- _ which 
last a couple of weeks or anytfiing of that sort." A boy (14 E.) seems
intention of the iteu since he v/rites I
all his reading to the Daily jfLrr or and who vvrites "Because sometime  
there arc sonie very int ere sliif-; a rtio I es . It inay be a murder case h
entirely to hr.ve loistalien the ._...-_. if kno./ the people \viio jp.ve been prosecuted or honoured.'
A glance r,t Dic.i.T'rjn No. 5f shews ha/interest in articles of tMs 
kind varies from a^e 'to ace. ' In the Graioiuar johool , roups (from v.-liich 
oacie a prepoi'jderanoe of raor.rks stressing the usefulness of the feature 
in the ac -oisition of ^enerc.l knov/led£jej , and. especi lly rjaonc the ^irls 
interest is on a Mgh level at all a^es and sliews c, slij.ht up/^ird trend. 
In the technical and eleuentary jvpoups of youths r«.nd adults, tliough at 
IT;- the score is comparative Ly low, there seems to be a steadily maintained 
intensification of interest from 14;- at least to 17 ii both sexes with . 
the level amon^ boys in the early and mid- teens hi<;her than among girls.
(f ) Comic o trips.
The Gomio ^trip is rauoh less a feature of ,ir£Lish than it is of 
American -jr.ily r.-f^i ./eekly oo^viclio^ but there are few popular dailies 
wi-doh do not hrve at least one strip detailing in from four to six black 
and wliite jictur^s v/iU a ininiLiuir. of e:cplanat^7 reading letter the adventures^ of one or -two characters. Joaetlmes each strip is complete 
in itself thoutrh the ohar8,oter or characters persist xror: day to _ day. 
Equally often the daily strip is an instalment of a narrative .vhioh may 
last over r- rarxtter of Y/esks.
The t^u 'i.a.J.o -^io 1 is in a ssnse miGleadir.g, thousli it is the 
one oocLJOiay in u^e, for very many of the strips are not in the strict 
sense 'co.aio' at all. Ttey iacjr ooncerr; the fcir ^isi^;_adventur^ ^ a detective, the doin- s of a. supeman in the oecret service or an invroion 
from Mars. Kot -, few of the;n hnve a topical flavour ?.nd concern ouch 
things as house hunting or black market activities. borae are frankly 
escapist end dec,l ,dth life in the past - i^ore or less remote - or ir. uhe
oromlum age dust round the next milleniura. Many of them are however 
humorous or come ,.nd deaL ,'ith the da/ to day dUennas of iaore or less 
ordinary people - adolescent celf love, happenings at the offioe, social 
qaffes and tua like. Some exploit the appeal of stupidity and ks- 
under standing Mot a few are based up.-n well known film characters, or
nil f'l r • i^ f-io i \ ft.- •» • ™
ii tne irin&e of t.iis type of strip are those vjhioh aim to convey
,v. -I/ + r\ 01 ?n,f^ln^ or ™ot(he- -e3Q.3loit.inc the desire to know about 
•the ir.ste.t - tae largest - ', "the str-m^t - ", in fact ail the 
superlatives of curiosity. In at least one recent instance, o series 
purporting to jive the psyoholo- ioal interpretation of different kinds 
of dreams drew protest from members of the British i^syoholo^oal Society.
There are of course weekly, fortnigiitly and monthly sheets, booklets 
na inasizmea published in tiiis oouiitry, and still more in the United 
otfctes,"' consist .m; solely of sucli strips but althounh they below- to 
the ae«ee- v/e ;ire n >t ocnoomed vat a thaa here. Of the 
mentioned by the s 
amount of iijX.oe
ibjects of this study, one stands out ho /ever for the 
'otted to ooiuio strips even in the tuaoa of greatest— - ——— - — — — JT -w-^** ~* + * wj. *-^ V A^.^1V M \w*A P]-* Wt J W <i »J V
paper shortage. Thou^iout the >VPJ? ? t]ie Daily Mirror carried one p?,f e 
entirely devo'bed to itrip. In addition tiier"j .,/ere usutaiy tiireu other 
strips occupying taie top or lx>tton of three obher pages, as well as 
illustr?il>od jokos jGlae/viiure* One of these strips'- the adventures of 
Jane - has become sufficiently famous to. be the parent of a revue, aid 
oTT,vo or threw irulopeixUnt puolior.uions c.vt.ila'ble on a.'p,ilv^y- bookst.-lls. '^ 
It, sets forth the adventures of & high spirited youn£' lady r,nd her dasohund 
Dio , her adventures as part of an iinsa shov;, her attempts to ^et jobs, 
her encounters v/ith desi^ninn; employers and others, her love affairs and 
diieiitjas. Jhe ia fi'e.iUvjntiy to be sjen in poses vtiiloli though unconven­ 
tional are rarely inele^nt and very often is depicted in the scantiest 
of neglige. The a^paal of tills strip, especially to the adolescent boy 
and girl, is difficult to analyse. Undoubtedly the ep.se with -vhich the 
eye scans and the mind foIlo./B the d.-.lly adventures is one factor as it 
is vvith most strips. But there is .nore than this, jiore even t>jp,n the 
erotic appeal of the, at times, slightly su^estive dr&.vinp; or situation. 
The adventures of Jr.ne though exaggerated are conoeivp.ble rjnd topical ord 
the ch^rr.cters v/ho eoiae aid ^o frori //eel-: to /raeic, sufficiently scheiap.tio ""• 
to be easily identified v/ith real or ica{jino,ry persons in the reader's 
environment. Socially Jane ..oves i.j a sphere a little, but not too f \r, 
above that of most of her readers; daily cares do not vex her and 
troubles of clothes and food rationing do ..ot f,rise; bat she is conven­ 
tionally raoral, reasonably (but not too) intelligent, physically attractive 
gay and young. ohe fifPors :.n ideal of <:>, sort :io"t loo ?r ? removed from
1 . tlill and Trent ( 'G^u.i_diap>^ lr3^1ntore3t ±:i Goiiilc oti-ips' Journ. iid.
riesearch, Jept. 1^40) uiy^e TtlmtJ over "1200 eouic strips are published 
in Ai.icrioa in ad'-a tion to t-.ose fippen.rin^ in the daily ne./spapers. 
Cotnic strip version's 'of 'Gullivor* s Travo'.a, Treasure Islr^xl,
Beauty, and other olaaaies l"t:,vd :.ope.j.rod. xroi.i. tL.ie to time either in 
GMTcU^en ' s ooii-dcs cr as independent pubiic^.tions. .jorae of the latter 
ax*e prin teu - size auic',11 anoa^Ii to be conoea-led readily under a 
school desk.
2. iiisa Li. I. Dunsdon inforcied the v/riter or the case of a boy of 16:- ./ho 
stole copies of -£»ne Dr.il,r lirror beoaujo Ida older niates at -v»ork 
pay 2d. or )d. a copy for it, Just to have 'Jane ' •
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possibility for adolescent bo./s o^. /o ui^ men some of vhom (only half 
facetiously) state their ambition to be Jane's husband *' ^nd an obleot 
of fantasy identification for adolescent L,irls and young wouan.
One strip has been dealt with p.t some length because it, is In many 
ways an exerapla* of others. It should be recalled too that illustrated 
papers, of vvhlcli the Pail/ Ilin'or Is the chief, and in many froups, the 
sole example, fora rather more than a^ldrd of the newspaper "readier of 
the adult woiuen of the present sample yearly a tldrd of that of the'luen, 
while substantial proportions of adolescents from elementary and technical 
school bc,cktjJ?oarids read it and very little else.*2 It, will be remembered 
too that the comic strip pap;e is not infrequently riven as a reason for 
choosing the Daily Mirror as the newspaper to be read after the war. "3
The reasons ^ven by the subjects themselves for placing comic strips 
in the first or second place on their list fall readily irto clearly 
defined categories. Jone. stress the motive of escape, ''tfhy I read the 
co^sic strip is because it makes you laugh an is a chancre fro:;: the war 
news" is the reply of a boy (&. l>i-) echoed by many others both boys and 
girls of a similar background, notably the boy of 134- (£.) who puts the 
strip second to Current Hews and says that 'it takes .ay mind off the
^*T i »£ v»yo T-\ /"wn'Vs £* -4 v\ ft v***-l *»-. *-. " rfx^i i *«K 1 "1 T» xv I-L-* -*••«. .K A .-» Tj-fc? ^. X ^ A. _. _ J .,. ,» _.^_ _ n^ -^ _ _ _ _ — • . _ _ .• . _ _
like
the f olio -Tin.;; are ooi.mon - "becri-use tiiey are serials and often very 
interesting? (G.^.144-); **they^are very exiting and continuous and I look 
forward to read them" (^.^.l^v-) Not a fe.r e^o^erate oiiaraoters as does 
the thirteen year old (B.2.) '^ho ',rrit,es "I like to see the adventures of 
Garth, Duck -v./an, 3Ioadia,'s 4 liurrjle, Jane arxl Popeye."_______________
1* vide .£,terial fro/i other sources cited in the present writer's 
'Adolescent Child* Clmoter IV.
2. Table IIA and 3. i'liere is ree.son to believe, as was stated earlier, 
that the figures for adolescents of the sar.ple are considerably lov/cr 
than \vould be derived froiii a saiaple living in the oout:i iCast and South 
,7est of iirv;land.
3» oee pp. ^o-Jl. of the present paper.
4. Ho matins 'Be.lincla Blueyos' a oliild curiously reciinisoent of ohirley
Temple, the Juvenile rllui star, who <joes tlirou^h a series of adventures 
and sufferings v/iiLle sepc,ratocl from her father. "Garth is a Lian of 
great physical strength v/liose adventures are set in various rather 
vague historical periods; "buck Ayan" has various liair raising 
encounters ,/ith crooks, energy agents and the like. "iiu^les" is iiiiddle 
aged unworldly v/iscloa personified - the father of a family spending his 
time helping others usually and becoming involved in their troubles. 
"Popeye" is a character from the animated film cartoons - a grotesque 
sailor who owes his strength to spinach and V/AO encounters a series of 
fantastic adventures. He is more like the caricatures of the older 
strips ITA-'?'.zincs like 'Jomio Cuts. * All the characters [aontio^.ed in 
this answer are to be found ii; the Goroic strips of the Daily Mirror.
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We approach uore nearly to one of the fundamental motives for liking 
the strips - and probably illustrated papers generally - in another < roup 
oi replies ,/hioh snpbasise the ease with v/hlcn the/ can be assioilated. 
"I au a parson that enjoys reading about people's adventures in oictures 
e.g. Dally llirror" writes a yoath of 1/+; and a wo/nan of 28 - says "I 
suppose its because I like the lighter side of reading really, that 
includes the pictures vliLoh explains nost easily." A nan of 30 puts it 
thus ""because of ^ye strain. Can't read s.nall print." - his first three 
choices are Co.rtio strips, Cartoons p.nci Picturesfar/l :iis daily, the . drror 
and a grammar school boy of 14 whose choice of books is singularly 
juvenile states more bluntly still - ""because they have not to be repd."'*1
In the lijjjht of those comments from the answer sheets, Diagram No. 6 
is revealing. It will be seen that at the age of 13*- interest in comic 
o trips stanas high in rll four sox and educational groups, very high in 
those groups froiii the elementary and technical schools. Thereafter in all 
groi.ros with the pas sine exceptions of grammar gin s at 14-h and Technical 
anU Elementary boys at l6f , the decline in interest is rapid though even 
in the late 'teens it stancio high vrlth younp, ncn and -<7or,ien of an elemen­ 
tary and technical school background. On the whole interest among rpLrls 
is slightly Id* her than anong toys, ar.cl nr.onr non-^ra.:.^.!11 school than 
among graoniar school groups. Llarked interest in Comic J trios viould seem 
to be a sign of immaturity.
.ilsenberg (Ghildren and Radio ?r or ;ra iniest Columbia Urdv.Press 
cited by~Mill !*' trent loc.cit; ooncludeTI that "rep.dinj; the funnies is 
preferred by (Aiusrican; cidldron to listenin.:; to the raolo; and ./itty 
^" Children's Interest in lieading the Cpriips" J. 3d. Research, Vol.X, 
KoT 3> ^ec.l'^4r] i'o r:: ;Jl that " 1 oolclri;j at the Sunday funny paper" vraS a 
play activity in v/liioh boys aiid girls of 8 to 15 engaged in uost 
fre^ue^tly. Ho foui.d too that there was little difference in the 
number of strips read by boys and r;irls and no truly significant 
differer.eo3 either ir. the type or amount of sucli retdin^ froi: grade 
to grade. In a second study in the same Journal ("heading the Coiaics - 
a Go..iparative otudy** ./itty reports no significant differences in 
intellii ence, patterns of general reading* or adjustment betvreen the 
10 per cei:t. risadin* iost and the 10 per cent, reading fewest ooinics 
in liis group*
This evidence is only indirect!/ relevant to the present problem 
since ./Itty was studying children's interest in CorrAc Strips published 
independently in many oases rather than thoae^four.d ir, the Dailies as 
in the present stud:/.
NO 8-. ADVERTISEMENTS.
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(g) jSartoons.
Interest in the daily cartoon as will be seen from Dlaf.vfan 7 seens to follow, though not so markedly, much the same course as thf.it ir. Cordo j trips. Throughout the age range studied and in all groups vdth some fluctuations (notably G-raunar Girls fron 131- to 14+ v/^ere the rise is similar to that, seen in Diagram 6) there is a decline in the interest scores.
In some \vuys this is puzzling since it would be thought that the content of most cartoons is sufficiently different from that of conio strips to ,oc>,ke the basis ci' appeal of the two tliinrs very urilike. .Jhereas the ooiriio strip is esoa.pist, narrative and as a rule only indirectly toyical, tho cartoon iti often satirical or humorous comment upon events in the domestic or international political sphere. In oouTion, of course, they have a directness or visual presentation, a quality of simplification or caricature in their treatment of human beings and, if not always a hu.ioroub intention in the case of cartoons, a presentation 01' their matter in a huaorous
ilany of the replies fiven do r,ot indicate an appreciation of the underlying purpose of the cartoons in i,ost dailies. -iepiies like that of the boy of 13+ (G-ra:iuirr A who says "I like to see the inpression the artist gives of the topical nev/s or tlir,t of tlie L^Lrl (13 ^.) who writes "the Cartoonist shews ,vhat he,ppens daily in our lifo" are not ooauaon. l.Iore frs-oient are rafereixes to "a £°°d la'u;h" . (u,^. 14+ j; or "only take a second to look at and r.re usually funny (3,G,l6>-) or ''Cartoons help to (,ive you a liappy look on the -war' (B.ii.14 -1 . A number, partloulr.rly of e.doiejcents interestin; 3.7 enour;h, adduce motives like :'I~an interested in ocetcldni; v.rA cartoons' (u.J.14-); "I a;i interested in art, and particularly cartoons" (G.G.16 ) or I try to draw the cartoons " (3.^.131-) '*!
,/e can le'iit.1j.in,tely co>»lude from tills rather scanty evidence thr^t, to aost adolesoentiS^ at all events, the appeal of the cartoon is similar to that of trie comic strip - it is amusing, easy to fcrasp - though not necessarily to understand fully - r,nd rakes no f_,ree,t deiiand upon literacy or attention. There is very little evidence to suggest that the iaore subtle purpose of the.- cartoonist is t»horou; Jily understood and appreciated: by i<iore than a few.
(h; Advert i secaents .
The restrictions on news print durinp the war (and now) as ,/ell as the lack of ;;oo in for salo oonsidorobly diuir:iu;ied olio sp.-,ce devoted to advert,! si nr .in the press r,t the tinie of this sui^vey. ! ror \ms the iaotive of Job seeking a strong one because even for adolesoenta ths Essential Vorks Orders v/ere in force at the time, and the r.dults ^ere mostly in the services. ____
1. ./itty (loc.ci'oj fooiisl t/.'je-t 60 i>jr ceut. oi' ,,13 j_roup.3 cl,:,i,uc}u tu like dravdnt; oo^iic str.L >s. l"o subaect of tris survey spontaneously stated tida but replies l"ike tijose cited above are not at all uncjotunon aii boys and 'Iris v/iio put 'cartoons' c,s their first or second choice.
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Replies are found like that of the ;^irl (S.140 vtfio writes "I alwa 
read the Advert!senents in oase I arn ever ou.tr of work. I mil know e, 
few firas to try and find eiiployruent." "but they are not common and are 
confined t»o the 14*- age ^roup of elementary and technical school &Lrls.
H f A-rtA 1 1 O t 1CS T n Tf»n T* £1 "f* £k Yl CkVI /\ £1 £? £i"5 ^ V\/•» V» ^^*", .-,^» t^a yv*» r» v^.*-n -I ^»-l A X. « X 1... .! .-. _ -A — __ __"»
ya i. , v a [gammar scoo <pr o f, and a 17+ gin (£.) says "iJometiimes a friend nay ask you" if it is possible for you 
to obtain a certain tiiinc for her and in this article you aay come accross 
it." fashions are a source of interest to the ^irls - "I look at the 
advertisements to see the new kind of fasliions and the prices of theu" 
(F,a,17H) or ! 'I am a fasliion lover1 (G.j;.l6i-).
we come to the comparatively few replies from the adult grouos 
one finds that advertisements are read mora as pointers to other condi­ 
tions tiian for themselves, ^or exrjoplesf, a v/or;©,n of 21 writes "I like 
to find out v/hat people are really short of - houses etc., or daily arid 
weekly help"; a nin.n of 25 says that he reads the advertisements "To sss 
how the Motor Trade is progressing and to keep in contact vath the various 
price lists throughout London Areas etc." and a man of 31 - "Interested 
in the advertising business and ;a.:thods of shewing public vjhat an asset 
advertisi'n: is in ooriiaeroial life."
8 shew3 how interest in newspaper advertisements appears to
change >/th a^s* It is on the ^vi'iole and at all ages higher among women 
and girls than among "boys and men, "but only at 14* air.onc the rjLJf1a from 
elementary and technical schools does it reach or hold even a moderately hi.rh level .'*?
i. J ictures.
Althoujjjli ^^0 preliminary try out of the questionnaire gave no 
indication that it nlf^t be so, tliis it era apparently v/as ambi^iious. A 
number of adolescents in both educational iTOups -understood this to mean 
not the photographs wliich i-iost ne/repapers carried even durinj; the WP.I', 
but advertisements and c riticisiii- of films. This renders the figures 
ospuoially for the elementary find technical 13 '- - 15'" boys and jjirls 
soiiie.vliat suspect, thouj.;h probp-bly not so much those for the pr0,rnrap,r school 
and adult rrouos. It is' however of interest to notice fron Dia^aia 9
the trends of interest in the 'teens shewn by all the four adolescent
groups are similar v«hich is contrary to v/hat roi[ht be expected had mis­ 
understanding of the iten been v/ide-spread in any one rroup.
^^&^^^^&sss± 6f those \7iio understood t he question properljr a 
number refer to tae ease ;/:Lth which information can be assimilated throupji 
pictures - "Appeal to the eye - easy to assimilate" v/ritea ?. mrn of 32;
1. Amonr- other oriteriflMft of :aaturit-7 empirically deduced by Jeitaman from
ol, 54, /t.l.lj44«)thoouch. Twenty-fo'Jte years of V,e." J. Gen. Psy
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RE ADER $' LETTERS
X i i i i i i n TECH 1. *ND ELEMEN'- BOYS AND MEN.
.—k_^. _. TEOH'- AND yieHEH- fr\Rl& A^p WOKEN
i^-h 14* i*j-f Ifo-^ '7^-
AfrE G^OUPl
NO i2.s MILITARY CORRESPONDENT
63-
Diayeaa 11 looked at in this li$it is uost interesting. The greater 
maturity of the Grammar School ^-roups is Liore clearly uanif estecl in this 
than in any other field. Moreover the generally greater maturity of 
adolescent girls tlian of e,dolesoent boys of similar ability and background 
in the earl./ 'teens is also fairly clearly shewn.
(1) llilitr,ry G orrosponder.t .
From Diay?airt 12 it will be s«<*n that in most groups, except the 
girls from eleuientary and technical schools, interest in the reporting of 
the I.lil^itary Cor respondents of the various papers was uoderately hi^h^ ; 
though not perhaps as hi; .ft as one ini^ht liave expected f rca t he fibres for ' 
Current l'e\ys of the Jar (Diagram lj. The steep rise between I/- and 18 i 
In the case or your.;, v/pinen is interesting, the more so because similar ! 
increases are noticeable at the saiue a c-;e in interest in '..eadinf, Articles i 
(No. 3,} and Political Feature Articles'(No«2), uince the 13+ croup was I 
ooiuposed entirely of your.;, service wonen in their first year of A.T.J. life] 
it looks as thcugn a deeper involvement in the war, and its personal i 
consequences had sharpened their interest in the vvy.r itself frou an < 
individual staiidpoint end in the political issues raised by it. \
Froi.i the replies olveri to ,'iuestion 3» it seeius that the interest of • 
adolescent girls and woiaen of all ages in the reporting of the military 
correspondents springs frora the intimate details of the war in its human 
rspocts which are ^iven in their \vritii\gs. Frequent Mentions are :nade of : 
"the lioble tilings .riilch mppen \vhen troops enter a to\vn" (G.G-.14 ) of 
the fact that these c orrespondents are "with our inen and relatives and 
can express their \riov/s'' Ilr.G.l^}, of "the conditions in which our men 
are fl;;htin2" (G.ii.15--) "You usually . ;et the facts fror^ the 3adio but 
not eijbuc;h story to them - Military correspondents ,^Lve you the inside 
of the war ne-./s'' --/rltss one *;xD/rr: (20f) -.Tlt"> considsrable insi;.ht.
nr.,- ths boys and. v.oi: tlio interest sea.is to be on the ,/hole more 
impersonal. C1 I find it interesting; to look into the battles which are 
beiuK conducted, raid to realise tl'iat each attack is part of an extensive 
plan vjriuos a youi^, :,o-n of 17 ;- ar;d another (3.^.16-t-j speaks of his 
interest in "the .^/ the amy is run and tactics and staterry of the vvar" 
jony speal: of the interest of first hand accounts of events vihieh "ip 
you ideas vAir.t it io to be c;t the v/ar fronts". (2.J.14'-}.
Surprisingly few in any of the adult groups put this it era as their 
first or second "choice; on the other hand no larre proportions e::cept 
of 
A 
ths-t ______
rjrainar school r-^ouos, wliere especially eioonr; the ^irls, it stands!C
tliis kind "hui 
niental blunders
or Jaeacncorjoer . A uoy v^*-1-^ WA.J-WCO «j.«n ^.u^t^iv wj. 
iorous pare-erpphs are often funny at the expense of --overn- 
s, thus revealing difficulties. Tiie;.r also deal with j
3- HUMOROUS ^RAGRAPH
ACE GROUP.
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topical It eras." I.iore usual are rauarks like "Because Beachcomber is 
yer/ jjood IB.G. 16 ); "I ain very hu.orous myself. I like to laurii 
neartily. I like c joke" (G.^.14+); "I like to toll my friends the 
funny bpots ^.^.lb , . ,jOue specifically mention that "it helps to direct 
your adndtfroa the bitterness of mr" (P.E.I?!-) or that it "outs aside 
the ./ar Horrors (G. 1
( n ) Items not listed.
Each subject was invited to -.rrite down at the end of the list any 
items in which he or she '//as interested but vJriioh watt not listed. In all 
groups there v/ere some tf o rmde entries here as ms to be expected since 
no list unless it were twice as Ion;; could hope to cover everything. But 
there wero few who jotted dov/n a feature ouiitted from the list and^pL.ced 
it as their first or second choice. Among the items most frequently 
oocurrinr - usually unplaced - v/3re: - 'Jriioe riavre 1 ( 'ocrmdnlS V.urder 
Gases , Court News' )j Film, 3adio and Book reviews; Cross ,rords; aid 
the Horoscope. Gardening hints, Mature notes, Births, nn.rriares and 
Deaths, Keep fit articles, Jtop Press Hews, 'joaal History and news of 
Jcouts or \nny Cadet Units are'also sporadically mentioned.
1 2. Jisoussiqn.
Like otlicr instruments of ra?,ss cultu-^s - the cinema and radio for 
c:3LvnpLe - thera is a large element of the stereotyped about the daily 
newsppper. j\ oasual reader ^lanoivir; at any of the national dailies 
\vith lar,<;.;c circulations - the' Daily Express, The jJaily ;lall t the I^evva 
Ql^oniole, or the )o.ily Ileirald' - would notTce little 'superficial dTITerenoe 
bet'-.VQeri them. iior do tliey mrkedly differ I'rou the large number of 
provinciiii doilies the i.iajority of \vi:iich are owned by one or other of the 
great newspaper publishin<; companies. Many of the provincial raorninr add 
evening dailies, it is true, preserve a markedly local cfer?,oter and f^ive 
a £0od deal of space to news arid advertisements of purely regional interest, 
Yet the similarities are more marked than the differences. There are the 
same techniques of sinplificntion, tho same emphasis on the "hujiir,n ar^le", 
the satne constituent parts - editorial, corrcspoudence, home parve, cartoon, 
strip o'j illustrated joke and the rest.
From tl..:.3 nora and at opposite extremes there are variations. Dailies 
like the Timos, or the Daily 'J? el qcraph , and one or tv/o re'-jional newspapers, 
like the 'ior7jsl dr_c .Ijost arid nS'io'lieG^jei' Gur.rdiar; , stand out by their 
difference "of forr/i^t and printia^;, by tlie "aap'nr.sis v^rlohthey lay upon 
news of political or social importance and by thalr comparatively literary 
presentation of their uivbter. ~ They stand out too in the range and variety 
of tiieir Si>ecir,i articles, many of vAiich are the authoritative pronounce­ 
ments of experts and not the productions of professional journalists 
writlnr up second }nnd facts. In contrast and at the other extreuie are 
the Daily l.arror. and Jaily >-> ketch (or Grap^dc) . A glance at the i:irrpr 
whose reader'sj tipT in the "eirtire pouulation is exceeded only by that Jof 't"iie 
Daily Jr-cprosa sliews t»lr,t> it c'LLffers fron the ordins.ry dr.ilics in that it 
is ever; acre adapted to hurried shallow perusal, and makes even less 
demand upon literacy and sustained attention. Its pages are more 
humorous and less extensive than those of other ratioi-jal dailies vvhich 
makes it easier to uanioulate in crowded conditions - a fact commented on 
more tiian once by working adolescents. In proportion to the pictures
and oouiic strips,the amount of reading ;;iatter which it carries is far less than that of th» ordinary drilios. Tlie uev/s is conveyed by captions, sensational or facetious headlines and brief paragraphs rarely exceeding a sentence in length. tfhere is nothing reseublinr a leading article in the accepted sense but instead one or two vwry short para;graphs vvhich in a simplified >.vay deal foi-tJa'i^itly with some topic of the hour. Notice­ ably uore space is devoted to stories with a "human an.f^Le" and the ruore sensational happenings of the day, tiian to current political, social or economic issues. i'here is little to provoke serious thought, much to titillate, rj^use o,nd pass tho tixie. It io, as many ypatlis describe it "a soarjdal paper". It is not witliout si{™.ifioanoa that of a pro up of adolescent workers uiejiy of wnoa were backward especially in reading ooniprehensiorj, the •lirror ms the sole nev/sp?qjer of nearly fifty per cent;* that; of the names OA the various local and national dailies cited by the subjects of t'lis survey .uoat were spelt correctly sxcent the Mirror which frequently appeared as ".lirrer", ";3.rro," "I.lirrow" , and " iarro", and that the liighesx. readership of the Mirror is arnonp; the youncer age jrroups, the lov/er eoonOLj.o strata arid womeii generally.'**
It is prooably true to say what the crov^Led corxiitions of industrial and coimsroial life and of oormiunol life in the serricos, the rush to get to arid frou v/ork and possibly the restlessness which affects so many youths in their *teens ooribine with intellectual and educr,tional short- oomin^s to provide a public for the Icind of paper that he vsho runs nifiy i?ead. It io certain that dailies of the quality of the Times or l,Iano_hester uUF^raiari requiro sustained attontlor., 1.elsurely uninterrupted perusal, and pre-suppose in tlieir readers a level of interest and knov/ledj;e •flhich does not seei- to be cort :on. But v/itnin the superficial similari­ ties of the other nc.tiorjpJ. dailies there are differences in the da.^.nd which is roade upon the reader's attention. The circulation of 6he Jr.il^r jtoress ir. the courrbry ; ^e^erally is nearly tru?ee tii^es as .^-reat PS tTTat of the l:o}7s Chroniclo« 'J and orw io teupted to state thr.t the circulation of a nevvspr.per is inverse to the dei-iT^nds which it makes upon intelli. :ence and atter.tior..'
x-oj.j.ticfj. and <!conot-iio reasons probably have soiietliinc to do with this thou; h it is doubtful ./hether cheapness is a larre factor in the choice of a dtiiiy aixl the results of the recent election /on in the teeth of a hostile press surest that the political viev/s held by the reader are not as important a deteri:;dnai:t of c-ioice as ,-ii^t be expected. It seems inore JSjASH^lctbat v/e should rergard the natter in another way and view the quality and content of tlie :aor<3 vddely read nev/sprpers as a s/ripton. Circulation fij^ures ahouild perhaps be Iin2:ed v/Lth 3'icli things as the proportions of 'illiterate and sa,d-literate adults in our population and we shoulci seo in correct, perspective the various influences in the lives 01' adolescents which militate against the kind of leisured consideration of Liajor social, political and economic issues characteristic of tae oest 
kinds of jourriplisra.
1. 'The Decay of Jducatio^rl AttainucnLs a^oic •'•doleso&ntis. 'p.
2. Multon Jurvey. Table 1.3 & passiin.
3. Ilulton ourvey, p. -6 -
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Considerations of thls^kind serve to delimit the field of opportunity 
for the educationist^ vis a vis the newspapers. ,7e ornnot honcTto 
educate ohiidren by fulminating against the ::iore superficial or violent 
for. is of popular journalism, nor car. we afford to l'-;nore the press - or 
confine consideration of it to the atmosohere of the staff room. The 
evidence provided "by tills study su^ests* that the tebit of r-lancinp at 
the family daily is established in"riost boys end girls prior to lfj+, but 
it BOOMS that, within the limitations imposed by the style, content and 
availability of newspapers, the 'teens are equally critical in the 
development of patterns of readership as they ?TP,VQ proved to be in so many 
other aspeots of the intellectual, emotional and soblai life. In the 
number and kinds of newspaper read aid in the motives which ^roiaot the 
ohoioe, the range of variation from individual to individual", from fjroup 
to group, and from age to age, seer.is to be narked. And these are fields 
in which restrictions are imposed externally. ,7hen the rise and decline 
of interest in the various feature? of the drily press is oo vioidere<:i. - a 
field in ,/hieh greater freedom is possible - we find apparently funda­ 
mental changes with grovtl',, 1 though the processes of flowing interest 
in the ner/spaper as a whole and of a more adult distribution of attention, 
are not coterrdnous vrith the 'teens, one cannot escape the impression tiiat, 
particularly with ohiidren of average and below average attainment and 
intelligence, the years f.'ori 1^-f- to 15 or l6 are a time of radical change 
- they seem to constitute a critical period when systeraatio analysis of 
the methods and techniques of the press and an enlighbcned aj.^praisal of 
its fpod and bad features would be of value as a means of educating the 
boy or jjirl .^10 vd.ll bo to-: .orrov's electorate in the i'lr;ht and sensible 
use of a major instrutuont of our oulture.
of ^ Conclusions i .
The study just described is based on the replies of 1234 adolescents 
and adults to questions concerning their reading of daily ne-./spapers. 
The questions forr.ied part of a questionnaire on "reading interests which 
was administered in the autism and winter of 1^44 and. the early months 
of
Ninety-two per cent* of the questionnaires issued for use were 
completed and returned. The final sample consisted of yi3 boys between' 
the aces of 13.0 and 16.11; 275 girls of the sane ace rargej 190 men 
between the af;es of l/.O and 40 and 142 wonen betv/een the ages of I'/.O 
and 2^.11. "All these r-Tciips had c, similar educational back rrouncl, the,t 
of the elementary or junior technical school. i.iost of the adults, 
except P small proportion of the youngest ones, *vere in the services. 
Coii^arative (groups of 1 ;H lx>ys and lb> girls between the ages of 13.0 
and l6.ll from a" selected 'Mr^inar ;3ohool are .also included in the scruple. 
The sooio-ecorjo:.iic back ;--;round and the regional provenp.nce of all the 
adolescent snaplos v/as roj-^idy similar. Tlie adult ^Toup was aore inixed. 
in regional origins.
The rflajor conclusions i/hich appear to eraerrje are as follows:-
( 1 ) The habit of at least glancing daily at a newspaj er seeos well 
establislied by the age of 13, though in the older groups of men 
(20+- and 30+) 10 per cent, or more do not read a daily paper.
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(2) 'Pew in any of the subdivisions by age, sex, and education, appear 
to "be readers of newspapers of the hipjiest qualtty. On the other 
hand, reBdership of Illustrated dailies reaches liigh proportions in 
most of the aouit croups, particularly among the women and is higher 
generally in adolescence, among the technical and elementary 
children than it is among the J-ramnar School samples.
(3; In most groups nearly a'lalf , or more, olairn to read more than one 
newspaper daily. The average number read ranges "between 1.4 daily 
(Boys Technical and Elementary 15-;-, fomen 18;- "^d P.I daily, 
(Men, 17+).
(4) Few in any groups (in none does the figure exceed 7 per cent.) state 
tj'iat they will not read a newspaper \vhen the war is over. Substantial 
proportions (rising as high as 40 per cent, in the group of men of 
2CH-J state that they vd.ll change their present daily for another 
when different newspapers are ;:aore readily available. Host of the 
changes indicated hov/ever are in |.he direction of another paper of 
a similar t.r >e to the ofle now reafl.
('5'} VfojiQ approval predorilnates in all. groups among the x^easons given 
"for "a olioice of pp.per, Joeo^ir.! _I^atur_e^s seeni to "be a relatively 
important attraction, "Only amovjjj raen are ^oliLiopJ. I'^-.sona fiven 
any proivdnence. otateiaents wiiicji indicate an "irirorued and critical 
appraisal of the merits of the clioson newspaper are mre arid are rnade 
only by members of the grammar school t ;roups,
, ; 'lie nunber of newspapers read doily does not seera to vary markedly 
with a,r;~tliough slljht peaks appear 'betv/een 16 and 13 in adolescent 
groups of a teclmical and eleueritary aoiiool Ixiok ground, at iy\- in 
the ;.,roup of (JrarL'jp.r oohool ? iris end siaonp; woraen of 2Oi-. The 
narioer of dallies read do^s not appear to vary consistently with 
sex, though differences do occur and on the '.Thole uen read more 
newspapers tljan w>aien. differences vdth education oj?e ruore marked; 
on the" whol <3_, ^rai^is-r scliool "boys read r.iore nevrapapers, especially 
in the early teens than do boys froro teclinioal and el©.oenta??y 
school Si A similar 'but less marked difference is found among sir Is 
of diverse eduoational
(/) In the kinds of nev.'gpaper read there are no significant age or sex 
differences in the ^-raiiiar School --roups* In the imle technical 
arid elo/.entaiV roupa there is '•-. steady ivicroaoc -,vith age in the 
number of illustrated Daroers roentioned up to the age of 17 and a 
decline aftor the ags of "30 has beon p&ssea*' Jkaong rp.rls of a 
sit.illar back .rouiKl, no such clear development is noticeable in the 
'teens, but the service women read many more illustrated newspapers 
tlan do the fp-rls. oex differ o::ces in the adolescent sle.aentary 
and technical rouos are marked at 14'-, 1$ t lo> and 17-r, due
lew
no sL Tii.ficant differences. -7oneii on the i/hole see^ to read more 
illustrated and local dailies and fewer national dailies tlian the 
men. Jroui 14- to 16;- Grpj^-iar school boys re?d more local and more 
suoerior dailisa than do elementary and technical school boys who
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read more national and illuctratou ..aili.^. uii.-j.lar "but less 
pronounced differences arc ohev/n by girls.
(8) A consideration of the ue.xeu ox interest o.ispiayed in the various 
groups in certain sections of the uaixy press shewed that auiong 
boys, men and women, pjjLrrent ITews ox1 the .for ranked first in 
importance. /jnong £?a:;jIEir^scnool girls this itda was second to 
readers "^e.ttors and among girls frou elementary and technical 
SGhouls it "oEuue after (^oroic^ ^Strrojj, j? io t ure s , Jrv£toons and 
AjivertisjQ.oQrits. News oT~^OTToSae TiCgB""in tTTe "favour of grarrjmr 
scTiodTljoys and of men, Ca'Ijtobns and Goi.j.o strips in tha favour of 
boys from technical and "eTe^ierilary schools^ Teaming and ^olitioal 
feature /.roioles aro uiiifon:ily lov/ in interest except in ^CKe "group 
"of older inen*L"j^*
Patterns of interest in the various features of the newspr.per as 
shev/n by trio coapcsiLu interest scores ajaclc "by tne sub; ,_'°~i-ip5 seei
to \T,ry with se?:, the difi'erer.ces or: the w*>ole becoming more 
pronounced in' the older
(10) The interost patterns of boys of the same age "but of different 
education seefi to resemble each other, especially in the early 
'teans, much |j.ore than do those of girls. Differences in patterns 
of interest betv/eon fTai^*0.r and teohniorl and elementary groups of 
L> are r.t their most narked at 16 .
(11) In the change of interest patterns, a; :e seemed to 'be the raost potent 
factor. /anong 'boys ami men the agreement in the orders of interest 
in wiJLcji the various it.er.is v/ere put grew less as the age disorepp.noy 
widened. Among woj-aen little difference ,dth age ivas found; anong 
greu-i/jar school (^Lrls the cnan, ,es v/ere less inariced tiian among gra liiiai' 
school boys, 'but a trend to.vards oliange ;vith age was found ai.iong 
technical" and elementary school girls. ./hen the adoleacent (pi-oups 
are compared, vrith tins adult s^nples, the changes .vitb age bet \veen 
the various ; ,roups of boys and girls i'roa eleiaentary and technical 
schools arid the groups of men and -vnoraen are consistent and sugf.ost 
a steady process of Uevelopuicjnt. ,/iien liov/evcr the grar^iar school 
groups are COL, pared v,dth the adults, there seeas to be a tendency 
for {-prai^aar school adolescents to develop in t.i'air 'teens patterns 
of iivterest r.IidLn to tliose of adult ; .roups very iivacJi older tliMi 
themselves, and to gpox beyond ohese to patterns ^ich again diverge*
Clianp-es \vitli ago seet,. tc Llo in an increase in interest in the ne.rs- 
paper generally and tovvards a greater interest in the wore serious 
aspects of daily journalism.
(12) A study of the interest scores in the various age, aex and education 
subgroups for the i-ia:'.n seotiorjs of the daily press
interest scores in most groups for Currsnt ^.'ev/3 of^.the "fer.
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A supplementary question revealed that in all , roups ,/ell over 
half, and in uost two tliirds or more, claimed to read the headlines 
and sarie or all of the mr news.
(b) Comparatively hi£;h interest scores aaong ;;irls and vroraen for G-osaip
and comparatively low ones for uen. On the 7/hbl e
there see, ua, with Inoreasinp; ar;e, to "be an upward trend of interest 
in this feature in all ; reaps.
(o) l.iodorately hi^-h interest *ou-'tJo f.-u,^ ^ru^u.-u: uu^ovJ. . ;irls and boys 
for the '.leading Article and scores steadily rising with a.r;e, for 
boys and ; iris, -ien iuiu vvoinen of teohniotil and eleuientary school "
(d) A. rise ,r.lth ace y/ith some fluctuations, in all groups in the interest 
scores Tor Pol itioal ^eature Articles .
(Q) Interest in Fee, tare Articles of Ganerp.,1 Interest., see.ns to "be Idghest 
iii the vjra..i..iar sol iool" groups t>ut "th'are "is a rise, \vith sli;:;ht 
fluctuc,tions, in the scores rop.de liy tho other croups of boys and 
men, girls and women, throughout the age ran^e.
(f ) Ir all groups interest in the Goniio^ ^trija R,nd Ca_rtoqns stands 
ooiTipo.ratlvoly M,,;h at iyr. ,/ith 's'ome "fruotuauIoV.s, the scores 
returned by all groups for ti-is itaii decx'ease .vit-i advarioing an-e, 
^i they remain compp.rp.tively liiji even at l6-v,
Interest in Advert!seinerits, higher among £irls and women than anionn; 
and aeny "shewed a rj.se in the :rdd teens in all gbo/s iiie V s x roups folloired 
by a ster.dy decline .-/iti'1 sorae fljottaations,
(h) Interest scores for ^letures are fairly hiyh in all ;^:roups and at 
all ages.
orts r.e;^ stands liijjh for boys and man and comparatively lov; fo?
an'ct' Vc-;ien of technical and elementary soliool "back: round, ihuu^a
ip.r school rirls, Tith sorio fluotaations, see.u to talie iaure 
interest in'i-o. ':;ionp liien, the interest score rises fairly steadily 
v/ith o.r;e.
J) ./1th some fluctuations, Interest in .leaders ' uet t e gs rises in all 
groups tJi.rou[jj.Gut the a^.e ran^e s-outfiecu Io is ^i'^nyti 
school ;p.rls, next highest, aiaors^; (;;rni.iiiar soliool boys, lowest 5i 
boys and iuen of technical and elementary school background.
ary
oxiol ascent . ;irls from teohnio£,l and eleiaentary schools but tlie gr 
of service T/oaen shev; a shs-rp increase ii: interest,.
;i) The Iluiiioroas ^?.ra:jra,:>h stands highest in favour in the ypp.r*-<ir school 
t»Koa- ,Ji ''intere'sT declines somevffiat nfter 14-. ir. the technical
and ele^tary .roups there is r. rise froa 13 to l6r or 17 followed 
by a 'sliijht decline in the case of tne rien.
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13. The -whole study draws attention to the importance of the daily 
newspaper in the llvea of adolescents and adults. The evidence 
suggests that the early and iidddle 'teens are as crucial in the 
development of newspaper reading habits as they are in other 
directions. There is little evidence to suggest that adolescents 
of an eleuientary or technical school baok[;round can, unaided, in 
their teens form serious, critical attitudes towards the popular 
press. liven the grauuoar school "boys and girls, exceptionally 
favoured by innate intelligence and by education, do not seem to 
have for.aed by 16+ ideal attitudes towards the press. The study 
suggests that although nev/spaper reading habits are to sorae extant 
the product of environmental co.editions, much could be done by 
specific training in schools both to improve the newspaper reading 
habits and attitudes of adolescents and indirectly to influence the 
content of the daily press.
The help of those, colleagues and others, who were kind enough 
to collect much of the taaterial on which this study is based, is 
acknowledged in detail in the text. It remains for the writer to 
express Ms g-rateful tlianks to Lliss J.l.i. ooith who carried out the 
prelimimry analysis of the girls' questionmires and some of those 
froaithe adult groups, and to Mr N. Jackson who was kind enough to 
check many of the calculations.
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A2PSNDIX I.
The three forms of the questionnaire used in this survey are 
appended hare. Fora A. was used for all boys and L;;irls still attendin; 
school. It wns adaiinisterod to v/hole for ins or classes at a ti.ae 
preceded by careful oral descriptions of the purpose of the survey. 
In those cases in -flhioh the writer v/as unable personally to supervise 
its administration, a letter of explanation was sent riving precise 
instructions. Form B. -was used for those adolescent''j-proups who had 
left school, with the exception of the yroup of Array Boys. It was 
administered under the direction of lir C.J. Grrhp.ra -who so thoroughly 
entered into the spirit of the enouiry that he made several valuable 
observations on the form of questionnaire to be used. Pom C. wr,s 
used vith all the seryioe croups. In some eases it was administered 
by the investigator himself and in others by colleapiies on the 
instruotiona.l staff of the trr.lning wing v*io he.d observed its 
administimtion and who were further instructed orally.
pom: A.
Do not write your nane anywhere on this paper.
Are you a boy} or a girl) ? .............. Jrite your age in years and
man) woman) 
months here...........yrs.........ruths.
The questions are not runout. ,hr,t you have to read in day or evening school
or about what you have to do for homework. They are about vftat you read
willingly in your own spare time.
Answer each question as carefully and trutlrCully as you can. There is no
great hurry to get it finished and if you are in any doubt about tfhat any
of the questions moan, ask someone to explain it to you.
In some cases you will find sevei-al answers given with the question. All
you have to do then is to choose the answer which gives your opinion and
underline it.
Do not forget tliat this is not a test or examination and there are no right 
answers, ,/e want to know what you read and your own opinion. Do not 
therefore worry what anyone else is putting dowr; ; rour opinion is as good 
as theirs.
Jiemember, too, that no one who knov/s you will read your answers: so say 
just what you like. ITowgo ahead and rnswer these questions fully and 
truthfully.
1. ./hioh Daily Nev/spapers do you read ? Write down their names here: -
J, Below are the main parts of a newspaper. First of all go through the 
list below and cross out those parts which you never read. Then, in 
the brackets in front of those which are left, puE~Tl opposite the 
part in which you trv.e iaost interest; (2) opposite the next uost 
interesting; and so on.
( ) Curx^ent ne./s of the war.
( } Gossip arid Domestic I'evrs (that is Home Page, Household Hints etc.
"fading Article,
Political Feature Articles.
Feature Articles of General Interest.
Conic otrips.
Cartoons.
Advert is e: • ien t s.
Pictures.
Sports 1-ov/s.
ilep.ders 1 .ettera to the Editor.
Military Correspondent. 
( ; Iluauroufi Paragraphs. 
( Anything not listed above. Vrite it dov/n briefly here: ........
Vfrite here a few lines explaining very briefly why you are interested 
in the first two you liave chosen in .uestlon Z . 
1st Choice.
2nd Choice.
ii 
4. Do you usually read the war news other tlian the headlines ? Put a
the news; (iv) I rarely read either the headlines or the news. 
5. Jill you continue to read a daily Newspaper after the /ar ? Yes: No.
6a. If you are goln^; to read a daily Newspaper after the war, which one 
will you choose ? 7rite it down here:
b. ./rite down the reasons for your choice here:
*
7. Other tlian newspapers, what magazines, illustrated papers, oomios arid 
so on do you read ? rjist the; a here:-
8». Have you £;ot any books of your own ? Yes/ITo. 
b. About hot/1 many have you not .'...............,.
c. ./rite down here the titles and writers of three of them. (If you ornnot
remenber the nr.c;ie of the writer or the titl'c ,' put clovm the subjects 
with which the books deal}
)&» Do you belong to a lending library ? Yes/Ho.
b. If you do belon* ; to a librr.ry, underline (in the following list) the 
kind or kinds f ran which you borrow boo!:s: -
Public uibrary (County or Tovmj
A ClisAn Library (2d. or 3d. n volLune a week.)
A Subscription Mbrary (o^iith's or Boots' or any similar one.)
A Book Club.
Any other kind or jibrar/ - ->ay \vhat kind here. ..................
10. The folio./in;; i^. i\ list of Jzlnds of books on which you are asked to 
shew what kinds you are fond of. ilemember this onl/ corxserns \iiat 
you like - not ,,tir,t you have to read. Cross oub those wi'iioh you n_eyor 
read; then pub one line underneath those which you rea.d oooasionplly"; 
put two linos uridei* the kind o:r ld.nds .viiich you rerxl fairly often: and 
put TTlree lines under the kinds which you rer.d very often.
1. FIGJION. Detective, !Iistorical| Adventure; Humorous; Jesterns; 
Thrillers; I.ove oLories; Jtories of FrjTiily Tjife.
2. NUIi-FIC'-:iOI\. Travel; scientific; ilelij ious; Biogrephioal;
Fine \:^ts; ^scr.ys; ."polled Arts.
3. Dli/.MA. Modern full length plays; One Act Plays; Shakespeare; 
Other Plays by older writers.
4. POIZT.IY. Modern Poems. Poems by Poets nov/ dead.
5. Ti^CIHI 1CAL BOOKo.. Name here the subject(s) on v/hlch you read 
——————————— books including any .iiich hrve to do v/ith
hobbies of yours:-
ill i A. Continued,
1 1 . ,/rite down here the names of any "books or magazines vihioh you have read daring, the last two veeks:-
a
12. About how i.iary books and/or magazines do you road rl t ht tl during P. vreok ?............ ."books .............. .magazine s .
13. Are you enoour' ;ed to road at home ? Jnderline one of these answers:
(i) Yes, I eu;i encouraged to read as much as possible.(ii| i.-Iy parents do not r.dixi /.I" ether I ree.d or not.
(iii/ :Iy parents do not like v;ie to read at home.
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BU3K. B. 
Do not write your name any-.vhere on this paper.
•j?e you a boy) or a ((jirl ? ............ ,/rite your age in years and
iuan.; (woman ? 
months here .......... yrs ......... .m.
These questions are about vvhrt you read willingly in your own soare tine. 
Answer each question as carefully and as truthfully as you can/ There is 
no hurry and if you do not* understand any question, ask for an explanation, 
In some cases you will find several answers are provided with the question, 
All you have to do then is to choose the ans.ver which rives your opinion 
and underline it . n
Do not forget that there are no riK-ht answer s. ,/e ;/ant to knovir v»hat you 
read and ./our own opinion. Do riot therefore .vorry what your neighbour is 
putting; down; your opinion is as good as Ms,
Remember, _._top_» that no o;oe who knq'VG .you will ....read /our onsw^rs; so say 
"jus't vaic/t you like.
Now go ahead and ansv/er these questions carefully and truthfully.
1 . i/hich daily Newspaper or He\vspapers do you read ? i/rite thei^ down 
here
2. Belov/ are the main parts of a newspaper. First of all go through the 
list and cross out those parts which you never read. Then, in the 
brackets in front of those which are left, put (1) opposite the part 
in which you take ,aost interest; (2) opposite the next ^ost inter­ 
esting; p_nd so on.
Currant News of the ,/ar*
Gossip and Domestic Hews (that is Home Pace, Household Hints, etc,
Tjeaclinj; Article.
Political Jervture Articles,
feature Articles of General Interest* 
) Goniic strips. 
} Cartoons* 
} Adverti s erae nt s . 
) Pictures.
Jijorts Kews.
1 ^eibers to the Editor, 
i.Iilitary Correspondent, 
Humorous oaraf;rr.p} -.s « 
Anytixing not listed above. ./rHe do\vn v^iat it is here
3. ,7rite here a few lines explaining very briefly vvhy you are interested 
in the first two you have chosen in Question 2. 
1st GI IP ice.
2nd Choice.
4. DO you usually rer;xl who V.TU.* i'iev/u other tl>i,n tho headlines '' . Put P.
lino under £••*> or tlis f ollo«Lnf j anevasrs to show tfmt you nenerall:' do: -
CD I read the hetvTllnaB only (ii^ I • '. the headlines end 
f,ll the /ar licvsj (.Hi.} I racxL thu ho; ..-.i ^^ ..._>. aoiiotir.xsa aone of 
the navra; (:tv' I x"Miel:* re^-l otther the hepxllir.es or the
'till yo.i uuiiuii.ut; I/'-- ,.",;!*• i ; :. ;j..;.,,/ ' o.^.x-.jer r.ft»er the .fcjp ? roc:
Or* If you aro r,oin;-; to i»cjad a rimfspppor after the •wc.r» trliioh one will you 
ohoose ? .7ritc it dovm l.crei
"b, ,n?lte dovm t'ja ror^on^oi' yoia* elioioe here:
7, (jther tlip,n no J?B, flhat manpiaiiieo, illustrated pa-oers, oonloa and 
so oii do /on xi*;-.,u, ' '
8*. Iteve you (jot any booka of i*our o\vn ? Tee/Ho. 
TJ» /.bout 1 jO»v ur.ny I Ave you <pt /*...............
o. ./rito do*i iiere tiio titles r.'.xi //ritera of throe of thern. (If you or.nnot
rer.iouuer the nr^.io of t:ie ivrito-' or tho t)J,Tu7T>ut clowt^ the subjoots 
with -/liiol: tlia "bocks deal)
>a. Do you belong to a lendinff, llbrf'.ry < Toss To 
b« If you bolon: to n liorrj?y» underliuo tin the folio uxru.,, Li^b} t'-)0 
ld.nl or i'JLrds fi?ota vjl^ich ycu "JOITO^ bo^kas- 
Publlo ilbr-.r:/ (Comity or Town) 
A Jlmin jiorr^*/ (;2d. or '}d. a vol. no r, v/oo":. 
A bubaori^tion .ibir-'.rr (o iit,T.'o or Iioota 1 or r,ny sirvilar one, 
A book Club. 
Ar.y o^her ld.rjd of ...iorru-y - ary ^ip.t ld.nd hero., ..............
TTto follo./iiv, ia f. Hat Oi ..j..Ui* v,? booJu, .., . .-/jjio?; you ri»o coked to
irt ;,Li?Tds you aro fo:xi oi?, .lo. io;ibor t»hn.t viip.t /oa rorxi in ui^ht 
02? i'oi1 ha^Sv'/orli doao not count; you nuot tlii.;ii of vJTir.t you do 
ly c::trrv at hc:.jo. Groec out tljoae v/Jiioh you never rond; then, 
put one iino u-iitu'iMXioL t!»o rdv.d \iu.oh you ra-v! OGcsr.Giorr.Ilyj oa'o t..p 
^-rfar tl^.o IdLnd or IcLrida v*iioh you rer/1 frilly often; or.d out 
linoa uixloi* Uie l:i:xl you ffer.d "/ery of tor;.
Thslllersj )5.ovo J tori .33; JtorLac of .tori.ly .ifoj 
tr:. 7sr.vol| Joientif io; .lo'.I, ;lcus;
Llodorn full length riinysj C<ne 'ct Plp.yoj 
Otiwtf plrjre by older v*ritors«
4. juj:-.i:f :.odrn Pi i:,ci by .^
3. :^":'^""^ 30ULJ. rfeme horo the aubjeot(a' on ^iioh you ror.d books, 
———— —— Tnoludini;, any v/.iioh feve to do tfith hobbies of youru.
vl
v'Uta" -• -oirtinued.
11. ./rite down here the names of any "books or mapjazines which you have 
read during the last two weuko:-
a. BOOKS.
I). MAGAZINES.
12. About how many "books and/or magazines do you re.°,d rif;ht through
during e, week 7 .................. books, ..............rnagasines,
13. re you encouraged to read 3,t home ? Underline one of these answers:
(i; i"e.->, _ ... jnoourp.ged to re^.d as tyjoh as posai'.ile,
(ii) My parents do not»~rnind vli ether I read or "not.
(iii> ^Iy parents do not like uie to rs?,d at home.
vii
G.
DO NOT .airs *oiu NAME Aitfr/ns&s; OK THIS P.M>SR.
1. ,<liioh Daily Mev/apaper or Nov/spapers do you read ? .Trite them down 
here: -
2. Below are the main parts of a newspaper. First of all pp through 
the list 'oolo.v and cress out tho.;e parts which you never ''read. Then, 
in the brackets in front of those which are left, put (1 ) opposite 
the part in which you take uoat interest (2} opposite the next moot 
interesting; and so on.
( ; Current I Jews of the ./ar.
( ) G-ossip and Doraestio Kowa (tliat is Hone Page, Household Ilinbs etc.]
( I L.ea.din*, Article.
Political Feature Articles.
Feature Articles of General Interest.
Cartoons.
Advej-'tiseuiants *
Pictures.
3ports ile-ffs»
Readers' betters to the Editor.
Military Correspondent.
Hutaorous Pars-gre^phs .
Anything not listed abo-/a. ,/rite dov/n viiiat it is here.
3. ;/rite here a few lines explaining very briefly -why you are interested 
in the first tv/o you teve' oh'osen in Question 2.
1st Ghoio-e. 
2nd Choice.
4. Do you usually read the war ne*vs other than the headlines ? Put a
line under one 01* tlie follo-.ving pns/rers to show what you fienerp.lly do:-
(i/ I read the lieadlines o/jly; (ii) I alwiys read the headlines and 
all the Jar ITey/s; (iii) I read the headlines and sonetines sone of
the ue-./a; (iv) I rarely rea,d the headlines or the riews.
5. ./ill you. continuo to read a dp.il/ rewspaper after the ,fe,r ? Yes: ! To.
6a. If you are coin^ to read a newspaper after the war, -^hich one ;vill you 
ohoose ? ./rite it down here:
b. ,/rite down the reason for your choice here:
viii 
tfo;w C. continued,
7. other than newspapers, -what roafjazines, illustrated papers, comics 
and so on do you read " Mat then here:
8a. Have you got any books of your own ? Yes/ no, 
3 . About how many have you cot ?...............
o. ffrite down hare the titles and writers of three of them. (If you 
cannot remember the name or the v/riter or €he" 'title, put down the 
subjects with whioh the books deal)
9a. Do you ~belor: ; : ; to - landing library ? Yes/No.
b. If you do belong to a library, underline (in the following list) the 
kind or kinds from which you borrow books : -
Public library (County or Town)
A ,j,v>oo..?j.ptior. "jfbiv....^- v^Jith's or Boot's or any similar one) 
A Book Club
^ CK,*«X iiUw«j (l* rr&o- V/U*t a. tW>.)
Any other kirxT. of library - say what kind hero .............
10. riie follovvi,.u u.ti a list of :iLnds of books on ^ioh you r,re asked to 
show -vvhat kinds you are fond of. Cross out those -which you never read; 
then, put one line underneath the kind vrtiioh you read occasionally; 
put two lines under the kind or lands which you read fairly often; 
and ^uT three .lines under the kind you read very often.
'• ffffX4^ Detective; Historical; Adventure; numerous; ,/esterns;
Tlirillers; '^ove stores; otories of Family Tjife, 
2 « Nui:-FIOTIOII. Travel; Scientific; Religious; Biographical; Fine
/rts; 3ssay; Apolied Arts. 
3* Q-^-^A* Modem full length plays; One Act ?lays; ^hnkespeare;
Other plays by older v.rriters* 
4»?OS?HY -'o^eTT: -oosms. Poems by poets now dead*
CAL. i3^~. i.a-e here the subjeot(s) on which you rep.d "books, 
——'iric'Iudir.n r.ny v/hich have to do with hobbies of yours.
ix 
i-Uti C. Continued.
11, 'Trite do.vn here the nrmes of any "books or magazines which you heve 
road durinc the last two vreeks: -
(a) BQOK3.
Cb) MAGAZINES.
12. About how many books rnd/or marlines do you read rirht
during a week ? .............books .............magazines.
13. Jere you encouraged to read at home ? Underline a.ny of these 
answers: -
(i) Yes. I v/ns encouraged to read as much as possible,
(ii) M/ parents did not mind vfriether I rer-d or not.
(iii) My jra,rents did not like me to read at hone.
14. a. Do you think that Service rjife has altered in any way your 
reading habits. Tes/ro.
b. Do you read more or less than before joining the Army ?
c. Do you read anything; different from \vhat you read previously ?
d. Indicate here any changes in your reading not indicated above:
The affects of Military Jervioe on the heading of
_______the Adults,________________
In the form of questionnaire used with the service groups an
additionaJ. question, No. 14, was inserted. The various parts of this 
question were aimed at finding out whether the subjects in the service 
groups thought. that the arujy had changed thsir reading habits, whether 
they now read more, the same or less than they did previously, and 
•whether the kind of material which they read *ra,s similar to that they 
used to read or different. feibk vrawtasked to state the nature of the 
changes which had taken place in their reading.
The question was the last one of a somewhat extensive questionnaire 
and perhaps for that reason, fairly high proportions - 21 per cent, of 
the men, and 16 per cent, of the ,/omen - failed to answer it.
Of those who did, seventy per cent, of the men and sixty-two per 
cent, of the women considered that service life had led to an alteration 
in their reading habits. .Sixty-eight per cent, of the men and sevanty- 
two per cent, of the wouen considered that they now read less than 
before. Seventeen per cent, of women and twenty-six per cent, of men 
considered that they now read more than before they were called up.
Among the kinds of change mentioned, most of the references are 
to books, - olianges to lighter books that need less concentration and 
complaints of the inr.ooessibll.ity of books. One or two refer to a 
developing taste for non-fiction. There are many remarks about the 
lack of time to read, lack of quiet and comfort and the inability to 
concentrate upon anytMng requiring attention. On the positive side 
there is emphasis on a grov/ing interest in news and politics, in books 
and articles on the Yar, or on the Services. Among the older men 
there are consents upon the {.reater accessibility of a variety of 
newspax^ers.
The writer may perhaps be permit/ted to amplify these facts by his 
private observations. jlfe in the base camp from which these samples 
were drawn for the man or woman in the ranks was not on the whole 
conducive to serious concentration upon reading. To obtain quiet it 
was frequently necessary to walk a mile or more to the nearest Amy 
iiducation Corps stud/ centre; I;.A."• .F.I./f.LI.//. ./.G.A. canteens v^ere 
al.vays centres of noise - clattering cups, conversation and radio; the 
Hissen sleeping huts accommodated upmrds of twenty men any or all of 
whom might be "at home" in the evenin; s, conversing, cleaning equipment 
or playing fames. Under such circumstances it is a..al 1 vsonder that 
most men and women stated that they read less since joining the forces; 
nor is it surprizing either, that the quality of uhat they read be 
comparatively low. On the other hand the facilities provided for 
guided reading, for borrowing books, the stimulus of lecture courses, 
the mixing in^the ranks of many men and woaen of good intelligence ?,nd 
education,' and, in favoured cases, the increase of leisure, provided, 
£or soiie, conditions conducive to a widened cultural life - if they 
were prepared to make the effort to get it.
